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CHAPTER I .

INTRODUCTION

The terms "assessment1* and "accountability" have often
been voiced on college campuses and in state government over
the past few years.

One consequence of this increased

concern over assessment of college outcomes and
accountability for funds has been the addition of state
mandated student assessment procedures to the existing
regional accrediting agencies' quality control mechanisms.

The Purpose of the Study
With this addition in mind, the purpose of this study was
to review the historical origins and chronology of the
student assessment movement in the United States and in
particular to describe and analyze Virginia's higher
education student assessment policy evolution.

(Virginia's

policy is the result of three pieces of legislation: Senate
Joint Resolution 125, Senate Joint resolution 83 and, Senate
Bill No. 534; therefore,

for the remainder of this study the

term "Virginia's student assessment policy" will be used to
refer to these three pieces of legislation.)

The study will

describe and analyze Virginia's student assessment policy as
it evolved during the national student assessment movement
so as to provide a better understanding of one aspect of the
multi-dimensional relationship between state government and

11

higher education in the Commonwealth.

Emphasis will be

placed on the policy formulation process associated with
Virginia's student assessment policy.

Therefore, this is a

study on the formulation of higher education policy at the
state level.
The review of Virginia's policy formulation process will
be patterned after a similar study on policy formulation
conducted by Stephen K. Bailey, former Dean of Syracuse's
Maxwell School of Public Administration,
the federal Employment Act of 1946

in his analysis of

(Bailey, 1950). However,

since Bailey's study focused on federal as opposed to state
policy formulation,

it will be used only to construct the

general guidelines for this study.

Thomas R. Dye's models

for policy analysis as proposed in his 1972 book,
Understanding Public Policy, will serve as the primary
backbone and conceptual framework for the analysis of
Virginia's student assessment policy formulation process
(Dye, 1972) .

Significance of the Study
Monitoring student achievement has become an important
and controversial part of the educational policy aspect of
higher education.

Faculty evaluate students through a

variety of mechanisms such as examinations, and written and
oral presentations in almost all courses to determine

12

student's grades and whether or not course objectives are
being met

(SCHEV,

1986; Ewell,

1987).

Not only are students evaluated, but the colleges and
universities that they attend are also evaluated.

Through a

variety of mechanisms, state governments monitor the
educational programs on many college campuses.

In addition,

six regional accrediting bodies function to try to analyze
the overall health of the institutions.

One hundred and

fifty-four professional accrediting bodies look at
specialized programs
education)

(ranging from agriculture to nursing

on these campuses.

And many states have

coordinating bodies that try to keep collegiate programs
well-balanced (Harcleroad, 1980).

From this perspective,

higher education in America is highly assessed.
states,

Yet many

including Virginia, recently instituted legislation

to aid in the assurance of quality higher education within
their borders.

One might ask,

so visible and controversial?"

"Why has assessment become
One reason was the release

of the 1983 national report on the condition of elementarysecondary education (A Nation at Risk) .

Although this

report did not discuss higher education specifically,

it

stimulated similar concerns of quality and accountability
for resources by institutions of higher education.

Higher

education moved into the limelight with a series of reports
dealing with undergraduate education.

Central among these

reports were the National Institute of Education's 1984
13

report; Involvement in Learning;

Realizing the Potential of

American Higher Education which gave good marks to higher
education's accomplishments in terms of adapting to growth
and change, but noted that there was room for improvement;
the Association of American Colleges'
in the College Curriculum:

1985 report Integrity

A Report to the Academic

Community which looked at problems in the undergraduate
curriculum and offered solutions to those problems; and the
National Endowment for the Humanities' 1984 report, To
Reclaim a Legacy:

A Report on the Humanities in Higher

Education written by William Bennett.

Bennett's report

claimed that colleges and universities were failing to give
students an adequate education in the culture and
civilization of which they are members (Boyer, 1985; Ewell,
1985).

These reports along with dissatisfaction with

existing accountability measures being conducted by
accreditation agencies and specialized program agencies
fueled the spread of student assessment at the state level
(Harcleroad,

1980; Floyd, 1982; Marcus et al, 1983).

States have responded differently to the perceived need
to institute some form of student assessment.

New Jersey

instituted the first state-wide program of student
assessment designed to test entering students for basic
college skills.

Georgia followed with a basic skills test

for "rising juniors."

Florida mandated both an examination

for entering college students and rising juniors.
14

Tennessee

stepped forward with a required entry level test and
financial incentives for institutions to assess their twoyear and four-year outcomes. In other states, however,
institutions have been encouraged but not required to
develop student assessment programs.

Virginia is

distinctive in that it has charted a middle course:

it has

mandated student assessment but has allowed the individual
colleges to develop or choose those assessment methods most
appropriate to their very diverse characters and missions
(SCHEV,

1987) .

Virginia's student assessment policy is important because
it serves as an interesting example for other states that
have not yet instituted student assessment legislation.

By

mandating student assessment and then allowing the diverse
institutions to develop their own methods of assessment,
Virginia's policy allows institutions to maintain a high
level of campus autonomy, thereby reducing fears of
governmental control.

Virginia's policy was developed after

careful consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of
other states' actions.

Ideally,

it will serve its primary

purpose— assessing student achievement— while at the same
time maintaining a balance between higher education's need
for autonomy and the state's need for accountability of
resources.

15

The Research Problem
The problem of this study is twofold:

first, to trace

the historical origins and development of the student
assessment movement in the United States and in the state of
Virginia; and second, to describe and analyze Virginia's
student assessment policy formulation process within this
movement. Virginia's student assessment policy formulation
process will be systematically examined and compared to six
policy formulation models (systems theory, elite theory,
group theory, rational decision-making theory,
incrementalism, and institutionalism)

as proposed by Thomas

R. Dye in his 1972 book, Understanding Public Policy.
In answering this problem, the study addressed these
major research questions:

The Research Questions
The first major research question was:

What is the

historical context for Virginia's higher education student
assessment movement?
Subsidiary Questions are:
1-a).

What were the intended goals of student
assessment?

1-b).

What forces or perceived forces affected the
development of the student assessment
movement in the United States?

16

1-c).

Why has student assessment been instituted at
the state

level when other review and

accrediting agencies already exist to monitor
the quality of colleges and universities?
1-d).

Who were the major participants and what were
their roles in

the development of the

student assessment movement in the United
States?

The second major research question of this study was:
What were the manor events and characters in the formulation
of Virginia's student assessment policy?
Subsidiary Questions are:
2- a ) .

Who were the major participants and what were
their roles in the development and passage of
Virginia's student assessment policy?

2- b ) .

Who supported and who resisted the passage
Virginia's student assessment policy?

And

what were their reasons for taking a stand
one way or the other?
2-c).

What are some of the characteristics of
Virginia's political system that aided the
passage of its student assessment policy?

2-d).

What are some of the intended results of
Virginia's student assessment policy

17

of

according to the house and senate committees
that passed the legislation?
2-e).

What are some of the perceived reasons
(stimulants) of Virginia's student assessment
policy?

2-f).

From whom did the legislators receive advice
for the development of Virginia's student
assessment policy?

2-g).

According to the legislation, how was
Virginia's student assessment policy to be
implemented?

2-h).

Was the proposed implementation process
supported by higher

2-i).

education institutions?

Does Virginia's student assessment policy
have an important theoretical base?

If so,

what was the theoretical base for opponents
and supporters?

(On what basis do people

support or not support Virginia's student
assessment policy?
2—j).

Why was Virginia's student assessment policy
initially instituted in the form of a
resolution which has no force of law as
opposed to a bill which requires the
governor's signature and also has force of
law?

18

The third major research question of this study was:
On the basis of the historical description and narrative
gathered for this study, does the case study of assessment
policy formulation in Virginia conform clearly to one of the
six policy formulation models

(system theory, elite theory,

group theory, rational decision-making theory,
incrementalism. and institutionalism)

as proposed by Thomas

R. Dve in his 1972 book. Understanding Public Policy?

Subsidiary Questions are:
3-a).

Can any of Dye's models be eliminated from
consideration and if so, what are the
justifications for elimination?

3-b).

Is there an alternative model to the six that
Dye proposes that would better describe
Virginia's student assessment policy
formulation process?

Research context:

Autonomy and Public accountability

"Autonomy" in higher education has been defined as the
power of a university or college to govern itself with a
minimum of outside controls

(Bok, 1979).

On the other hand,

public accountability can be defined within a broad
framework as a state's responsibility to provide for the
needs or abuse of public institutions

(Bok, 1979).

These

two concepts served as the research context for arguments on
19

state intervention via assessment and accountability
measures in the affairs of institutions of higher education.
According to Bok, "The problem is where to draw the line.
How much autonomy should universities have in carrying out
their academic functions?
government intervene?

Under what circumstances may the

And when the government acts, what

methods of regulation should it employ to achieve its ends
with minimum damage to the academic enterprise"
p. 82)?

(Bok, 1979,

These questions have been asked throughout history

and varying answers have been proposed.
Traditionally, academe has been immune from many
pressures of government intervention.

Academic independence

and diversity have been highly prized and protected values.
However, due to heavy reliance on government funding, legal
principles permitting the government to insist on
institutional accountability and the right to participate to
an increasing degree in the academic process were
established.

According to Cowan (1984), once the principle

that government funding also allows government regulation
was well established, it was difficult to contain. Even
those institutions that decided to forego governmental
assistance have been unable to disentangle themselves.

Once

the legal basis for government's intrusion into academic
affairs was established there seemed to be no potential
limit to the scope of such regulation.

Wildavsky (1979)

also warns that governmental intervention is incremental—
20

once a base for intervention has been established it is
built upon year after year until their is little to no
autonomy for the regulated institutions.
Initially, according to Nathan Glazer (1979) government
regulation of higher education was benign in its origins and
the attitude of faculties had been that of approval. The
federal government1s involvement with higher education had
nothing to do at the beginning with any sense on anyone's
part that there were abuses to be controlled.
education was seen as a good thing.

Rather higher

It was valuable for

personal advancement, and so access to higher education was
considered a suitable reward for veterans.

Thus we had the

G.I. Bill and the payment of World War II veterans' tuition.
Institutions could advance America's research capability and
achievement.

And so there was a second major government

involvement:

funding of research on American campuses.

it continued from there (Glazer,
One might ask,

And

1979).

"How did it happen that higher education

came to be viewed by government with suspicion, and
hostility?"
result:

Glazer identifies three routes to this final

1) real abuses developed as government contracted

with higher education for services?

2) the explosion of

social regulation such as racial and sexual discrimination
increased scrutiny of higher education;

and 3) a real

suspicion of and hostility towards higher education
institutions that developed among some important opinion-
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making sectors which represented one or another organized
sector of the population and which were ready to appeal to
the courts to impose on agencies their particular views of
the proper function of regulation (Glazer, 1979) . Chester E.
Finn, Jr. provides several examples in his 1978 book,
Scholars.

Dollars, and Bureaucrats of abuses by higher

education institutions:

Among the principle offenders (of the G.I. Bill) were
thousands of profit-making proprietary schools that
sprang into existence, some of which were patronized
exclusively by veterans and too many of which were
found to be falsifying their records, overstating their
charges, and generally abusing the Federal program.
The problems intensified with the loan programs and the
massive defaults of the 1970's.

What was a legitimate

institution and what was legitimate academic work?

The

Federal government and its agencies were forced into
the business of deciding (Glazer 1979, p. 49).

At the state level, demands for accountability by
students, parents, and businesses, through assessment of
institutions of higher education, have caused the states to
become involved in the affairs of public institutions of
higher education.

State involvement has come in the form of

accountability (through assessment of outcomes of higher

22

education)

for the uses of monies directed towards meeting

the needs and demands of the people.

The logic is that

since the public colleges and universities are obtaining
state funds generated through taxation of citizens then the
state and its representative bodies have a right to demand
accountability for the uses of its funds.
becomes:

The question then

How did the student assessment/accountability

policy come about?
In his 1979 book, Legislated Learning. Arthur Wise
stated that most educational policies are based on generally
accepted common sense.

For example, to have clear

objectives is a good thing; to plan is sensible; to
coordinate is reasonable; to regulate ensures equal
treatment; and to follow procedures is to ensure fairness.
Yet, not only do educational policies based upon these
characteristics often fail to achieve their intended
results, but they are increasingly becoming the cause of
profound, unanticipated, and unexamined changes in the
conception of educational operations in the United States
(Wise, 1979).
According to Wise, one reason for this is that
educational policy is becoming more and more determined by
the states, by the federal government,

and by the courts,

rather than by the schools and colleges themselves.

This

policy intervention is causing an hierarchical control
structure to be instituted within the governance of

23

education.

At the top of this hierarchy is the federal

government; the state government is in the middle; and this
leaves the schools and colleges at the bottom (Wise, 1979).
Whenever there is an increase in the control of educational
institutions there is always a threat to the autonomy of the
institutions.

This threat serves as the main context for

most opposition to federal, state, and local government
interventions into higher education (Hagar, 1976; Wise,
1979).

Theoretical Base;

Dve's Models of Policy Formulation

Thomas R. Dye proposes six models of policy formulation
that can be used to analyze Virginia's student assessment
policy formulation process and the extent of government
involvement in the process.

These theories are:

systems

theory, elite theory, group theory, incrementalism, rational
decision-making theory, and institutionalism.

The purpose

of which is to:
1)

simplify and clarify our thinking about government
and

politics,

2)

to identify important political forces in society,

3)

to communicate relevant knowledge about political
life,

4)

to direct inquiry into politics, and

5)

to suggest explanations for political events and
outcomes (Dye, 1972, p. 17).
24

Model One— System Theory: Policy as Systems Output
Dye's Systems theory diagrammatically depicts public
policy as an output of the political system.

The political

system is defined by Dye as the group of interrelated
structures and processes which function authoritatively to
allocate values for a society.

The concept of "system"

implies an identifiable set of institutions and activities
in society that function to transform demands into
authoritative decisions requiring the support of society.
The concept of "systems" also implies that elements of the
system are interrelated, that the system can respond to
forces in its environment, and that it will do so in order
to preserve itself.

Inputs are received into the political

system in the form of both demands and support.
occur when individuals or groups,

Demands

in response to real or

perceived environmental conditions, act to affect public
policy.

Support on the other hand is given when individuals

or groups accept the outcomes of the political process and
conform to policy decisions by obeying the laws.

The system

preserves itself by: 1) producing reasonably satisfying
outputs, 2) relying upon deeply rooted attachments to the
system itself, and 3) using or threatening to use force
(Dye, 1972, pp. 18-19).

Figure l.l is a diagram of the

conceptualization of political activity and public policy as
described by Dye (1972)

in the systems theory.
25

FIGURE 1.1
The Systems Model
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Model Two— Elite Theory:

Policy as Elite Preference

Elite theory suggests that general public or masses are
apathetic and ill-informed about public policy, and that the
elites (power holding individuals) actually shape mass
opinion on policy questions more than masses shape elite
opinion.

If this is true, then public policy really turns

out to be the preferences of elites.

Public officials and

administrators merely carry out the policies decided upon by
the elite.

Policies, thus, flow "downward" from elites to

the masses as opposed to rising from the demands of the
masses.

Figure 1.2 presents the model of elite theory as

proposed by Dye (1972).

26

FIGURE 1.2
The Elite Model
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Model Three— Group Theory:

Policy As Group Equilibrium

The premise for Dye's Group theory suggests that group
interactions are the central basis of politics.

A "group"

is defined as individuals with common interests united
formally or informally to press their demands upon
government (Dye, 1972).

Dye explains that,

individuals are

important in politics only when they act as part of, or on
behalf of, group interests.

The group thus becomes the

essential bridge between the individual and his government.
Politics is really the struggle among groups to influence
public policy

(see Figure 1.3, Dye's group model). The

extent of influence is determined by the number of
27

individuals participating, wealth, organizational strength,
access to decision makers, and the internal cohesion of the
group. The task of the political system is to manage group
conflict by
1) establishing rules of the game in the group
struggle,
2) arranging compromises and balancing interests,
3) enacting compromises in the form of public policy,
and
4) enforcing compromises (Dye, 1972, p. 23).

FIGURE 1.3
T h e G roup M odel
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According to group theorists, public policy at any
given time is the equilibrium reached in the group struggle.
This equilibrium is determined by the relative influence of
interest groups.

Changes in the relative influence of any
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interest group can be expected to result in changes in
public policy

(Dye, 1972).

Model Four— Rationalism;

Policy as Efficient Goal

Attainment
A rational policy (the "one best way")

is one which is

correctly designed to maximize "net value achievement."
"Net value achievement" can be achieved only when all
relevant values of society are known, and when any sacrifice
in one or more values which is required by a policy is more
than compensated for by the attainment of other values.
According to Dye, rationality is interchangeable with the
concept of efficiency— efficiency is the ratio between
valued inputs and valued outputs.

This concept of

efficiency as it applies to the rational model includes the
calculation of all social, political,

and economic values

sacrificed or achieved by a public policy, not just those
which can be measured in quantitative terms such as
financial values.
According to Dye's model

(see Figure 1.4, Dye's

rational decision-making model), in order to select a
rational policy, policy makers must:
1)

know all of the society's value preferences and
their relative weights;

2)

know all of the policy alternatives available;
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3)

know all of the consequences of each policy
alternative;

4)

calculate the ratio of achieved to sacrificed
societal values for each policy alternative; and

5)

select the most efficient policy alternative

(Dye,

1972, p. 27).
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The rationalism model assumes that all of a society’s
value preferences can be identified and weighted.

There

must also be complete understanding of societal values.
Rational policy making also requires information about
alternative policies such as the predictive capacity to
foresee accurately the consequences of alternate policies,
and the intelligence to calculate correctly the ratio of
costs to benefits.

Finally, rational policy making requires

a decision-making system which facilitates rationality in
policy formation (Dye, 1972).
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Model Five— Incrementalism;

Policy as Variations of the

Past
Incrementalism portrays public policy as a continuation
of past policy activities with only incremental changes.
Economist Charles Lindblom first presented the incremental
model in his critique of the traditional rational model of
decision making.

According to Lindblom (1959), decision

makers do not annually review the whole range of existing
and proposed policies as required by the rational model.
Instead, due to time constraints,

intelligence, and cost

they apply the more conservative approach to decision
making— incrementalism.
Incrementalism is conservative in that existing
programs, policies, and expenditures are considered as a
base, and attention is concentrated on new programs and
policies and on increases, decreases, or modification of
current programs.

Policy makers generally accept the

legitimacy of established programs and tacitly agree to
continue previous policies (Dye, 1972; Lindblom,

1959).

According to Dye, they do this for several reasons.

First,

because they do not have the time, intelligence, or money to
investigate all of the alternatives to existing policies.
Second, policy makers generally accept the legitimacy of
previous policies because of the uncertainty about the
consequences of completely new or different policies.
Third, there may be heavy investments in existing programs
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which preclude any radical change.

Fourth, incrementalism

is politically expedient in that in that agreement comes
easier in policy making when the items of dispute are only
increases or decreases in budgets, or modifications to
existing programs.

Fifth, the characteristics of policy

makers themselves recommends the incremental model primarily
because human beings rarely act to maximize all of their
values, instead, they act more often to satisfy a particular
demand.

Finally,

in the absence of any agreed upon societal

goals or values it is easier for the government of a
pluralist society to continue existing programs rather than
engaging in overall policy planning towards specific
societal goals (Dye, 1972).

Figure 1.5 represents the

incrementalism model as proposed by Dye.

FIGURE 1.5
The Incremental Model
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Model Six— Institutionalism:

Policy as Institutional

Activity
The institutional approach to studying public policy
making looks at the relationship between public policy and
governmental structures and institutions.

According to Dye,

a policy does not become a public policy until it is
adopted,

implemented, and enforced by some governmental

institution which give public policy three characteristics.
First, government policies are generally regarded as legal
obligation by which everyone must abide.

Second, only

government policies extend to all people in a society.

And

third, government monopolizes coercion in society— only
government can legitimately imprison or kill violators of
its policies (Dye, 1972).

Figure 1.6 presents the

FIGURE 1.6

institutionalism model.
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Dye proposes these six models for conducting public
policy analysis, however he warns that the models are not
competitive,

in the sense that any one of them could be

judged "best."

Each one provides a separate focus on

political life, and each can help us to understand different
things about public policy.

Most policies, according to Dye

are a combination of rational planning,

incrementalism,

interest group activity, elite preferences,

systemic forces,

and institutional influences (Dye, 1972).

Definition of Terms
1).

Accountability - being held responsible and answerable
for specified results or outcomes of an activity over
which one has authority.

2).

Assessment/Student Assessment - the process of
determining whether or not students have met
educational goals set by their programs of study,
institutions of higher education, or the state (SCHEV,
1987, p. 37).

3).

Educational Outcomes/Learning Outcomes - what the
student learns and can do as a result of education.

4).

Political System - a group of interrelated structures
and

processes which functions authoritatively to

allocate values for society (Dye, 1972, p. 18).
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5).

policy - governing principles that serve as guidelines
or

rules for decision making and action in a given

area.
6).

policy Formulation - the act of establishing principles
to serve as guidelines for decision making and action.

assumptions Used in the Study
This study rests on the following assumptions:
1).

The origins and development of Virginia's student
assessment policy could be delineated based upon the
review of legal and historical documents and the
responses of interviewees to interview questions.

2).

Virginia's political system characteristics such as
partisanship,

interest groups, and apportionment are

important determinants of causes and consequences of
public policies.
3).

Interviewees have relatively complete memory and
provide truthful information.

Limitations of the Study
For the purpose of this study the following limitations
were set:
1).

One major limitation of this study was the absence of
extensive legislative documentation associated with
Virginia's student assessment legislation.
of Virginia, has no requirement that
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The state

committees and

subcommittees of the legislature keep records of their
proceedings; therefore it will be necessary to rely
heavily on interviews as opposed to comprehensive
documents in the reconstruction process.
2).

The study will not document activities associated with
Virginia's student assessment policy past the signing
of Senate Bill 534 by Governor Gerald Baliles in 1989.

Organization of the Study
The content of this study, which focused on the origins
and development of Virginia's student assessment policy,
will be presented in five chapters.

This chapter served as

an introduction to the study by stating the purpose, the
significance, the problem, the research questions, the
research context, the theoretical base, and the assumptions
and limitations of the study.
Chapter II is a review of the literature on student
assessment and policy analysis.

This chapter includes a

review of the national literature in addition to state,
legal, and historical documents on student assessment.
Chapter III describes the methods and procedures utilized in
this research effort.

The two methods by which data were

collected for this study were 1) reviewing legal and
historical documents, and 2) conducting intensive
interviews.

Chapter IV reviews the history and chronology

of student assessment in Virginia by reviewing the
36

historical context for student assessment at the national
level.

Also included in this chapter is a review of the

major events and characters involved in the formulation of
Virginia's policy.

The chapter concludes with an analysis

of Thomas Dye's six theories of policy formulation as they
apply to Virginia's student assessment case.

Chapter V, the

final chapter, summarizes the study, delineates conclusions
based on the research findings, discusses implications and
limits of the research, and offers recommendations for
further research.
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CHAPTER II:

The

purpose

of

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

this

chapter

is

to

review

pertinent

literature on: 1) the origins and development of the student
assessment movement in the United States; 2) the origins and
development

of

Virginia

student

assessment

policy

to

its

passage; and 3) Thomas Dye's six models of policy formulation
(elite,

systems,

group,

incremental,

rational-decision making theory).
major

works

analyze

and

in

each

describe

formulation process.
dissertations,

main

area

Virginia's

institutional,

and

Careful consideration of

of

focus

student

was

necessary

assessment

to

policy

Additional works such as short articles,

and essays were not include in the review of

the literature, but are referenced at the end of the chapter.

Historical Origins and Development of Student
Assessment in the United States

Accreditation's Influence
Harcleroad (1980) traced the development of accreditation
from 1787 to 1980. Emphasis was placed on major events that
affected accreditation such as World War II, and the problems
associated with the proliferation of specialized accrediting
agencies.
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1787

- 1914.

York.

The

Accrediting began at the state

New

York

Board

of

Regents

was

in New

established

register each curriculum at each institution,
yearly to the legislature.

level

to

and to report

Voluntary nonprofit educational

associations began with the American Medical Association in
1847.

Four of the regional accrediting agencies were formed

during this period (New England, Middle States, Southern, and
North

Central).

established the
(Harcleroad,

In

the

North

Central

first set of 12 criteria

1980).

1914 - 1935.

1912

association

for accreditation

V-

The Southern (1917), Middle States
(1923)

established

(1919), and

Northwest

Associations

accrediting

standards.

In 1914, the Association of American Universities

published its list of prestigious institutions.
North

Central

principle

for

Association
accreditation

adopted
that

a

was

new,

In 1934, the

less

based

on

objective
judging

an

institution in terms of its purpose and its total pattern as
an institution (Harcleroad,

1935

-

1948.

proliferate.

1980).

Specialized

association

continued

to

The federal government attempted to stop the

operation of fraudulent institutions.

Efforts to institute

state accrediting of colleges and universities were started.
All

voluntary

associations

moved
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toward

the

principle

of

basing

accreditation

of

individual

institutions

on

the

institution's own objectives (Harcleroad, 1980).

1948-1975.

In 1948, the Association of American universities

stopped its listing of institutions based on quality.
was

a

rapid

increase

associations.
of

higher

in

the

number

of

There

specializes

An increase in the federal role at institutions

education

began

as

a

result

of

the

passage

by

Congress of the Veterans Readjustment Assistance Acts of 1944
and 1952.

In order to be more influential, the Federation of

Regional Accrediting Commission and the National Commission
on

Accrediting

Council

on

combined

their

Postsecondary

forces

Accreditation

in

1975

(COPA)

to

form the

(Harcleroad,

1980).

1975-1980.
to

be

a

Proliferation of accrediting agencies continued
problem

dissemination

of

for

COPA.

information

COPA
and

shifts

its

research.

attention
Several

to

major

studies of accreditation such as nontraditional education and
education

on

military

bases

were

undertaken

(Harcleroad,

1980) .

The literature on the influence of accrediting agencies
on

the development

three sections

of

student assessment was

according to chronological

agencies.
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divided

into

influence of the

Institutional
were

primarily

Focus.

Originally

concerned

with

accrediting

institutional

agencies

advancement,

therefore they began to focus on quality assurance methods
such as college entrance examinations, and the establishment
of common standards among colleges in an area. Several works
were used to develop

accrediting agencies' primary concern

with institutional matters.
Kenneth

Young,

Charles

Chambers,

H.

R.

Wells,

and

associates' 1983 book. Understanding Accreditation, served as
the primary back-bone for accreditation's history.
reviewed:

evaluating

educational

institutional accountability,
academic
student's

standards,
needs,

making

and

quality,

This book
assuring

achieving and maintaining high
education

offsetting the

more

responsive

dangers

to

of government

control of education.
Accreditation and
David

A.

Trivett

was

Institutional Eligibility
used

criticisms of accreditation.
for

Young's

and

to

summarize

(1976),

perceptions

by
and

Trivett also provided support

Harcleroad's

historical

development

of

accreditation and the role of student assessment within that
history.
Additionally, William Selden's Accreditation: A Struggle
Over Standards in Higher Education

(1960)

devotes an entire

chapter to the "institutional reformation" role of accrediting
agencies.
not

He warns that "... if the regional associations do

squarely

face the

question
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of

the

soundness

of

their

methods and the validity of their criteria, other forces will
develop

and

challenge

the

authority

of

the

colleges

and

universities to evaluate t h e m s e l v e s " (Selden, 1960, p. 44).
Societal Focus.

Societal concerns, the second function

of accreditation as identified by Young et al (1983), emerged
as a general theme for several other major works.
1960 book, Accreditation:

Selden's

A Struggle Over Standards in Higher

Education, as discussed above also reviewed the federal and
state

government's

interest

in accreditation.

The

federal

government's interests was described initially as a mean to
distribute
better

GI

funds.

supervision

On

of

the

other

colleges

hand

and

the

states

universities.

wanted
Selden

discusses the need for education to adjust to social changes
that were happening during the 1950's and early 1960's.
A more recent review of societal concerns as related to
accreditation appeared in Chester Finn's 1978 book, Scholars.
Dollars,

and Bureaucrats.

historical

framework

on

This book was used to develop a
federal

government

involvement

in

higher education.
Student Focus. Accreditation's shift to student concerns
was discussed extensively by Young et al (1983).
the Council

of Postsecondary Accreditation

nontraditional

education

and

its

outcomes assessment was discussed.

resulting

Reviews of

(COPA)
shift

study on
towards

Additional information on

student concerns came from Finn (1978).

Finn reviewed student

criticism about accreditation as it existed in the 19 7 0 's and
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the need for institutions and accrediting agencies to become
more responsive to these expressed needs.
In 1987 the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools'
Commission

on

Colleges

released

Institutional Effectiveness.

its

Resource

Manual

This manual reviewed a recently

approved Section III of the Criteria for Accreditation.
section,

"Institutional

Effectiveness,"

expansion

of

accreditation

education

as

opposed

proportion

of

faculty

to

to

focused

emphasize

resource

holding

number of library holdings.

on

the

measures

doctorate

on

results
such

degrees,

This
the
of

as

the

and

the

Emphasis was placed on the extent

to which the institutions used "assessment information to re
evaluate goals, to make essential improvements,
for the future"

and to plan

(SACS, 1987, p. iii).

Expansion and Curriculum Development's Influence
A second theory on the formulation of student assessment
in the United States was proposed by Resnick and Goulden in
their 1987 chapter,

"Assessment, Curriculum and Expansion in

American Higher Education:
Halpern

(Ed.),

Student

Teaching and Learning.

A Historical perspective" in Diane
Assessment:

A

Tool

for

Improving

They believe that student assessment

initiatives were the result of periods of increased enrollment
which eventually lead to a disjointed curriculum that catered
primarily

to

the

desires

of

the

student

body.

Student

assessment came along as a means to provide coherence to the
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curriculum

during

periods

of

enrollment

consolidation.

Resnick and Goulden identified individual institutions as the
primary initiators of theses student assessment endeavors.
Pace
reviews

(1979),
the

Measuring the

establishment

Outcomes

of

several

of

College, also

offices

at

major

universities in the 1930's designed to study local educational
research.

The

activities

included

evaluating

alternative

curricula, assessing student development and achievement, and
comparing teaching methods.
kinds

of

assessment

and

He then presents

models

for

more

ideas

for new

systematic

and

effective institutional self-studies.
Various movements of higher educational reform (such as
curriculum development, the returning adult student, and the
professionalization

of

teaching)

of

the

early

1970's

on

colleges campuses spurred the use of assessment techniques on
college campuses

(Young et al,

1987).

The returning adult

student was often required to develop a portfolio documenting
their knowledge and competencies gained outside of college.
This information was then used by admissions and counseling
officers

to

award

academic

credit

for

outside

learning

(Edgerton, 1986).
The liberal arts colleges and general education programs
were next to enter the growing field of assessment.
College

in

assessment

Milwaukee
center

in

with

the

197 3.

help
This

of

AT&T

assessment

Alverno

developed
center

an
was

designed to help assess whether or not students were acquiring
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abilities

such

communicating,

as

critical

thinking,

problem

solving,

and making value decisions from the existing

curriculum (Ewell, 1985) . Peter Ewell reviews Alverno College
and Northeast Missouri State University's efforts to develop
student assessment in his 1985 report, Levers for Change.
Peter Ewell's 1984 book, The Self-Regarding Institution:
Information
effectiveness
dimensions.

for

Excellence,

efforts

and

summarizes
presents

Additionally,

this

book

institutional

possible

outcome

demonstrate

ways

institutions have actually used assessments of student growth
and development to improve teaching, the curriculum, and the
learning environment.
Assessment in American Higher Education, a 1986 booklet
by the Department of Education, is a collection of essays that
summarize trends in assessment, current institutional efforts,
and a variety of assessment efforts.

State Government's Influence on Student Assessment
Historically,

government

had

left

the

process

of

reviewing the quality of college programs to the accrediting
associations as noted by Trivett

(1976), however,

voluntary

accreditation came under fire primarily because the states no
longer believed that voluntary accreditation was trustworthy
(Marcus et al, 1983).
reasons:

States held this belief for two major

lack of public reporting, and control of the process

by the institutions accredited (Floyd, 1982).
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Also recognized

as a weakness of accrediting agencies were:
standards

in

the

review

criticism on the part
"back

process,

serious

self-

of institutional participants,

and a

scratching" ethos.

associations
excellence,
failed

did

Trivett

not monitor

nor did they

to

meet.

lack

As

lack of rigor and

(1976)

or

reported

enforce

report which
a result

of

the

standards

standards
status

of

that
of

a college
voluntary

accreditation as the guarantor of excellence in academe was
threatened.
The recent push for student assessment was stimulated by
the release of several national reports such as:

A Nation at Risk. This report by the National Commission
on Excellence in Education released in April 1983 looked at
the quality of high schools.

It concluded that more and more

young people were emerging from high school neither ready for
college nor work.
and

local

high

mathematics,

Five recommendations were made:

school

science,

graduation
social

requirements

studies,

l) state

in English,

and computer science

should be strengthened; 2) schools, colleges, and universities
should adopt more rigorous and measurable standards, and fouryear colleges should raise admission requirements; 3) the use
of

more

time

for

learning

with

an

increase

in

homework

assignments and a lengthening of the school day and year; 4)
the improvement of teacher preparation and the demonstration
of both aptitude for teaching and competence in an academic
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discipline? and 5) the support of citizens in providing fiscal
support and stability required to bring about these reforms.
Involvement
American

in Learning:

Higher

Institute

Realizing

Education:

of Education's

This

the

report

Potential

by

Study Group on the

the

of

National

Conditions

of

Excellence in American Higher Education released in October,
1984 asserts that despite significant success in adapting to
growth

and

education.
college

change,

all

is

not

Reason cited were:

for

a

bachelor's

well

in

American

higher

only half of those who enter

degree

eventually

receive

it;

colleges and universities have become excessively vocational
in

their

orientation;

curricula have been

fragmented;

the

ideal of integration of knowledge has been diminished,

and

few colleges examine the learning and growth of the students
they graduate.

Among the report's

27 recommendations were

five recommendations for assessment and providing feedback to
help improve the effectiveness with which students,

faculty,

and the institution carry-out their work.
To

Reclaim

a Legacy:

Higher Education.

A

Report on

the Humanities

in

This report written by William J. Bennett

for the National Endowment for the Humanities in November 1984
claimed

that

colleges

and

universities

were

not

giving

students an adequate education in the culture and civilization
of which they are a part.
colleges

and

universities

The report recommended that all
should

offer

a

"core

of

common

studies" to include a chronological understanding of Western
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Civilization;

several masterworks of English,

European literature,

American,

and

proficiency in a foreign language,

and

familiarity with at least one non-western culture.
Integrity in the College Curriculum:
Academic Community.

A Report to the

This report released in February 1985 by

the Association of American Colleges reviewed the decline and
devaluation of the undergraduate degree.

It urged faculty to

take responsibility for the curriculum at their institutions.
A minimum required curriculum should consist of:

1) inquiry,

abstract logical thinking, and critical analysis; 2) literacy:
writing,

reading,

numerical data;
values;

7)

speaking,

and listening;

3) understanding

4) historical consciousness;

art;

8)

international

and

5) science;

6)

multicultural

experiences; and 9) study in depth.
These reports along with mistrust of accrediting agencies
standards caused officials in Virginia to look at the quality
of the undergraduate experience in its public colleges and
universities.

Historical Origins and Development of student
Assessment in Virginia
The historical origins of student assessment in Virginia
was traced through the State Council for Higher Education's
(SCHEV) Virginia Plan for Higher Education, state documents,
and legislation.
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State Council of Higher Education for Virginia's Influence
One

possible

assessment movement

route

for

the

higher

education

student

in Virginia can be traced back through

SCHEV's plans. In its 1974 Virginia Plan for Higher Education
SCHEV identified accountability for resource,

people,

money

and materials provided to the public institutions of higher
educations as one of its major goals (SCHEV, 1974) . Since this
initial statement of accountability as a primary goal of SCHEV
there has been other references to attainment of this g o a l .
In its 1983, 1985, and 1987 version of the plan, the Council
reinforced

its commitment to accountability by calling

for

the establishment of a state-wide student assessment policy.
Another document

issued

in

1987,

Ten

Education in Virginia, by Gordon Davies,
provided

his

Virginia.

personal

perspective

on

Years

of Higher

Director of SCHEV,

higher

education

in

Davies states that, "...we do not know in fact what

they [students] are learning or how well.

Neither do we know

whether they are prepared to participate in collegiate study"
(p.

13) .

Davies

recommends

difficulties involved,
whether

or

not

their

that,

regardless

of

the

colleges and universities must assess
students

are

acquiring the

abilities

necessary to remain well educated throughout their lifetime.
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Virginia's Policy Legislation;
Senate

Joint

State Government's Influence

Resolution

125,

passed

by

the

General

Assembly in 1985 directed the Council of Higher Education "to
investigate means by which student achievement may be measured
to assure the citizens of Virginia the continuing high quality
of higher

education

in

the

Commonwealth."

The

study was

conducted and presented to the 1986 General Assembly as Senate
Document No. 14.

This document proposed six recommendations

for measuring student achievement at Virginia's colleges an
universities.
state

Recommendation number two suggested that "all

supported

institutions

of higher education establish

procedures and programs to measure student achievement

..."

(p. 16). Senate Document No. 14 and its recommendations were
accepted by the General Assembly in Senate Joint Resolution
83.

In that resolution, the General Assembly requested public

institutions of higher education in the state "to establish
assessment

programs

Additionally,
colleges

to

measure

student

achievement."

SCHEV in cooperation with the state-supported

nd

universities,

was

requested

to

establish

guidelines for designing good assessment programs and report
to the public

results

of

institutional

efforts

to measure

student achievement in its biennial revisions of The Virginia
Plan for Higher Education."
No. 534 was proposed.

In January of 1989, Senate Bill

This bill amended the Code of Virginia

to include within SCHEV!s duties the responsibility to develop
in

cooperation

with

institutions
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of

higher

education

guidelines for the assessment of student achievement and to
report the institutions'

findings in the biennial revisions

of the master plan for higher education.

Dye's Policy Formulation Models
Thomas

R.

Dye

in his

1972

book,

Understanding

Public

Policy, proposes six models of policy formulation that can be
used

to

analyze

Virginia's

student

assessment

policy

formulation process and the extent of government involvement.
These

theories

are:

systems

theory,

elite

theory,

group

theory, incrementalism, rational decision-making theory, and
institutionalism.

Model One— System Theory: Policy as Systems Output
Thomas Dye's systems theory was based on the works of
political analyst David Easton.
applied

systems

behavior.
System,

theory

Easton
as

a

analysis to the

describes

response

As early as 1953 David Easton

to

his

1953

study
book,

fundamental

of political
The

changes,

Political
towards

behaviorism that took place in political science after World
War II.

The purpose of this book was to help "in some small

way to win back for theory its proper and necessary place" in
political science

(1971, p. x) .

Easton expanded his theory

in subsequent works such as "An Approach to the Analysis of
Political

Systems," World Politics
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(1957); A Framework for

Political

Analysis

(1965);

and

the

second

edition

of

The

Political System (1971)•

Model Two— Elite Theory:
Thomas
Thomas R.

Dye's

Policy as Elite Preference

elite theory was

explained

Dye and Harmon Zeigler's,

(1970, 1981).

in detail

in

The Irony of Democracy,

Elite theory suggests that public policy should

be viewed as the preferences and values of a governing elite.
This theory negates the concept of democratic governance where
governmental

decisions

are

based

on

the

desires

of

the

majority.

Model Three— Group Theory;
Group

theory

has

Policy As Group Equilibrium
its

roots

in

James

Madison's

analysis of American politics as it existed in the 170 0 's.
Madison identified "factions" (or in modern terms, "interest
groups") as the chief source of political activity in America.
Madison's often-quoted definition of a "faction"

identifies

one as:

a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or
a minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by
some common impulse or passion, or of interests, adverse
to the

rights

of the

citizens,

or the

permanent

and

aggregate interests of the community (Madison, p. 54).
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This

definition of a faction served as the basis

David B. Truman's The Governmental Process

(1951,

1971)

for
and

Earl Latham's "the Group Basis of Politics."

In turn, these

works

for his

according

theory.

to

Dye

served

as

the

base

group

Latham describes public policy from the group theory

perspective as follows:

public policy is actually the equilibrium reached in the
group struggle at any given moment, and it represents a
balance

which

constantly

the

contending

strive to weight

factions

in their

of

favor

groups

(1956,

p.

239) .

Thus,
number,

the influence of a group is determined by their

wealth,

organizational strength,

leadership,

access

to decision makers, and internal cohesion (Dye, 1972, p. 24).

Model Four— Rationalism:

Policy as Efficient Goal Attainment

Dye's rational theory is based on Yehezhel Dror's purerationality

model

as

described

Policymaking Reexamined.

in

his

1968

book,

Public

Dror's model is presented as the

"universally ideal pattern of decision making that should be
approximated as closely as possible"

(Dror,

1 9 6 8 , p.

132) .

A pure-rationality model should consist of complete, weighted,
inventories of society's values and resources.

One must also

be able to make valid predictions of the costs and benefits
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of each alternative.

Dror states that these tasks are far

beyond the knowledge and capacity of policy makers; however,
the pure-rationality model should be approximated as closely
as possible.

Model Five— incrementalism:
Charles E.

Policy as Variations of _the Past

Lindblom proposed the

incremental model

to

decision making in his 1959 article, "The Science of "Muddling
Through"."

He argued that pure rationality was not the best

method

decision

for

making

or

policy

making

instead

the

process of "muddling through"— slow evolution of policies by
cautious incremental changes— was a better representation of
the decision making/policymaking process.
of this model

The basic principle

is that the more different an alternative is

from past policies,

the more difficult it is to predict its

results in the policymaking process.
A second noted author to apply incremental theory to the
political process was Aaron Wildavsky.

Wildavsky's book, The

Politics of the Budgeting Process first issued in 1964 applied
incrementalism to the federal budgeting process.

Wildavsky

suggests that budgetary decisions are made in an incremental
fashion by policy makers primarily because they do not have
the time, energy, or expertise to review every budget request.
So they usually accept last years's "base" spending level as
legitimate
(increments)

and

focus

attention

for each program.
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on

proposed

increases

Model Six— institutionalism:

Policy as Institutional Activity

Historically, not much attention has been focused on the
relationship

between

public

governmental institutions.
specific

governmental

structures,
attention

characteristics

institutions

given
on

and

the

structure

of

Instead studies usually described

organization,
was

policy

duties,

to

the

policies

according

and

functions.

impact
as

Dye

to

of

their
Little

institutional

describes

in

his

institutional theory.
Dye warns that the six models of policy formulation as
described above through the literature are not competitive in
the sense that one can be judged best.
separate

focus on political life,

Each one provides a

and each one helps us to

understand different things about public policy.

Dye explains

that most public policies are a combination of the six models
presented above

(Dye,

1972).

For a detailed description of

the models see Chapter One.

summary
In response to the need to define a "college," student
assessment was introduced into colleges and universities as
early as

the 1 8 0 0 ’s.

maintain

high

academic

Accrediting
standards

agencies were
in

these

formed

to

institutions.

Gradually, the role of accrediting agencies evolved from its
initial focus on institutional advancement to include foci on
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societal and student concerns.

The student focus served as

a template for present student assessment policies of regional
accrediting agencies.

The Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools was first to emphasize the results of education
as opposed to resource measures such as the number of library
holdings.
A

second push

for student assessment was a result of

increases in the number of students attending higher education
institutions

and

the

corresponding

curriculum at these institutions.

desire

to

up-grade

the

Numerous institutions used

student assessment techniques to assess student development
and

achievement.

student

Several

assessment

as

a

major

institutions

means

to

evaluate

began

using

alternative

curricula, and to compare teaching methods.
State involvement in student assessment came as a result
of decreasing confidence in accrediting agencies standards.
After the release of several national reports on the quality
of higher education, states wanted assurances of high quality
products (students) at state-supported institutions.

Thus the

push for student assessment in Virginia and in other states
were

spurred by two

factors:

the

desire

to

increase the

quality of state-supported higher education; and the need for
accountability for state funds.
The theoretical models for policy formulation as proposed
by Thomas Dye were used to determine which policy best fit the
development

of

Virginia's

student
58

assessment

policy

formulation

process.

methodological
accomplish

the

procedures
in-depth

chapter

Three

undertaken
analysis

assessment policy.
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of

in

describes
this

Virginia's

study

the
to

student
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CHAPTER III:
The

design

used

in this

DESIGN

study was

developed

after

a

careful review of methodology used in similar policy studies
as

presented

in

Chapter Two.

Emphasis

was

placed

on

the

design used by Stephen Bailey in his 1950 book, Congress Makes
a L a w . Bailey's design will be explained in more detail later
in this chapter.
study

were

historical

A second source for the design used in this

opinions

of

studies.

individuals

These

who

individuals

had

done

similar

included,

college

professors, and doctoral students from the College of William
and Mary.
involved

Information from government officials and others
in Virginia's higher education student assessment

policy analysis was also used in constructing the design for
this study.

Bailey's Policy Formulation Design
Bailey's
Behind

the

1950

book,

Employment

Congress Makes

Act

of

1946.

is

a Law:
a

The

Storv

narrative

that

attempts "to present a reasonably objective picture of the
formulation of a public policy in the Congress..."
His

analysis

of the

legislative

policy-making

(p. ix) .

process

was

defined as the interaction of ideas, institutions, interests,
and individuals.
four forces

His book is an attempt to explain how these

interact in a particular historical context in

relation to a particular economic issue— full employment.
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Bailey identified two sources for his research:
sources and interviews.

He explained that his bibliography

gave sufficient indication of the written sources,
of

the

most

written

significant

material

in

the

study

but some
came

from

reliable

than

interviews.

Live

sources

written ones.
study

of

analysis

are

not

necessarily

But unless

Congressional
is virtually

live

more

sources are used in a

policy-making,

impossible.

a

meaningful

In the legislative

process, what is committed to writing is only the seventh
of the iceberg above the water.

Although four hundred

interviews have not exposed all of the submerged data
about S.380, they do perhaps give some indication of the
types

of

forces

at

work

in

the

legislative

process

(Bailey, 1950, p. x ) .

Following the example of Bailey's book, this study used
document

analysis

and

intensive

interviewing

to

gather

information to answer the subsidiary research questions and
thereby answer the major research questions.

The information

was then used to develop a case history of Virginia's student
assessment policy.
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Document Analysis
Document analysis was used for collecting retrospective
data on the history of the student assessment movement in the
United States and on the development of Virginia's
assessment

policy.

Information

obtained

through

student
document

analysis was used to develop a holistic picture of student
assessment policy and Virginia's policy formulation process
for

higher

education.

personal

files

Council

of

of

Documents

state

Higher

were

legislators,

Education

obtained

members

(SCHEV),

of

and

from
the

from

the

State
state

publications housed in The College of William and Mary library
and the Legislative Services library in Richmond,
These

documents

aided

in

constructing

the

Virginia.

chronology

of

Virginia's student assessment policy and in identifying people
and groups that were
policy.

influential to the development of the

Some of the information obtained through document

analysis was used to aid in the generation of questions for
the intensive interview sessions.
Documents were analyzed according to four categories:

1)

Their

ability to

aid

in the

construction

of the

chronological development of student assessment in
the

United

States,

and

in

Virginia's

student

assessment policy;
2)

Connection with Dye's models discussed in Chapter
Two;
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3)

legislative opinions and?

4)

Connection with legislative influence from interest
groups or interested parties.

Seven guidelines established by Guba and Lincoln as they
appeared

in

Merriam's

1988

book,

Case

Study

Research

Ih

Education, were used to determine what information would be
placed into each category:

Include any information that is germane to the area
and

not

excluded

by

boundary-setting

rules

[see

Limitations of Study as discussed in Chapter One].
Include

any

information

that

relates

or

bridges

several already existing information items.
Include any information that identifies new elements
or brings them to the surface.
Add

any

information

that

reinforces

existing

information, but reject it if the reinforcement is
merely redundant.
Add

new

information

that

tends

to

explain

other

information already known.
Add

new

information

that

exemplifies

either

the

nature of the category or important evidence within
the category.
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Add

any

information

that

tends

to

refute

or

challenge already known information (Merriam, 1988,
p. 136).

Advantages and Disadvantages of Document Analysis
There are three advantages to using document analysis as
a form of research.

First, written documents have proven to

be good sources primarily because they are not subjected to
recall problems.

Second, if dated they may also provide more

detail on the chronology of events than one can get through
interviewing alone.

Third, document analysis serves as a good

source for obtaining background information such as a listing
of key staff and legislators who were instrumental in passage
of Virginia's student assessment policy without wasting the
time of busy officials.
On the other hand, there are also some disadvantages to
document

analysis.

First,

they

are

often

purposely

misleading, incomplete, and often designed to sell the program
rather than to reveal its flaws.
examine a document.

Second, one can not cross-

These advantages and disadvantages were

kept in mind during this policy analysis study.

Sources of Virginia Documents
1) .

The Index of Topical Studies by the General Assembly of
Virginia 1970-1986.
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2).

The Code of Virginia - Final version of Senate Bill 534
that gave SCHEV the responsibility for conducting student
assessment.

3).

State Council for Higher Education for Virginia.
A.

The Virginia Plan for Higher Education
SCHEV's

goals

for

public

- Includes

institutions

of

higher

education in Virginia; review of student assessment
plans at state colleges and universities.
B.

The

Measurement of

Student

Achievement

and

the

Assurance of Quality in Virginia Higher Education
- Was

used to

describe

the

nature

of Virginia's

student assessment legislation.
C.

"Guidelines
SCHEV

on

for

Student

March 19/

Assessment"

1987

to

be

-

used

Issued
by

by

public

colleges and universities in the state of Virginia.
4) . The White Faner - Published by the Virginia State Chamber
of Commerce gave a short weekly chronology of bills and
resolutions,

committee

assignments,

and

general

.information on Virginia's political process. It included
votes, and amendments to proposed legislation.
5).

Drafts

of

Bills

as

presented

to

the

Division

of

Legislative services
6).

Acts of the Assembly

7).

House and Senate Journals - Included complete versions
of resolutions and bills as presented to the house and
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the

senate.

Also

votes

on

different

versions

of

legislation was obtained from these sources.
8).

House and Senate Committee Records - Because of the lack
of

documentation

within

committees,

little

to

no

information was obtained from this source.
9).

Digests of Acts

10). Local Newspapers

These documents were then used to identify influential
groups and people with interest in higher education student
assessment.

Groups with interest in student assessment were:

The State Council for Higher Education in Virginia
The Senate Committee of Education and Health
The House of Delegates Committee on Education
State Public Higher Education Institutions
The

Executive
included

Branch
the

of

Virginia's

Governor,

and

Government— This

the

Secretary

of

Education
The Public at Large

From the list of interest groups identified above the
researcher

formed

a

list

participate in the study.

of

influential

individuals

to

Twelve individuals were identified

and asked to participate (by interviews)
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in the study.

Intensive interviews
In eliciting information related to political issues and
public policy, it has been found that the interview is one of
the most reliable and
studies

frequently used

(identified by Agnes

(1976), Nowlan

instruments.

Braganza

1987)

(1973), Moos and Rourke

Other

done by

(1959)

Hagar

employed this

technique in the study of relationships between the state and
higher education.

It was found that the

interview technique

offered a more intimate and complete picture of the topics
that were being pursued.
Interviewees for this study were:

1).

Gordon

Davies,

Director

of

SCHEV,

aided

in

the

writing of Virginia's student assessment legislation
and

was

influential

in

the

passage

of

the

legislation.
2).

Deborah

DiCroce,

President

of

Piedmont

Virginia

Community College, and former Provost of Tidewater
Community College
the development

(Portsmouth Campus)

of Virginia's

student

assisted in
assessment

"Guidelines."
3) .

Brenda Edwards, Legislative Research Assistant, for
the

Legislative

Virginia)

attended

Services

Library

committee meetings

assessment legislation.
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(Richmond,
on

student

4).

Peter Ewell is an author and national consultant on
student assessment at colleges and universities in
the United States.

5).

Benjamin J. Lambert, III, Senator from District 9
in Richmond, sponsored SJR - 83 which accepted the
recommendations of SCHEV regarding the measurement
of student achievement.

Lambert also sponsored SB

- 534 that was passed by the 1989 Session of the
General

Assembly

giving

SCHEV

formal

powers

to

oversee student assessment in Virginia.
6).

Frank

Luth

served

as

the

Director

of

Student

Assessment at James Madison University.
7).

Ann-Marie McCartan is the Coordinator of Academic
Programs

at SCHEV.

She

is currently working

on

Virginia's student assessment project.
8).

James

H.

McMillan,

Associate

Professor,

Virginia

Commonwealth University assisted in the preparation
of SCHEV's report to the state legislature:

"The

Measurement of Student Achievement and the Assurance
of Quality in Virginia Higher Education".
9).

Margaret

(Peg)

Miller,

Assistant

Director

for

Academic Programs, at SCHEV is currently responsible
for overseeing compliance with Virginia’s student
assessment policy.
10). David Potter
served

as

of George Mason University
the

Assistant
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Director

of

formerly
Academic

Programs at SCHEV.

While at SCHEV, he prepared the

report to the state legislature:

"The

Measurement

of Student Achievement and the Assurance of

Quality

in Virginia Higher Education".
11). Robert

E.

Russell,

Senator

from

District

11

in

Richmond, was the initial sponsor of SJR - 125 which
called on SCHEV to conduct a study on the quality
of higher education in the state cf Virginia.
12). Norma E. Szakal of the Legislative Services Library
assisted

in

the

writing

of

Virginia's

student

assessment legislation.

Procedure for Interviews and Summarizing Data
The interviewees were contacted by telephone and asked
if they would participate in an interview for the study.
participant

accepted.

During

the

phone

Each

conversation

interviewees were informed about the purpose of the research
project and the kinds of questions that would be asked during
the interview.
a case

The purpose was cited

as the construction

history of Virginia's student assessment policy.

of
An

interview date was then set at their convenience.
On the day of the interview each participant was informed
that they could decline to answer any or all questions that
would be asked during the interview.

Each participant was

then asked if they objected to having their interview tape
recorded.

The

tape

recorder
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was

turned

on

after

verbal

approval was obtained. Two participants, Deborah DiCroce and
Peter Ewell, were interviewed by telephone.

Notes were taken

during these telephone interviews.
The first question asked of all participants was: "Please
explain to the best of your knowledge, the policy formulation
process of Virginia's student assessment policy and your role
in

its

implementation."

follow-up
asked.

questions

After

generated by

obtaining
their

their

response,

response were

then

The interview was then conducted according to three

areas of interest to the study as generated by the three major
research questions identified in Chapter One.
The

first

historical

major

context

research question

was:

What

is the

for Virginia's higher education student

assessment movement?

The second major research question was:

What were the

major events and characters in the formulation of Virginia's
student assessment policy?

The third major research question was:
the historical
study,

does

formulation

On the basis of

description and narrative gathered for this

the

case

study

of

student

assessment

policy

in Virginia conform clearly to one of the six

policy formulation models (systems theory, elite theory, group
theory,

rational

decision-making
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theory,

incrementalism

or

institutionalism)

as proposed by Thomas R. Dye in his book,

Understanding Public Policy?

Each interviewee was not asked questions from all of the
above

categories.

documents

was

questions

conducted

to
and

the
each

interview

student

assessment

a

review

interviewee

that pertained to their areas

Virginia's
However,

Prior

policy

of

was

asked

involvement

formulation

of

in

issue.

if during their brief given at the beginning of the

interview,

some

information that

filtered over

into

other

categories was identified they were questioned on this area
also.
One individual selected not to answer all questions on
the record.
and

the

In this case the tape recorder was turned off

individual

was

assured

that

the

source

of

their

comments would not be revealed.
After each interview was completed the participants were
thanked

for

their

time.

In

each

case

the

participant

suggested further documents either from their personal files
or from other individuals that were involved in the student
assessment process.
The last step was to summarize data.

Each interview was

transcribed verbatim from the tape recording.

Information was

then compiled according to its ability to aid in the answering
of each of the three research question identified above.
analysis of the data will be presented in Chapter Four.
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The

After obtaining information through the above
sources,

the process of triangulation was used to validate

the results and then construct a case study analysis of the
process of developing a state student assessment policy
Virginia.
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CHAPTER IV:

PRESENTATION AND

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The purpose of this chapter is

1) to present an analysis

of the formulation of Virginia's student assessment policy,
and 2)

to

identify the best

models

as

proposed

by

fit of six policy

Thomas

R.

Dye

in

formulation

his

1972

book,

Understanding Public Policy for explaining this case in terms
of public policy theory.
Since Virginia's

student assessment policy

is complex

analysis will be approached in a careful, systematic manner.
Therefore,

the

researcher

of

this

study

will

present

the

findings of the study in the same order as the major research
questions discussed in Chapter One.

Each section will begin

with the statement of the major research question and will
include

answers to

each of the

subsidiary questions

in an

attempt to answer each major research question.

First Manor Research Question: What is the historical context
for Virginia's higher education student assessment movement?
The

answer

to

this

background of student

question

was

assessment

found
as

by

reviewing

it appeared

in 1)

the
the

history of accrediting agencies; 2) the response to critical
periods

of

expansion

and

curriculum
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development

in

higher

education? and 3) more recently in response to the national
push for accountability.

Historical origins and Development of Student
assessment in the United States
The history of assessing the quality of higher education
in the state of Virginia has its origins in the national move
for external accountability.
practice

of

allowing

This goes against the historical

faculty

and

administrators

of

an

institution to review their programs, methods, and degrees of
learning in higher education.

Initially, one of the primary

techniques for accountability for colleges and universities
was through accrediting agencies.

Accrediting Agencies' Influence
Historically,
three

accrediting

agencies

beneficiaries— institutions,

(Young et al,

1983).

have

society,

had

to

and

serve

students

Accrediting agencie's roles as server

of institutions, society and now, students evolved as a result
of external demands for accountability primarily from members
of

the

higher

education

community

federal government that had an
colleges and universities

and

interest

others
in the

in the United States.

such

as

quality

the
of

Each role

will be discussed as it evolved in the history of accrediting
agencies.
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Stage One:

Institutional Focus.

Accrediting agencies

and related accrediting activities originated over a century
ago to solve problems related to college admissions of high
school graduates by diploma rather than examination and the
maintenance of academic standards in "colleges11 (Selden, I960,
p. 42).

The problem originated from several sources:

first,

the rapid spread of colleges, universities, and high schools
after the 1850's;
curriculum;

third,

second,

the move away from the classical

the development of the elective system;

fourth, the addition of new degrees; and fifth, the drive to
push

some

elementary

college

subjects

back

into

the

high

schools.

These changes made it hard to define a college. Many

colleges

found

themselves

providing

remedial

education

as

opposed to "higher learning" thus the need for some kind of
accrediting agency to set standards for institutions of higher
education (Harcleroad, 1980, p. 7). New regional accrediting
association began to develop working definitions of the term
"college" as well as establishing what preparations students
seeking college admissions should have.
Accrediting began at the state level in New York.
University of the State of New York

The

(the New York Board of

Regents) was established in 1784 as a board for King's College
(now Columbia University) and other colleges or schools in the
state.
changed

However, after three years of arguments, the law was
in

1787,

allowing

Columbia

institutions to have their own boards.
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and

all

other

such

The board of Regents

were empowered and required to visit every college

in the

state yearly, to register each curriculum at each institution,
and to report yearly to the legislature.
activities began at the state level.

Thus accrediting

Iowa followed New York's

lead in 184 6, Utah in 1896, Washington in 1909, Virginia in
1912, and Maryland in 1914 (Harcleroad,
On

the

other

hand

voluntary,

1980).

nonprofit

educational

associations began with the American Medical Association in
1847.

However,

little control was exerted until after 1900

when the Association reorganized.

This had become essential

because of the low state of professional schools of all types,
including

medicine.

Other

specialized

accrediting

associations that began during this period are the Association
of

American

Association
and

Law

Schools

(1900),

the

American

Osteopathic

(1897) with its Committee on Education in 1901,

the Society

of American

Foresters

(1900)

(Harcleroad,

1980).
During this same period, four regional associations were
formed

(New

England,

Central), but

only

Middle
the

North

States,
Central

Southern,

and

Association

established and applied standards of accreditation.

North
(1895)

By 1895

they covered all of the United States except the Pacific Coast
and some mountain states.

Each of these

associations worked

diligently for stronger and more explicit academic standards.
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Accreditation emerged as a national activity on August
3-4,

1906,

when

representatives

regional

association

and

Entrance

Examination

Board met

establishing,

from

the

representatives

preserving,

and

"to

four

from

present

interpreting

a

existing

the

College

plan,.,

for

in common terms

the standards of admission to college, whatever the method or
combination
accommodate

of

the

methods

migrating

of

admission,

students

and

to

in

order

secure

understanding and administration of standards"

to
just

(Young et al,

1983, p. 2) . The end result of this meeting was the agreement
to:

*

Recommend that the regional associations have their
member colleges accept certificates from accredited
schools in other regions.

*

Encourage the regional associations not yet doing
so to organize "a college entrance certificate board
or a commission for accrediting schools."

*

Propose the development of common definitions and
standards.

*

Establish a permanent commission "for the purpose
of

considering,

requirements

and

from

time

matters

of

to

time,

mutual

entrance

interest

to

colleges and preparatory schools (Young et al, 1983,
p. 2) .

34

During
events

this

same

occurred.

period,

First

the

two

important

North

Central

accreditation
Association

of

Colleges and Secondary Schools, which started accrediting high
schools

in

1905,

However,

it was

established

the

decided

1912

to

accredit

before the

first

set

North

of

12

member

Central

specific

colleges.
Association

criteria

for

accreditation, and 1913 when they published the first list of
fully accredited

institutions

(Harcleroad,

1980).

The New

England, Middle States, and the Southern regional associations
followed

the

North

Central's

lead

and

also

established

accrediting standards and put them into operation.
In the 1930's, the North Central Association adopted a
new stand for accreditation.

This new principle was based on

judging an institution in terms of its purpose and its total
pattern as an institution.

This new principle, later adopted

by other associations, made it possible for accrediting to be
adapted

to

education

the

ever

widening

institutions

colleges, universities,

such

spectrum
as

of

normal

post-secondary

schools,

junior

and technical schools.

The second important development for accrediting agencies
during

this

accreditation

period

was

the

beginning

through

associations.

The

of

specialized

American

Medical

Association established its Council on Medical Education in
1904,

developed a rating

system

first

classification

schools

evolved

into

of

specialized

in 1906,
in

1907.

accreditation
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and prepared
These
and

the

actions

established

patterns for other professional association.
programmatic

associations

started

between

Eleven special
1914

and

1935:

podiatry, business, law, library and music, dietetics, nurse
anaesthesia, pharmacy and engineering, and optometry.
Specialized
including:

associations

chemistry;

continued

journalism,

to

proliferate,

architecture,

and

art.

Institutional presidents beginning in 1924, through their own
association,
which

they

tried to limit the number of association with
would

work.

The

federal

government

also

made

efforts to stop the operation of degree mills by using laws
against fraud, and abuse of the postal service.

The apparent

need for state controls on degree mills led to another push
during the 1930's toward state standards and state accrediting
of colleges and universities.

After numerous discussions and

national conferences on the problem, the emphasis was left to
voluntary

accreditation

and

only

the most

flagrant

degree

mills were put out of business.
In the meantime, the voluntary associations consolidated
their position nationally.

Between 1935-1948, all voluntary

associations moved to some degree toward the new principle
adopted by the North Central Association, basing accreditation
of individual institutions on the institution's own objectives
rather than on a single set of standardized criteria.

This

helped them later to adapt accrediting to a wide diversity of
institutions.
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Major

changes

1

took place

9

in

accreditation

7

from

194 8-

5

.

In 1948, the Association of American Universities stopped its
listing of institutions, which for 40 years had been the most
important form of accreditation listing
quality of institutions.

of the educational

With its prestigious list no longer

available, the regional associations lists became much more
important.
number

Another consequence was a rapid increase in the

of specialized

associations.

Over

17 widely

known

associations were established.
This

first phase of accrediting history— institutional

emphasis— was
associations

characterized
refining

developing procedures

their

by

regional

standards

for

accrediting

membership

for assessing educational

quality

and
on

the basis of an institution's self-study and by an evaluation
of the institution by a group of visiting peers (Young et al,
1983).

Accreditation's

roles

were

expanded when

societal

concerns were added to its primary mission of institutional
quality.

Stage Two:

Societal Focus.

This phase was represented

by an increase in the federal role at institutions of higher
education.

The primary purpose of federal intervention was

to use "federal appropriations to encourage wider access and
opportunity

for postsecondary students as a way to achieve

national goals"

(Young et al, p. 237-38).
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In achieving this

diverse

goal

several

pieces

of

federal

legislation

was

enacted— the GI bills, the National Defense and Education Act,
and the Higher Education Act.
The GI bills of 1944 and 1952 looked to higher education
as the primary means of helping veterans get established in
a

productive

career.

A

major

part

of

the

1944

GI

bill

provided education benefits that could be used for almost any
type

of

education

school.

elementary

Institutions would

Administration
There

from

was

based

little

institutions.

on

to

Many

no

the

be

school

reimbursed

number

control

schools

through

of

by

the

lacked both

enrolled.

selection

accreditation

effective state regulation through licensing.
led to the revised GI bill of 1952

the Veterans

veterans

over

graduate

of
and

This scandal

(Finn, 1978, Young et al,

1983) .
In the GI bill of 1952,

Congress turned to the states

for help in determining eligible institutions for VA funds.
The states in turn turned to accrediting agencies for approval
of programs.

Thus accreditation was a tool to aid the federal

government in the dispersal of funds Young et al, 1983).
In 1958, Congress passed the National Defense Education
Act

(NDEA) as a reaction to the Sputnik challenge.

This act

called on institutions of higher education to develop broad
strengths in science and defense areas.

Again accreditation

was used to aid the Office of Education in determining which
institutions were eligible for funds.
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During the 1960's Congress passed the Higher Education
Act

which

was

an

opportunities

to

effort

to

provide

economically

higher

education

disadvantaged

students

regardless of their preparation for college level work.

In

a response to this challenge regional accrediting associations
broadened

their membership

to

include

the

rapidly

growing

community college and vocational school sectors.

In

a

significant

education

service

community

and

to

the

both

the

federal

postsecondary

government,

the

regional accrediting commissions demonstrated that the
general process of self study and peer review, designed
as a way to judge that an institution had set appropriate
educational

objectives

achieving them,
quality

itself

and

was

reasonably

could serve as a unifying concept

assurance

institutions

for

among

many

disparate

types

for
of

(Young et al, 1983, p. 251) .

The expansion of accrediting agencies1 roles to include
responding to federal needs in addition to institutional needs
served as

a template

for the

addition of another

sector—

student1s needs.

Stage Three:

Student Focus.

With the great expansion

of colleges and universities in the late 1950's, 1960's, and
early

197O's

as

a

result

of
89

increased

enrollments,

and

increased governmental funding came a parallel growth in the
responsibilities for accrediting agencies.

After this time

period a growing problem exploded, when the number of students
defaulting on federally guaranteed loans rose rapidly and when
it

was

alleged

partially

that

the

responsible.

accrediting
"For

system

Thousands

could

be

held

Accreditation

Has

Spelled Deception" trumpeted an article in the Washington Post
on

June

26,

1974.

Some

defaulting on the federal

students

proclaimed

loans because the

they

are

institution

in

which they had enrolled had failed to provide the educational
program it had promised.
claimed,

the

school

In a number of cases, the students

had lured them with the prospect of a

federally insured loan, which it was able to do because, being
accredited,
However,

it was eligible to participate

once

the

students

had

signed

in the program.

over their

funds to the school in the form of tuition,

borrowed

the institution

had its money and did not care if the student paid off the
loan— if he didn't the government would
accusation

spurred

growing

concerns

(Finn,

over

the

1978).

This

quality

of

accreditation standards.
The problems for accrediting agencies continued to grow.
The federal government realized that it needed a better way
of policing the schools, both to look after the interests of
students as consumers and to protect its own monies,
for other mechanisms for accountability.
amounts of federal money

looked

Because of the large

involved, officials of the executive
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branch

advised

Congress

to

gradually

intensify

oversight of the operations of accrediting agencies.

federal
The only

other alternative was to monitor all the schools and colleges
that participated in federally funded programs,
action

that

would

enlarge

the

domain

of

a course of

direct

federal

regulation and erode the academy's ability to regulate itself
(Finn, 1978).
In

order

to

be

more

influential,

and

to

respond

to

expressed limitations of accrediting agencies, the Federation
of Regional Accrediting Commission and the National Commission
on Accrediting combined forces in 1975 to form the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation

(COPA).

According to the COPA

board, COPA has five major priorities:

1)

dealing

with

the

problems

proliferation and specialization
2)

evaluating

educational

quality

associated

with

in accreditation;
and

measuring

outcomes of education;
3)

coping with

the

role

of

government

(federal

and

state) in accreditation;
4)

developing a national education-information program
on accreditation; and

5)

selecting,

training,

and evaluating volunteers

accreditation (Young, 1979, p. 139).
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in

During

its

significant

progress

evaluating
outcomes

first
in

educational

of

fourteen

years,

addressing
quality

education.

This

its

and
was

COPA

has

second

measuring
done

by

made

priority:
educational

reviewing

and

conducting studies on nontraditional education.
Nontraditional

education

generally

describes

students

(such as minorities, women, and adult) and curricula such as
external

degree

programs,

and

credit

for

prior

experience

which are not integral parts of the higher education system
(Levine,
opposed

1981) .
to

diversity

the
of

prescription,

It focuses on the needs of the student as
needs

of

the

individual

institution.

opportunity

and deemphasizes time,

requirements

(Young

nontraditional

et

al,

It

rather

encourages

than

uniform

space and even course

1983) .

The

growth

of

education throughout the latter part of the

1960's and continuing throughout the 1970's and 1 9 8 0 's raised
legitimate questions concerning the comprehensiveness of the
voluntary accreditation process,

one question posed by Young

et al asked, "Could accreditation, which was geared mainly to
evaluating

the

education

process

within

traditional

institutions, effectively assess the quality of education in
these new institutions and programs, which place less emphasis
on process

and more

on outcomes?"

(1983,

pp.

344-345).

In

order to answer this question COPA conducted its own study.
COPA,
education,

spurred
conducted

by

other
its

own
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studies

of

nontraditional

study

on

nontraditional

education.

COPA reviewed all the accreditation procedures of

the accrediting bodies recognized by COPA, and made a detailed
analysis of the programs and the accreditation experiences of
sixty-two

institutions,

1,500 educators.

and

conducted

a national

study

of

The study was completed in 1978 and found

that-

*

The nontraditional education movement is a positive
and

creative

education,
reform,
of

force

in

providing

American

added

postsecondary

stimulus

for

needed

and is specifically focused on the issues

equality

of

access,

quality

of

results,

and

individual achievement...
*

Nontraditional education is basically a variation
within,

not

purposes,

a

departure

processes,

from,

and

the

outcomes

traditional
of

American

postsecondary education...
*

Separate standards or criteria should not be applied
in

the

evaluation

institutions.
and

criteria

performance

of

Rather,
that

traditional

a single set of procedures

recognizes

components

educational

should

both
be

process
used

in

and
the

evaluation of all institutions (Young et al, 1983,
pp. 346-47).
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The results
found

that

assessment
process.

they
of

of the national survey of 1,500
strongly

educational

supported
outcomes

a
in

move
the

educators

towards

the

accreditation

In a section of the survey dealing with the future

role of regional accreditation,

the respondents selected as

their primary concern that accrediting bodies should "focus
more

on

educational

process"

outcomes

and

less

(Young et al, 1983, p. 347).

on

recommended that all postsecondary

benefit

from

which

focuses

mainly

on

current

education would

accreditation

educational

and

In response, the COPA

project

broadening

structure

procedures,

process— intended

to

achieve the institution's purpose and mission— to include an
educational outcomes orientation.
COPA

concluded

emphasizes

that

learning

an

accreditation

outcomes

can

be

procedure

that

equitably

and

comprehensively applied to all higher education institutions
or programs regardless of their orientation.
eleven

of the

study provides

the

conceptual

Recommendation
framework

for

developing educational outcomes oriented procedures:

The

accreditation

association

responsible

for

the

evaluation of an institution or program [should] require
that the institution or program place major emphasis on
learning to demonstrate that it:
1)

Has clear educational goals and objectives that are
sufficiently

explicit
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to

be

assessable

and

that

presuppose

in

their

realization

the

learning

necessary for successful performance in the fields
for which students are being educated;
2)

Maintains

a

system

of

educational

delivery

that

embraces and affords the opportunity for learning;
3)

Applies performance criteria

that,

reasonably assure graduates

if met,

would

of competence

in the

area for which they are being prepared, and
4)

Employs

effective

attainments

instruments

which

would

to

assess

be

student

acceptable

if

independently examined by recognized scholars (Young
et al, 1983, p. 349) .

In response to COPA's findings, the Commission on Higher
Education of the Middle States Association

of Colleges

and

Schools conducted a complete review of the state of the art
of outcomes

assessment

and reviewed

its own procedures

to

assess their effectiveness in dealing with all types of Higher
education
1981

the

institutions within their jurisdiction.
Middle

accreditation

States

document,

Commission

changed

Characteristics

of

In June
its

basic

Excellence

in

Higher Education, and revised its Handbook for Institutional
Self-Studv

to

be

more

responsive

to

educational

outcomes

(Young et al, 1983).
The Southern Association of Colleges and School
Commission

on

Colleges

responded
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to

the

COPA

(SACS)

project

by

conducting a three-year study.
review

and

standards.

evaluate

its

This study was designed to

entire

accreditation

process

and

The project sought to develop an accreditation

process that would deal in a comprehensive an uniform manner
with

collegiate

institutions.

The

final

report

of

the

committee states:

The

subcommittee

believes

that

while

indicators

of

quality are needed that apply to the components of input
and process,

there

is

also the

need

to have

indicators of program and service outcomes.
review

of

the

state

of

the

art,

this

quality

Based on the
subcommittee

concludes that while the feasibility for using an inputprocess-outcome model of accreditation is somewhat based
on theory and speculation, the commission should move to
develop this model to assess institutional effectiveness
(Commission on colleges, 1981, p, 9),

SACS verified these findings and those of the COPA study
by conducting an extensive survey of its constituent colleges.
There were 1,704 respondents.

The responses to one question

on the survey about the accreditation process are significant
(Commission on Colleges, 1981, p. 42):
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Question
The method of

education

is partly represented by the

relationship between means and outcomes.

The accrediting

process can emphasize primarily the means of education
(faculty, library, facilities, and so on) or the outcomes
of education
result

of

(what the student learns and can do as a
education).

Traditionally,

accrediting

agencies have emphasized means more than outcomes.

In

the future, would you like to see the accrediting process
emphasize:
Responses

Percentage

1.

Means totally

2.35

2.

Means much more than outcomes

18.37

3.

Means somewhat more than outcomes

4.

Means and outcomes equally

24.12
33.98

5. Outcomes somewhat more than means

11.09

6. Outcomes much more than means

6.57

7. Outcomes totally

.12

This project of the Commission of Colleges of SACS was
the first comprehensive effort by an accrediting agency to
identify,

define,

accreditation
Director

and

process.

Commission

on

apply
In

the

outcomes

1987 James

Colleges

of

T.

concept

Rogers,

SACS,

to

the

Executive

stated

in

the

foreword of SACS Resource Manual. "We believe strongly that
it is both proper and educationally sound to require that an
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accredited

institution state its goals,

develop methods by

which the achievement of these goals can be evaluated,

and

finally, demonstrate that the evaluative information received
is utilized in the planning process" (1987, p. i i).

This new

emphasis on results is evident in SACS's 1987 Resource Manual
which

included

a

new

section,

Institutional

Effectiveness

designed primarily to address concepts such as determination
of purpose, establishment of goals, and evaluation of results.

Expansion and Curriculum Development's Influence
Prior

to

the

third

phase

of

accreditation

history—

student's focus— little to no attention was paid to outcomes
assessment by the accrediting agencies.
(1987)

argued

that

student

different avenue and was
programs,
education.

and expansion

Resnick and Goulden

assessment

developed

a result of changes
in the history

along

in curricular

of American

Accreditation's student assessment

a

higher

(educational

outcomes) response was a reaction to events that were external
to the domain of accrediting agencies.
During the 20th century higher education in America has
undergone two periods of rapid expansion.

The first period

ranged from 1918 to 1928. And the second period which is just
coming to an end ranged from 1952-1983.

These periods were

characterized by major changes in the undergraduate curriculum
and

stressful

increases

in

the

number

participating in the higher education system.
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of

students

Towards the

end

of each period,

a movement

for student assessment has

occurred, with the goal of restoring "coherence and substance"
to

the

undergraduate

program

at

college

and

universities

(Resnick and Goulden, 1987, p. 77).
The

First

period

of

Expansion

1918-1928.

The

first

period of rapid expansion in higher education was from 19181928.

During this period the portion of eighteen to twenty-

four year olds attending college rose from 3.6 percent to 7.1
percent.

The

period

was

characterized

by

educators

complaining about the incoherence of the curriculum, the low
abilities

of

the

students,

and

institutions (Resnick and Goulden,

the

overcrowding

of

1987).

During the first period of expansion according to Resnick
and Goulden,

Tatlock

(1924) complained about the absence of

assessment measures that could register the difference between
the ideals of college education and the actual gains made by
students.
appraise

Tatlock
the

argued,

student

(Resnick and Goulden,
bemoaned

that

patchiness
Goulden,

the

which

as

1987,

course
was

1987, p. 80).

an

"There

is

entire

educated

p.

86) .

program

sometimes

no

opportunity
human

In addition,
was

merely

ludicrous"

to

being"
Tatlock

"fantastic

(Resnick

and

This and similar complaints spurred

institutions to develop holistic and integrative assessment
measures such as comprehensive examinations
major

field of study.

in a student's

Generally these tests were

locally

designed and administered by the faculty at an institution.
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Comprehensive examinations were expected to bring integrity
back to major fields of study,
learn,

and

give

student

the

increase students desire to
opportunity

to

defend

their

command of a field.

The

Second

Period

of Expansion

1952-1983. The

second

period of expansion saw an increase in enrollment of eighteen
to

twenty-four year

percent.

old triple

from

13.8

percent

to

40.5

This increase is attributed to demographic factors

such as the baby boom, and an increase in minority enrollment.
In

addition

importance
general

to

these

assigned

also

demographic

to

a

college

contributed

to

factors,

the

education

the

by

increase

increased
society

in

in

college

enrollments.
During this time period the structure of institutions
changed as they grew larger and more complex.
universities

became

multiversities,

and

community colleges increased seven-fold.

Large state

the

number

of

Overall, the number

of accredited colleges and universities grew from two thousand
to more than three thousand during this period.
In the four year colleges and universities the curriculum
changed dramatically as indicated by the changing patters of
student majors.
The

students

precipitously.
history,

majors
The

philosophy,

in

the

portion
math,
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liberal
of

arts

students

social science,

declined

majoring

in

literature,

foreign languages,
to 20 percent.
business.

and science dropped from 40 percent

The major gainer in student majors was

Selected as a major by 23 percent of those

receiving baccalaureate degrees at the end of this second
period

of

expansion,

business

had

almost

doubled

its

share of undergraduate degrees in twenty years (Resnick
and Goulden, 1987, p. 82)
In addition to this problem various movements of higher
educational reform (such as the nontraditional education, and
the professionalization of teaching)

of the early 1970's on

colleges campuses spurred the use of assessment techniques on
college

campuses.

student

assessment

returning

adult

Some
were

student,

of

the

early

specialized
and

experimenters

programs— such

teacher

with

as

education.

the

These

programs were followed by student assessment as a method of
full curriculum review at small colleges such as Alverno and
Northeast Missouri State University.
Nontraditional

education

began

to

receive

greater

respectability during the late 1960's and early 1970's. This
movement

was

characterized by

college experience.

adults

participation

The returning adult student was

in the
often

required to develop a portfolio documenting their knowledge
and competencies gained outside of college.

This information

was then used by admissions and counseling officers to award
academic credit for outside learning (Edgerton,
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1986).

The field of teacher education used assessment as a tool
to aid in its recognition as a true profession.
time

period,

the Holmes

group

and

the

During this

Carnegie

Forum had

recently issued major reports, calling for the transformation
of teaching into a full profession.

The Carnegie Forum called

for the creation of a national board to develop standards and
procedures for entering the profession.

The initial version

developed by Lee Schulman and Gary Sykes of Stanford required
the candidates

for teaching certificates

to not

only take

written tests but also participate in 2 1/2 day assessment
exercises— video-tape samples of actual teaching

(Edgerton,

1986; McMahon, 1986).
The liberal arts colleges and general education programs
were next to enter the growing field of assessment.

Alverno

College, a small private women's college, in Milwaukee was one
of the early innovators of student assessment measures.
student

assessment

program

at

Alverno

College

The

emphasizes

i

individual student development.

In addition to the emphasis

put on individual development,
program

is

comprehensive

providing

feedback

progress,

2)

to

ensuring

and

Alverno's student assessment
has

individual
that

the

as

its

objectives;

students

curriculum

meeting established educational goals.

for
is

their

1)
own

effectively

These goals are met

by conducting standardized tests and tests of psychological
and personal development (Ewell, 1985, p. 23).
the

help

of

AT&T

Alverno

College
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developed

In 1973, with
an

assessment

center designed to help assess whether or not students were
acquiring
solving,

abilities

such

communicating,

existing curriculum

as

critical

thinking,

problem

and making value decisions from the

(Edgerton,

1986).

The Alverno student

assessment program has had remarkable success and serves as
a model for other small liberal arts colleges.
Northeast

Missouri

State

University,

a

regional

comprehensive university formerly a public teacher* college,
began assessing their students
degree

of

learning

achieved

in 1971.
by

its

To determine the

students,

Northeast

Missouri State conducted 11value-added,r assessment programs.
The original

intent

of the program was

effectiveness

by

students

national

with

comparing

the

scores

on

to test curricular

results

obtained

standardized

tests— primarily the ACT Assessment,

its

achievement

the ACT-COMP,

and professional school entrance tests.

by

the GRE,

Since the inception

of its student assessment program scores on standardized test
have improved markedly along with changes in the curriculum,
and as a result NMSU is now attracting better students (Ewell,
1985) .

National Push for Accountability
The current national student assessment movement, which
is being conducted primarily at the state-level, was spurred
by the desires for accountability for funds and the assurance
of quality in the nation's institutions of higher education.
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Forces Affecting Student Assessment
Three

forces

for

change

stimulated

the

push

for

assessment: curriculum development, political accountability,
and elementary and secondary reform.

Curriculum

Development.

Throughout

the

history

of

American higher education the debate over the proper balance
between specialized courses and liberal
waged.
a

education has been

This debate resurfaced during the years 1979-1981 as

result

of

three

national

commissions'

reports.

These

reports called attention to deficiencies in three basic areas
of undergraduate study:
and international studies.

the humanities,

foreign languages,

As a result a select committee of

the Association of American Colleges in January 1982 began the
Project on Redefining the Meaning and Purpose Baccalaureate
Degrees

(Bennett,

1984).

Political Accountability.
the

1970's as

As money became tighter

a result of double

digit

inflation,

in

and oil

embargoes institutions of higher education argued that they
should be funded because their end products— well

educated

students— would increase the economic base of the states and
thus the United States.

From a consumer protection stand

point the government began to ask for proof of this assurance.
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Thus states and the federal government indirectly influenced
the development of student assessment.
Elementary and Secondary Reform.
A Nation at Risk:

After the release of

The Imperative for Educational Reform in

April 1983 state officials began to ask questions concerning
the quality of post secondary education.

A Nation at Risk

released by the National Commission on Excellence in Education
in 1983 stated that high school graduates emerged from school
without the necessary knowledge and skills needed for college
and

the

work

force.

These

young

people

deprived of the privileges of society.

were

therefore

This report sounded

the alarm for elementary and secondary education reforms and
caused

those

responsible

for colleges

and universities

to

start asking similar questions about higher education.

Major Participants
The

interaction

accountability,

of

curriculum

development,

political

and elementary and secondary reform forces

caused several major participants at the national
push

for

student

assessment.

The

major

players

level
at

to
the

national level were commissions set up to study the general
quality of colleges and universities in the United States and
the Secretary of Education, William J. Bennett.

National Commissions.

The student assessment fire was

fueled in the 1980 by several reports.
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The 1983 report,

A

Nation at Risk by the National Commission on Excellence in
Education looked at the quality of elementary and secondary
education and spurred similar concerns

about postsecondary

education.

Education's

The National

Institute

of

report,

Involvement in Learning, and the National Endowment for the
Humanities report written by William J. Bennett To Reclaim a
Legacy

also

assessment
McMahon,

spurred

the

in higher

concern

education

for

quality

(Ewell,

1987;

and

student

Ewell,

1985;

1986; Study Group On the Coalition of Excellence in

American Higher Education,

1984).

Also,

the Association of

American Colleges report, Integrity in the College Curriculum,
was instrumental in the acceptance of assessment procedures
on college campuses.
these

reports

(For more information on the contents of

please

see

Chapter

Two:

Review

of

the

Literature.)

William J.

Bennett.

Another major participant in the

drive for student assessment at the national level was William
J. Bennett.
A

Report

In his November 1984 report, To Reclaim a Legacy:

on

the

Humanities

in

Higher

Education. Bennett

claimed that colleges and universities were failing to give
students

"an

adequate

education

in

the

culture

and

civilization of which they are members."

He also stated that,

"Most

shortchanged

of our

college graduates

humanities— history,

literature,

remain

philosophy,

in the

and the ideals

and practices of the past that have shaped the society they
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enter" (Bennett, 1984, p. 1).

The report recommended that all

students encounter a "core of common studies" to include an
understanding of Western civilization; several masterworks in
English, American, and European literature; proficiency in a
foreign language; and familiarity with non-western cultures.
In addition to this initiative, Bennett continued to push for
curricular change.
In October 1986 at Harvard University's 350th anniversary
celebration,

Bennett

(later Secretary of Education)

accused

colleges and their representatives of having narrow interests
in obtaining

federal

dollars

for their

institutions,

while

saying little about other aspects of higher education— such
as "purpose, quality, curriculum, and the moral authority and
responsibilities of universities"
Palmer,

198 6,

accusations,

pp.

1,

Bennett

27).
also

(Bennett,

In

1986,

addition

charged

to

that

p. 27-31;
the

above

colleges

and

universities often failed to make sure their students actually
learned anything before they graduated.
These

accusations

education community.
immediate

offense

to

caused

an

uproar

in

the

higher

College and university officials took
Bennett's

accusations

calling

them

"superficial" because they were based on opinion and did not
take into account many important facts about the condition of
higher education
1986).

in the United

States

(Bok,

1986;

Palmer,

Nevertheless, Bennett's comments caused many to review
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the quality of their colleges and universities by instituting
student assessment and other quality assurance measures.

Stat e s ' Initiatives
Historically,

government

has

left

the

process

of

reviewing the quality of college programs to the accrediting
associations.
accept

As

accreditation

qualify

an

in

accreditation
(Marcus,

several

as

evidence

institution

government,

funds

is noted by Trivett

for

turn,

state

1983) .

most

sufficient

quality
The

state

licensure

for eligibility

However,

states

licensure.

recognizes

as preconditions

national

of

(1976),

for

spurred by the

to

federal
and

federal

release

of

reports including A Nation at R i s k , which

looked at the quality of high schools, the states turned their
attention to the quality of the college experience and the
role of accreditation in the accountability process.
Despite
perceptions

the

fact

about

of

its

historic

institutional

centrality

quality,

to

voluntary

accreditation, came under strong fire from the states (Marcus,
Leone,

& Goldberg,

voluntary

1983).

accreditation,

historically,

could

be

accountability process.
reasons:

The states did not believe that
as
a

it

major

had

been

element

carried
in

the

out
state

States held this belief for two major

lack of public reporting, and control of the process

by the institutions accredited (Floyd, 1982).
as a weakness of accrediting agencies were:
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Also recognized
lack of rigor and

standards

in

the

review

serious

self-

criticism on the part of institutional participants,

and a

"back scratching" ethos.
associations
excellence,

do

not

process,

lack

of

Trivett (1976, p. 59) reported that
monitor

or

enforce

nor did they report which

standards

standards

of

a college

failed to meet.
Those responsible for allocating and administering public
funds have taken these criticisms seriously.

Thus far,

at

least 17 states have given their higher education agency the
responsibility and general powers to accredit institutions and
programs

within

voluntary

their

state.

accreditation

as

the

As

a

result

guarantor

the

status

of

of excellence

in

academe has been threatened.
An additional threat to accreditation as the guarantor
of

excellence

in

academe

came

in

1986

when

the

National

Governors' Association's Task Force on College Quality decided
to focus on how colleges and universities could demonstrate
that

student

learning

was

occurring

(National

Governor's

Association, 1986). In order to assure accountability the Task
Force concluded that "postsecondary institutions must assess
student

learning

and

ability,

program

effectiveness,

and

institutional accomplishment of mission" (National Governor's
Association,

1986,

p.

159).

The

Task

Force

made

six

recommendations for accomplishing this goal by the year 1991:
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1)

Governors,

state

legislatures,

state

coordinating

boards, and institutional governing boards should clearly
define

the

education

role

and

institution

mission

of

each

public

in their state.

higher

Governors

also

should encourage the governing boards of each independent
college to clearly define their missions.

2) Governors,

state legislatures,

governing boards,

administrators,

coordinating boards,
and faculties should

re-emphasize— especially in universities that give high
priority

to

research

and

graduate

instruction— the

fundamental importance of undergraduate instruction.

3)

Each

college

and

university

should

implement

systematic programs that use multiple measures to assess
undergraduate student learning.

The information gained

from assessment should be used to evaluate institutional
and program quality.
program

quality

Information about institutional and

also

should be made

available

to

the

public.

4)

Governors,

state

legislatures,

and

statewide

coordinating boards should adjust funding formulas for
public

colleges

and universities

to provide

incentive

for improving undergraduate student learning based upon
the

results

of

comprehensive
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assessment

programs.

Independent

colleges

and

universities

should

be

encouraged to do likewise.

5) Governors,
and

state legislatures,

governing

commitment

to

boards
access

should
to

coordinating boards,

reaffirm

public

higher

their

strong

education

for

students from all socio-economic backgrounds.

6)

The

higher

education

accrediting

community

should

require colleges and universities to collect and utilize
information

about

undergraduate

student

outcomes.

Demonstrated levels of student learning and performance
should

be

consideration

in

granting

institutional

accreditation (National Governor's Association, 1986, pp.
160-163).

Prior to these recommendations, some states had already
begun to address the issue of student assessment.

In a 50-

state survey done by the Education Commission of the States
(ECS) during January and February 1987, it was found that twothirds

of

the

procedures.

states

Mingle,

at

initiated

formal

Of the states not reporting

assessment procedures,
activity

had

the

a majority

campus

level

1987).

Ill

assessment

formal state-wide

reported some assessment

(Boyer,

Ewell,

Finney,

and

Boyer,

Ewell,

Finney,

"mosaic" of states'
the

1987

ECS

involvement

Mingle

(1987)

provide

a

student assessment initiatives based on

survey.
in

and

They

student

identified six levels

assessment:

1)

mandated

of state
statewide

testing programs; 2) testing for teacher education; 3) early
intervention programs;
5)

4) encouraging institutional action;

assessment within existing statewide mechanisms;

and

6)

statewide monitoring of other outcomes.
Some

of

the

early

initiators

of

mandated

statewide

testing programs were New Jersey, Georgia, Florida, and South
Dakota.
mandated

These early programs generally emphasized the use of
basic

skills

assessment

for

entering

freshmen,

"rising junior" examinations, and "value-added" approaches to
assessment.

Newer states that have mandated statewide testing

programs such as Texas have followed a path similar to that
of New Jersey in mandating basic skills assessment of reading,
writing,

and computation for entering freshmen.

Testing for teacher education emerged as an distinct area
of statewide initiatives because of public concerns about the
quality of the elementary and secondary teaching force.

The

ECS survey found that nine states reported testing initiatives
in place for teacher education; and another three were pilot
testing a similar program.

Most states have focused on tests

of basic skills as a condition for college admission; others
have instituted a "rising junior" examination.

The majority

of the programs instituting "rising-junior" examinations use
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commercially

available

tests

such

as

the

Pre-Professional

Skills Test from the Educational Testing Service.
Early intervention programs seeks to identify students'
deficiencies in basic skills prior to college admission.

The

belief is that if deficiencies are identified and addressed
early then quality students would "trickle up" to the college
level.

Ohio and Indiana are representative states that use

this method of early assessment.
Encouraging
approach

by

assessment

institutional

the

majority

policies.

action

of

is

states

Approximately

the

preferred

instituting
15

states,

Virginia, have taken this approach to assessment.
these

states

assessment

have

plans

asked
and

to

institutions
report

to

to

their

student
including

Generally,

develop
state

explicit
board

the

results of their assessment procedures.
Assessment within existing statewide planning,

quality

control, or accountability mechanisms has been the route for
Alabama,
Kentucky

Kansas,

Rhode

and Arizona.

are required to

Island,

Nevada,

Colorado,

For example in Alabama,

report

assessment

initiatives

llinois,

institutions
and outcomes

measurement as part of ongoing quality assurance reporting.
Statewide

monitoring

of

other

outcomes

assessment category identified by Boyer,
Mingle

(1987).

retention,

is

Ewell,

the

Finney,

last
and

Some states monitor such outcomes as student

satisfaction

and

job

placement

graduates, and economic and community development.
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of

college

Two states

where this kind of program is being instituted are Maryland
and North Carolina.
No two states' initiatives were alike.
range from legislators,

Their initiators

and executive officers to governing

boards and state university systems officers (Ewell, 1987, p.
24).

Some

legislative
legislation

states

follow

action.

These

are

the

"Florida

states

and

Plan"

their

Colorado— Colorado's

of

direct

corresponding

House

Bill

1187;

California— California's Assembly Concurrent Resolution 141;
and Virginia— Virginia's Senate Joint Resolution 125.
other hand,

New Jersey

and Maryland

follow the

On the

"Tennessee

Plan" a program sponsored by a coordinating or governing board
without

specific

legislation

(Heywood,

1977;

Education

Commissions of the States, 1986).

Second Manor Research Question;
and

characters

in

the

assessment policy?
the history

and

What were the major events

formulation

of

Virginia's

student

This question can be answered by reviewing

chronology

of

accountability measures

and

student assessment in the state of Virginia.

Historical Origins and Development of Student
Assessment in Virginia
The

historical

origins

and

development

of

Virginia's

student assessment policy was traced through the State Council
for Higher

Education's

(SCHEV's)
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Virginia

Plan

for

Higher

Education.

By

law,

SCHEV

is

required

to

publish

these

statewide plans for higher education and to revise the plan
every two years.

It has done so since 1974 (SCHEV, 1987).

State Council For Higher Education's Influence
One major force for student assessment in the state of
Virginia was the State Council For Higher Education.

In its

1974 Virginia Plan for Higher Education the Council set three
goals for higher education:

1)

To provide each citizen of the Commonwealth access
to the form of higher education most appropriate to
his interests and abilities (SCHEV, 1974, p. 12).

2)

To maintain institutional excellence in teaching,
research, and public service (SCHEV, 1974, p. 16).

3)

To guarantee to the citizens of the Commonwealth
the accountability of the total educational process
(SCHEV, 1974, p. 19).

These

three

goals

can

be

excellence, and accountability.

summarized

as:

access,

Elaborating on the third goal

of accountability, SCHEV made the following commitments:

1)

To assure the most effective and efficient use of
all resources provided to higher education.
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2)

To assure opportunities for both the intellectual
and personal development of the individual student
and to help prepare the individual for productive
participation in society.

3)

To

ensure

state-wide

and .

institutional

accountability through coordination and cooperation
among

all

elements

of

the

state's

total

higher

education community and between higher education and
all other levels of education (SCHEV, 1974, pp. 2021 ) .

Inherent in these commitments were the future foundations
of Virginia student assessment policy:
state

funds;

and

2)

1) accountability for

accountability for the quality of the

educational process for students who graduate from Virginia's
higher education institutions.
In

its

1983

plan,

SCHEV

stated

that

"quality

in

undergraduate education must be once again the focal point.
Parents, students, legislators, and employers have all shown
their concern"
and

society

attainment

(SCHEV,

have

of

1983, p.

been

skills

28).

concerned

and

In general,

about

performance

quality,

factors;

students
and

the

whereas

the

institutions of higher education have persisted in thinking
about bodies of subject matter. From higher education's narrow
perspective,

discussion has been limited to the quality of
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students entering the system; on the other hand, society has
been interested in the outputs of the system (SCHEV, 1983).
In

an

attempt

government
stated

to

involvement

that

assessment

alleviate

fears

associated

higher

education

affairs,

in

measures

would

not

endanger

with
SCHEV
higher

education's central and important principles of scholarship
or

academic

freedom.

However,

higher

education

must

be

willing to define its expectations and to judge results in an
attempt to be accountable to students,
education itself
In

1985

identified

1974

stated
were

that

it

felt

still valid,

and

that
that

progress had been made towards achieving them.
concluded

and higher

(SCHEV, 1983).

SCHEV

in

society,

the

goals

substantial
The Council

from efforts to attain these goals that Virginia

higher education was now positioned in such a manner that it
was time to make a major move forward into the front ranks
among state systems in the nation.

According to SCHEV this

is a good time to raise a new question for discussion among
Virginia's leaders, and to set an additional goal for higher
education.

The

question

leaders is:

"What must be done to move Virginia colleges and

universities

from

particularly

in

research

areas,

education?"

their

for

discussion

position

undergraduate
to

the

very

of

education
forefront

(SCHEV, 1985, p. 19).
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among

Virginia's

relative
but
of

strength,

also

American

in

some

higher

The new goal is "to build

a system of colleges and universities that is among the best
in the nation"
In

(SCHEV, 1985, p. 19).

achieving

this

fourth

goal,

SCHEV

identified

ten

actions that it felt would make Virginia higher education the
best in the nation.

The fifth of these suggests that "...as

a condition of full guideline funding, that each institution
develop

systematic,

student learning"

non-anecdotal

methods

(SCHEV, 1985, p. 21).

be the same for each institution,

for

assessing

The plan should not

but should respond to the

diversity of Virginia's colleges and universities.

In the

1987 edition of The Virginia Plan for Higher Education. SCHEV
included its first report to the legislature on the status of
Virginia's student assessment movement.

They added that "in

future revisions of the plans, colleges and universities will
be expected not only to report results but,

more important,

to show how the information collected has benefitted faculty,
students, and the curriculum, as well as tell what effects the
process has had on other parts of the institution..."

(SCHEV,

1987, p. 41).

Virginia's Student Assessment Policy
The

move

towards

student

Virginia was in two directions.

assessment

in

the

state

of

The first route was through

the legislature with the workings of Senator Robert Russell
later to be joined by Senator Benjamin Lambert.

The second

route was through James Madison University's pilot
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student

assessment project.

Both routes were substantially influenced

by Gordon Davies and the staff of the State Council of Higher
Education (SCHEV).

Route

One.

In

1984

Senator Robert Russell

of Senate

District 11 was contacted by one of his constituents, Francis
Dana Payne, who had served as Director of General studies at
Virginia Commonwealth University and had previous interests
in student assessment.
phone

conversations

On May 14, 1984 after having several

with

Senator

Russell

student assessment in Virginia,

Mr.

Senator

a

Russell

that

included

on

the

need

for

Payne wrote a letter to

general

outline

for

his

proposal of accountability in higher education which called
for the state to set up an external examining
board.

and testing

This examining board ..."would delegate to individual

disciplines

a

series

of

examinations

to

spot-check

and

administer to classes within colleges which receive federal
or state aid, or whose students receive federal or state aid.
The examination would be secured, administered, and graded by
persons external to the college.

In no way could the college

control the marking or public publishing of the results.
prevent

the

relaxation

of

examination

rigor,

To

examinations

would be published following their administration."

(Payne,

1984, p. 1).
This

proposal

having

already

been

published

in

UNIVERSITAS: University professors for Academic Order in its
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October 1982 issue was included as an enclosure to the letter
to

Senator

Russell.

Also

included

in this

letter was

an

earlier version of the article dated August 12, 1982; several
newspaper

clippings

that

supported

the

need

for

assessment; and another paper by Payne entitled,

student

"University

Assessor Systems," which briefly reviewed the British assessor
system as a possible route for accountability for quality in
the United States

(see Payne's documents in Appendix B ) .

Based on Payne's recommendations, Senator Russell drafted
Senate Joint Resolution 125 which was presented to the 1985
session of the General Assembly on January 22,
initial

resolution was

co-patroned by the

1985.

Chairman

This
of the

Senate Committee on Education and Health, Stanley Walker, and
Senators Gray and Schewel.

It requested the Senate Committee

on Education and Health and the House Committee on Education
to

establish

a joint subcommittee to study the

higher education in the Commonwealth.

quality

of

This joint subcommittee

was to be composed of eight members, two from the membership
of

the

Senate

Committee

on

Education

and

Health

to

be

appointed by the Senate Committee on Privileges and Elections,
and

three

appointed
Education,

from
by

the

the

House

Committee

Speaker of the

House.

on

Education
The

to

be

Secretary

of

the Chancellor of the Virginia Community College

System, and the Director of Higher Education would also serve
as

ex

officio

members.

The subcommittee was

requested

to

review national reports on the quality of higher education and
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determine

from

their

findings

how

high

quality

higher

education would be continued in the Commonwealth (see SJR 125
dated January 22, 1985 in Appendix C ) .
According
initially

to

Senator

proposed

historically,

as

a

Russell,

resolution

the
for

legislation
two

reasons:

was
l)

study requests are proposed in the form of a

resolution primarily because they are investigative procedures
that may or may not be important to the extent that a law is
required; and 2) resolutions do not require the signature of
the governor which is a time consuming process that run the
risk of rejection by the governor.
After hearing about Senator Russell's attempt to pass
student assessment legislation,
the

State

Senator

Council

Russell

for

from

the

National

Involvement

in

Higher

with

legislation passed.

Gordon Davies,
Education

proposed

changes

director of

(SCHEV)
for

contacted

getting

the

Senator Russell was provided excerpts
Institute

Learning

assessment in Virginia

of

which

Education's
supported

(NIE)

Davies

(see NIE's excerpts.in

report,

quest

for

Appendix D ) .

In addition to the excerpts, Russell was given a draft of a
proposed resolution written by Gordon Davies and his staff at
SCHEV
draft

(see Davies'
suggested

draft resolution
that

a

joint

in Appendix E) .
study

This

commission/joint

subcommittee be established to review student achievement in
Virginia's

public

commission

would

higher
be

education

composed
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of

system.

four

Senators

The
and

study
four

Delegates who would be aided by SCHEV, college and university
officials, and interested citizens. Realizing that the higher
education

experts

were

primarily

concentrated

in

SCHEV,

Senator Russell openly welcomed their suggestions for getting
the legislation passed.
After reviewing this additional information provided by
Gordon

Davies

February
Committee
Substitute

1,

and
1985

the
made

State
a

that requested

Council,

statement
an

Senator

to

"Amendment

for Senate Joint Resolution

the

Russell

Senate

in the Nature
125"

on

Rules
of a

(see Senator's

Russell's statement to the Senate Rules Committee in Appendix
F) .

The amendment was accepted by the Senate Committee on

Rules and was proposed as Senate Joint Resolution No.
Amendment
1985.

in the

Nature

of a Substitute dated

125—

February

1,

In the final language as written by the Legislative

Services Office:

..the Senate Committee on Education and Health and the
House Committee on Education are requested to establish
a joint subcommittee to review, with the aid of the State
Council

of

Higher

university officials,

Education,

state

colleges

and interested citizens,

and

student

achievement...and to investigate means buy which student
achievement may be measured...(SJR 125)
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In this version the term "study commission" as proposed
by

Davies

was

omitted.

The

joint

subcommittee

was

to

be

composed of eight members, three from the Senate Committee on
Education and Health to be appointed by the Senate Committee
on Privileges and Elections, and five from the House Committee
on Education to be appointed by the Speaker of the House (see
SJR 125— Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute in Appendix
G) .
In the final version of Senate Joint Resolution 125 the
State Council of Higher Education was requested to study the
quality

of

higher

education

in

the

Commonwealth.

In

conducting its review, SCHEV was requested to seek advise from
officials

at

Virginia's

public

colleges

and

universities.

Gordon Davies and Senator Russell stated that this was a more
favorable arrangement because of lack of expertise and the
cost

of

conducting

a

joint

subcommittee

of

the

General

Assembly as proposed in the first and second versions of SJR
125

(see the final version of SJR 125 in Appendix H ) .
In response to the study request of the final version of

SJR 125,

Davies directed his Assistant Director of Academic

Programs, David Potter, to conduct a study on the measurement
of

student

achievement

and

Virginia higher education.

the

assurance

of

quality

in

This study was conducted in 1985

and accepted by the Senate as "Senate Document no. 14" during
the 1986 session of the General Assembly (see Senate Document
14

in Appendix

I) .

Six recommendations
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of the

study were

later accepted by the legislature in SJR 83 that was proposed
by Representative Benjamin Lambert of Richmond (see SJR 83 in
Appendix J ) .
achievement

The six recommendations
at Virginia's public

for measuring student

colleges and

universities

were:

Recommendation l:

That the academic relationship between

secondary and higher education be strengthened...

Recommendation 2:

That all state supported institutions

of higher education establish procedures and programs to
measure student achievement...

Recommendation 3:

That institutions administer tests to

determine the entry level skills of students whose past
performance,
Scholastic

as

defined

Aptitude

Test

by

high

scores,

school
indicated

grades
that

or
they

might have difficulty doing college level work; and that
each

institution

achievement

to

identify
qualify

a

minimum

for

college

threshold
degree

of

credit

courses...

Recommendation 4:

That institutions with students whose

skills fall below the threshold established for college
level work provide remedial education to maintain access
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while

improving

the

quality

of

students'

performance

prior to full participation in degree credit courses...

Recommendation 5:
Council

of Higher Education be established to develop

guidelines
assist

That an advisory committee to the

for designing good assessment programs,

the

programs,

institutions

on

request

to

develop

to
the

and to advise the Council on progress in this

ar e a . ..

Recommendation
reports
programs

of
and

information

6:

That

progress

in

concrete,
on

student

universities
developing

their

non-anecdotal
achievement

submit

and

to

the

annual

assessment

quantifiable
Council

of

Higher Education (SCHEV, 1986, pp. 16-17).

In addition to accepting the above recommendations SJR
83 requested that institutions and their boards of visitors
"establish assessment programs to measure student achievement;
and that the Council in cooperation with the state-supported
colleges

and universities,

should establish guidelines

for

designing good assessment programs and report to the public
results

of

institutional

efforts

to

measure

student

achievement in its biennial revisions of The Virginia plan for
Higher Education" (SJR 83, 1986).
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In summer 1986 David Potter, leader of Virginia's student
assessment project, left SCHEV for a position at George Mason
University.

He was replaced by Margaret Miller.

recruitment

took

most

of

the

fall

of

Miller's

1986

and

some

institutions had begun to feel that the state Council was not
serious about assessment because of the lack of communication
from

the

Council

during

this

period

(Miller's

interview,

1989) . However, in November 1986 the academic vice presidents
from the public colleges and universities in Virginia,
together

with

SCHEV's

staff

to

establish

came

guidelines

for

student assessment that respected both the complexity of the
issue

and the need to provide

assessment

plans

to

be

state-wide

presented

by

coherence to

June

30,

1987

Guidelines for Student Assessment in Appendix K) -

the
(see

In January

of 1987, the Council established a task force of institutional
representatives to work with the staff of SCHEV to develop
details

of

the

official

guidelines.

Final

copies

of

the

guidelines were issued to institutions of higher education in
April

1987.

The final version offered ten guidelines that

broadly reflected the tone
attempted

to

respect

the

education

institutions,

of Senate Document
diversity

and

also

of

Virginia's

attempted

minimal level of consistency across plans
1989; Guidelines,
The

No.

to

14,

and

higher

achieve

(Ewell,

a

and Boyer

1987)

executive

branch

of

Virginia's

government

involved with student assessment in May of 1987.
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got

In Governor

Gerald Baliles' guidance memorandum for the development of the
1988-90

biennial request that year, he stated that in order

to receive "incentive funding" public institutions of higher
education in the state of Virginia must submit an acceptable
assessment plan to SCHEV by the June 30, 1987 deadline.
This action showed that the state government was serious
about

assessment.

legislative

and

Now,

the

executive

State

Council

branch's

had

political

both

the

support

in

demanding institutional compliance with the student assessment
policy.

In

addition

to

political

responsibilities were expanded.

support,

SCHEV

Determining the acceptability

of assessment plans was now an explicit SCHEV responsibility
(Davies interview, 1989; Ewell and Boyer, 1989).
of

compliance

to

incentive

funding

This linking

resources

has

been

identified by Peter Ewell, student assessment expert, as the
single most important decision taken by state authorities in
Virginia's approach to assessment.

Ewell and Boyer report

that:

The decision to link assessment with state funding was
critical

and

had

a

number

of

immediate

consequences.

Certainly it got the attention of the institutions by
signalling
serious

the

about

fact

that

the

state

assessment...[0]ne

authorities

SCHEV

staff

were

member

noted, "we found that it was easier to get what we wanted
with a kind word and a gun than with just a kind word."
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And this signal did indeed have the desired effect of
forcing
under

institutional

the

nothing

closure

circumstances

or

to

it

report

on

was

that

the

issue:

less

possible

assessment

was

discussion" by the faculty (Ewell and Boyer,

In
compliance,
was passed.

addition

to

tying

clearly

incentive

to

do

"under

1989, p. 4)

funding

to

formal legislation amending the Code of Virginia
In the

1989

session of the General Assembly,

Senator Benjamin Lambert at the request of Gordon Davies put
in Senate Bill 534 to amend the State Code of Virginia giving
SCHEV the

formal authority to

"develop

in cooperation with

institutions of higher education guidelines for the assessment
of student learning."

(see SB 534 in Appendix L)

According

to Davies this action was suggested by Secretary of Education
Finley

(who

once

worked

for

the

State

Council)

during

conversation that occurred prior to the 1989 session.
explained

that

student

assessment

was

one

issue

a

Finley

that

the

Governor was interested in but it did not have a constituency,
therefore he felt it would be good if student assessment was
formally written into the Code.

This move according to Davies

created apprehension by certain universities in the state; but
he

also

noted,

this

apprehension was

dispelled

after

the

distribution of carefully drafted letters written by him and
the president of the University of Virginia.
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According to

Davies,

SB

534 was

intended to

insure that the

assessment

money was in the base budget of the colleges and universities.

Route T w o .
through

S C H E V 1s

The second route to student assessment was
involvement

with

James

Madison

University

(JMU) and their desire to revise their curriculum.

With the

employment

Academic

Affairs,
itself

in

1986

Russell G.
on

the

of

a

new

Warren,

edge

of

a

Vice

President

for

James Madison University
major

push

towards

found

assessment.

Realizing the need to show hesitant institutions in the state
that

assessment

complex,

could

institution,

be

done

successfully

by

a

large,

Gordon Davies contacted the president

of James Madison University and requested that its proposal
for Funds for Excellence (a SCHEV coordinated project) money
for

curriculum

assessment.

development

be

revised

to

include

student

The revision was made and correspondingly,

the

State Council funded James Madison's pilot student assessment
project.

With the help of Dr. Davies,

additional money was

obtained from the General Assembly to aid in the funding of
James Madison's project (Davies, Luth and Potter's interviews,
1989).
JMU's pilot project was important to Dr. Davies' efforts
to

institute

student

assessment

in

Virginia

because

it

silenced much criticism from representatives of other large
institutions in the state.

However,

it should be noted that

this route to student assessment was abandoned by SCHEV after
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Senator Russell's
legislation.

successful passage

of

student assessment

Within these movements for student assessment

several major players were identified.

The major players can

be grouped as either supporters or critics of Virginia student
assessment policy.

Maior Participants in Virginia
The major players in Virginia student assessment movement
were identified from references in historical documents and
from interviewees.

Supporters of Virginia Student Assessment Policy.

From

the narrative given above the supporters of Virginia's student
assessment bill was varied.
State

Council,

Virginia

Gordon

Commonwealth

sponsored the

They included the Director of the

Davies;

Dr.

University;

legislation— Russell,

Madison University.

The primary

Frances
the
and

Dana

Payne

legislators
Lambert;

of
who

and James

reason for supporting this

legislation was a desire to ensure the quality of the higher
education in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

A secondary reason

stated by the legislators was the concern for accountability
for funds.

Critics of Virginia Student Assessment Policy.
vocal

critics

of Virginia's

The more

student assessment policy were

representatives (presidents, vice-presidents, and faculty) of
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elite institutions in the state of Virginia.
because

of

education
student

their

and

body

the

reputations
quality

it was

not

of

for

excellence

their

necessary

They felt that

faculty

in

and

for them to

anyone that they turned out quality students.

higher
entering

"prove"

to

In addition,

they felt that student assessment was a violation of their
autonomy by the state government and the State council
areas

that

education.

had

traditionally

been

reserved

for

into

higher

Faculty and administrators in Virginia also feared

unintended side effects of student assessment such as teaching
to

the

test,

limiting

access

of

disadvantaged to a college education,

the

educationally

narrowing curriculum,

and adversely affecting research activities (McMillian, 1989;
Potter,

1989;

and Lambert,

1989).

These concerns were not

only expressed in Virginia but at other institution across the
United States.

In a 1986 survey by the American Council on

Education the following stumbling blocks to assessment were
identified:
clear way to
results
and

no

no funds to develop procedures
evaluate

(64 percent); fears

(71 percent); no
about misuse

(60 percent); lack of faculty support
good

evaluation

Governors1 Association,

instruments
1986, p.

(57

164).

of

(58 percent);

percent)
However,

(National
because of

fears of reprimand from the director of the State Council and
from the
existed

state government;
to

voice

their

and because
views

these

relatively silent in their resistance.
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no

organized

group

institutions

were

Another factor that

could have played a role in keeping these institutions silent
was general support for student assessment by other sectors
of society such as parents, businesses, etc. Their opposition
may have been seen as an attempt to cover-up information from
the tax-paying public.

The

Third

Manor

Research

Question:

On

the

basis

of

the

historical description and narrative gathered for this study,
does

the

case

study

of

assessment policy

formulation

Virginia conform clearly to one of the six models

in

(systems

theory, elite theory, group theory, rational decision-making
theory,

incrementalism, or institutionalism)

as proposed by

Thomas R. Dye in his 1972 book, Understanding Public Policy?

Dye's Policy Formulation Models
"Public policy"

is defined by Thomas Dye in his book,

Understanding Public Policy as "whatever governments choose
to do or not to do"

(Dye,

1972, p. 1). The process is very

much a political activity involving participation by sources
both inside and outside of government.

Dye identifies six

models to help understand political life and public policy:
systems theory, elite theory, group theory, rational decision
making

theory,

incrementalism,

purpose is to:
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and

institutionalism.

The

(1)

simplify and clarify our thinking about government
and

politics,

(2)

to identify important political forces in society,

(3)

to communicate relevant knowledge about political
life,

(4)

to direct inquiry into politics, and

(5)

to suggest explanations

for political

events

and

outcomes (Dye, 1972 p. 17).

For this

research,

two of the six policy

formulation

models have been eliminated from consideration in the analysis
of Virginia's student assessment policy.
rejected

at

first screening were the:

making theory,

and institutional theory.

Models that were
rational

decision

Reasons for their

elimination will be discussed below.

Rational Decision-Making Theory
Under the rational decision-making theory (the "one best
way"), the policy makers must:

1)

know all

of

the society's

value preferences

and

their relative weights;
2)

know all of the policy alternatives available;

3)

know

all

the

consequences

alternative;
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of

each

policy

4)

calculate the ratio of achieved to sacrificed values
for each policy alternative; and

5}

select the most efficient policy alternative (Dye,
1972) .

The rational decision-making theory as proposed by Dye
(1972)

is shown in Figure 4.1.

FIGURE 4.1
The Rational Model

INPUT

Clearly it is impossible

for any policy to conform to

the comprehensive requirements of the rational decision-making
theory which assumes that all of society's value preferences
can

be

known

assumption
therefore,
considered

and

for

weighted.

financial

and

This

is

time

not

a

reasonable

constraint

reasons;

the pure rational decision-making theory was not
a

remote

possibility

assessment policy.
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for

Virginia's

student

Institutionalism Theory
The
making

institutional

primarily

looks

approach
at

the

to

studying

relationship

public

policy

between

public

policy and government institutions or structures
institutional model in Figure 4.2).

(see Dye's

According to Dye (1972)

"institutional studies usually describe specific governmental
institutions— their

structures,

organization,

duties,

and

functions— without systematically inquiring about the impact
of institutional characteristics on policy outputs" (p. 32).
Although elements of the institutional model are inherent in
Virginia's student assessment case, the institutional approach
would

not

serve

assessment policy.

as

the

best

fit

for

Virginia's

student

Virginia's student assessment policy goes

beyond the narrow scope of the institutional model to include
interactions between major players,
events, and economic considerations.

FIGURE 4.2
An Institutional Model
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the

impact of national,

After

eliminating

the

rational,

and

institutional

theories as possibilities for best fit with the Virginia case
study of student assessment policy formulation, the researcher
analyzed

the

remaining

four

theories:

elite,

group,

incrementalism, and systems.

Elite Theory
Elite theory rests on two major premises: 1) the public
at large is apathetic and ill-informed about public policy?
and

2)

that

the

elites

shape

public

opinion

on

policy

(Dye,

1972) .

from the elites

to the

questions more than masses shape elite opinion
Thus,

public policy

flows downward

masses (see Figure 4.3, Dye's Elite Model).
From Virginia's student assessment case it appears that
government

elites

legislators,

such

as

the

Director

the Secretary of Education,

of

SCHEV,

the

and the Governor,

were the primary forces affecting the development and passage
of

Virginia's

student

assessment

policy.

Albeit

some

representatives (officials and administrators) of the public
higher

education

institutions

were

vocal

in

expressing

disagreement and in some cases agreement with the policy and
with the contents of the legislation to legislators and to
power holding

individuals

at the State

Council

for Higher

Education, the general direction for the policy was downward
from the elites.

Little to no influence came from the general

public (the masses) even though one of the main focal points
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of the legislation was to assure the public of the continuing
high quality of higher education in the state of Virginia.

FIGURE 4.3
The Elite Model

Policy D i'f ld lo n

Policy E x e c u ti o n

Group Theory
Group theory
the

central

says that the interactions of groups

basis

of

politics

and

that

the

group

is

are
the

"essential bridge between the individual and his government"
(Dye,

1972, p. 23).

groups

to

influence

Further, politics is the struggle among
public

policy-making

(see

Dye's

group

model in Figure 4.4) . With this in mind, the political system
must manage group struggles by:

1)

establishing

rules

of

the

game

in

the

group

struggle,
2)

arranging compromises and balancing interests,
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3)

enacting compromises in the form of public policy,
and

4)

enforcing these compromises (Dye, 1972, p. 23).

FIGURE 4.4
The Group Model
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Public policy thus

is the equilibrium reached

in the

group struggle and is determined by the relative influence of
interest groups.

According to Dye, the overall influence of

groups is determined by their numbers, wealth, organizational
strength, leadership, access to decision makers, and internal
cohesion (Dye, 1972).
Virginia's

student

assessment

policy

is

an

excellent

example of the power of interest groups in pushing legislation
which had widespread support both nationally and at the state
level,

and the necessity of accommodating specific interest

groups and finding workable compromises before the legislation
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could be passed.

As far back as 1981, supporters of student

assessment In the state of Virginia were gaining strength and
making allies in an attempt to press their demands upon the
state

government.

Within

this

coalition,

articles

were

written, conferences were attended, and knowledge was gathered
on other states's initiates in developing and passing student
assessment legislation.
On the other hand forces against student assessment were
somewhat surprised by what appeared to be a sudden push for
assessment.
leaders

in

subject

was

The
their

critics

were

opposition

presented

to

disorganized

efforts.

the

general

with

Therefore
assembly

opposing the passage of the student assessment
were

overwhelmed

by

the

push

for

assessment.

no

clear

when

the

the

forces

legislation
Their

only

recourse was to find ways to work within the system of student
assessment.
Based on historical documents and interviews with major
players,

the

following

groups were

identified

as

having

a

significant impact on the development of Virginia's student
assessment policy:
Virginia's
Legislators,

The State Council

executive

branch

representatives

universities— the

academic vice

of
of

of Higher Education;

government;
public

presidents

the

colleges
and

State
and

presidents;

and interested constituents (see Figure 4.5, a Revised Group
Model

as proposed by the researcher) .
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From this

list the

supporters of student assessment were SCHEV,

the executive

branch, the State Legislators, and interested constituents.

FIGURE 4.5
T he R evised Group Model
Added Influence

I n f l u e n c e of
Group 8 :
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i n f l u e n c e of
Gr o u p a S u p o o r ters
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Pol i c y
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Pol i cy

Poli cy
Positions

The

Change

arguments

by

supporters

for

student

assessment

legislation were;

1)

Higher education
has

been

in the

recognized

Commonwealth of Virginia

for

its

quality

and

thus

supporters wanted to ensure that quality is not only
maintained but improved (SCHEV, 1985; SJR 125; SJR
83) .
2)

Because of the large percentage

(over 17%)

of the

general funds of the state budget that is spent on
higher education, the state has the right to hold
institutions accountable for their outputs primarily
through student achievement (SJR 125).
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3)

The

existing

accrediting

system

of

agencies

accountability

did

not

address

through
student

assessment.

Critics of Virginia's student assessment policy included
representatives

of

public

colleges

and

universities— the

academic vice presidents, presidents, and faculty.

Generally,

the opponents argued:

1)

The passage of student assessment legislation would
infringe upon their traditional rights of autonomy,
and limited government intervention.

2)

Select institutions had been repeatedly recognized
for

their

quality,

and

primarily on SAT scores)

superior

students

therefore,

(based

assessment of

their students was not needed.
3)

Concern

was

expressed

over

the

unintended

consequences of student assessment such as teaching
to the test.
4)

Concern was expressed over the funding of student
assessment projects.

The overall influence of the critics was limited because
of

their

lack

of

leadership,

access

to

decision

makers,

organizational strength, internal cohesion, and the "positive"
nature of the legislation. It was extremely difficult for most
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institutions

to oppose Virginia's

legislation

because

of

fears

of

student

reprimand

assessment

in

the

form

of

budget cuts and "loss of grace" with key individuals at the
State Council

for Higher Education.

However,

the stronger

institutions such as The College of William and Mary and The
University of Virginia were vocal in expressing their self
oriented opposition to the legislation.
help smaller,

This action did not

less recognized institutions who feared across

the board comparisons with stronger institutions that might
have

resulted

in

budget cuts

because

of

their

inferior

appearances.
As a matter of compromise

in the original

legislation

(SJR 125), it was requested that the Council seek advice from
Virginia's colleges and universities in conducting its study
on student achievement in Virginia's public higher education
system.

In the second piece of legislation, SJR 83, it again

requested that "...the Council in cooperation with the statesupported

colleges

and

universities,

should

establish

guidelines

for designing good assessment programs..."

The

resolutions were accepted by the General Assembly and passed
respectively in 1985 and 1986.
534,

SCHEV

was

given

authority

In 1989 through Senate Bill
to

oversee

compliance

of

institutions with the student assessment policy.
Figure
influence
policy.

on

4.5,

The Revised Group Model,
the passage of Virginia's

The circles are

represents group

student

assessment

intentionally disproportionate to
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show the overwhelming influence of the supporters.

Also, the

direction for policy change and the equilibrium are shifted
towards the desires of Group A: The Supporters of Virginia's
student assessment policy.

Incrementalism Theory
Incrementalism views public policy as a continuation of
past activities with only incremental modifications.

This

model was first proposed by economist Charles Lindblom in the
course of a critique of the traditional rational decision
making theory and is more commonly associated with budgeting,
however it can be applied to other areas.

Lindblom argued

that decision makers do not actually review the whole range
of existing and proposed policies as required by the rational
model,

but due to time constraints,

intelligence,

and cost

they apply the more conservative approach to decision making-incrementalism (Lindblom, 1959)

(see Dye's incremental model

in Figure 4.6).

FIGURE 4.6
The Incremental Model
Policy
increments

P a s t poncy
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Incrementalism is conservative in that existing programs,
policies,

and

expenditures

are

considered

as

a

base,

and

attention is concentrated on new programs and policies and on
increases,

decreases,

or modifications of current programs.

The Base of Virginia's Student Assessment Policy. In the
case

for the Commonwealth of Virginia's student assessment

policy,

the

foundation

for

the

incremental

model

was

an

existing commitment to accountability for tax dollars spent
on

higher

education,

development

of

and

a

individuals

commitment

students

to

(SCHEV,

the

personal

1974).

These

commitments to accountability served as the initial base for
Virginia's student assessment policy upon which ''increments"
were added.

Increments
Florida,

to

Virginia

Tennessee,

Student

Georgia,

and

New

Assessment

Policy.

Jersey's

student

assessment policies were reviewed by a study commission setup
by SCHEV

for the expressed purpose of

finding

elements

of

their policies that could be used in Virginia. In
addition

to

commission

looking
of

the

at

State

these

states'

Council

also

policies,

the

study

looked

the

pilot

at

student assessment program at James Madison University within
the Commonwealth of Virginia.
In

analyzing

the

similarities

between

the

states'

policies and Virginia's policy, the researcher of this study
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looked at two categories:

1) the initiators of the policy,

and 2) the contents of the state policy.

The categories were

then used to determine the extent of overlap of Virginia's
policy'with other states'

policies.

It was found that two

areas overlapped with Virginia's policy:

l) The

initiators

were state legislators, and 2) incentive funding was used to
improving the quality of undergraduate education.
Two

other

reviewed

by

Florida

SCHEV's

legislative
policy-

states,

action

study

to

According

and

commission

institute

to

Dr.

New Jersey,

their

Davies,

had

that

used

student

Virginia

were

direct

assessment
chose

state

legislative action because institutions of higher education
within

the

state

of

Virginia

would

have

viewed

a

State

Council's mandate for student assessment with open hostility
and

would

have

furthered

strained

an

already

strained

relationship.
The

second area of overlap taken

from the

states was

incentive funding for improving the quality of undergraduate
education.

incentive funding or the "Funds for Excellence"

program in the state of Virginia was controlled by the State
Council

and

was

directed

towards

"projects

to

improve

undergraduate instruction that grow logically from the mission
and student assessment plan of each institution.."
for

Excellence

program

operates

in

a

grant-like

The Funds
fashion:

institutions submit quality-enhanced proposals that are judged
on

their merits

by

a

review panel
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and

funded

accordingly

(Ewell and Boyer, 1989, p. 22).

This technique of incentive

funding had already been successfully employed in New Jersey
and Tennessee.
In

addition

initiation,

to

another

incentive

layer was

assessment policy— diversity.
that

it

fosters

and

legislative

added to Virginia's

student

Virginia's policy is unique in

diversity among

higher education.

funding

its state

Senate Document No.

14

institutions

of

emphasized that

meaningful assessment should be a campus-specific and evolving
effort

that

required

faculty involvement.

substantial

planning,

funding,

and

This emphasis on diversity of assessment

plans to coincide with the diversity of mission statements of
Virginia's public institution was a welcomed departure from
the then-current trend toward mandated testing as a statebased approach to assessment (Ewell and Boyer,

1989, p. 23)

(see Figure 4.7 as proposed by the researcher).

Figure 4.7
Revised Incremental Model: Policy Contents
Diversity
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P ol i cy
Increment

The incremental nature of Virginia's student assessment
policy can also be seen in the progressive steps and revision
to the policy over time.
passed' served

as

the

assessment policy.
to

conduct

Virginia.

In 1985, the contents of SJR 125 as

initial

base

for Virginia's

This legislation simply called for SCHEV

a study

on the

need

for student

assessment

in

The study was conducted and the recommendations qf

the study were accepted in 1986 as SJR 83.
then

student

called

for

the

state

colleges

and

This resolution
universities,

to

develop assessment programs to measure student achievement.
In addition SCHEV,

with the aid of the state colleges

and

universities, should develop guidelines for conducting student
assessment measures and report the results.
SCHEV

was

given

formal

authority

to

Finally, in 1989

oversee

assessment

measures at the state colleges and universities

(see Figure

4.8 as proposed by the researcher).

FIGURE 4.8
Revised Increm ental Model: Chronology
Guidelines
and
Incentive Funding

SS 534
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The Systems Theory
Systems theory portrays public policy as an output of
the political system.

The political system is defined by Dye

as the'group of interrelated structures and processes which
function

authoritatively

(Dye, 1972).

to

allocate

values

for

a

society

The concept of "system" implies an identifiable

set of institutions and activities in society that function
to transform demands into authoritative decisions requiring
the support of society.

The concept of "systems" also implies

that elements of the system are interrelated, the system can
respond to forces in its environment, and that it will do so
in order to preserve itself.

Inputs are received into the

political

of

system

in

the

form

both

Demand occur when individuals or groups,
or perceived environmental conditions,
policy.
the

demand

and

support.

in response to real
act to affect public

Support is rendered when individuals or groups accept

outcomes

conform to

of

policy

elections,

obey

decisions.

The

the

laws,

and

generally

system preserves

itself

by:

1) producing reasonably satisfying outputs,
2 ) relying upon deeply rooted attachments to the system
itself, and
3) using or threatening to use force (Dye 1972, p.
(see Figure 4.9).
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19)

FIGURE 4.9
The Systems Model
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Assessment Policy.
a

network

of

individuals

Virginia's political system consists of

interactions

who

of Virginia's Student

wish

to

between

directly

various

affect

groups

public

and

policy.

Actions within the political system are guided by informal
and formal rules of conduct.
The informal level of public policy making in Virginia
consists of interactions of individuals and events that are
necessary

in

order

to

have

legislation

introduced

in

the

General Assembly. At the informal level, lobbyists attempt to
shape public policy by
assembly

to

sponsor

influencing members

desired

legislation.

variables such as competition,
and

reformism

affect

the

of the general

participation,

lobbyist's
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ability

A

variety

of

partisanship,
to

influence

PLEASE NOTE:
Page(s) not included with original material
and unavailable from author or university.
Filmed as received.
pSs -

150,180

UMI

veto

the

legislation.

In

the

case

of

a

resolution,

the

governors signature is not required.
The informal and formal aspects of Virginia's political
system

are

constantly

being

affected

by

the

environment.

Factors such as economic consideration, and federal policies
are

constantly

altering

positions

of

interests

groups

and

legislators.
The Environment of Virginia Student Assessment Policy.
Virginia's

student

assessment

policy

came

about

in

an

environment that was highly supportive of accountability and
student assessment.

Several reports released at the national

level criticizing the quality of secondary and postsecondary
education

spurred

the move

towards

other measure of quality assurance
Colleges,

National

National

Commission

Endowment

for

Commission
on

the

on

Higher

student

and

(Association of American
Excellence

Education

Humanities;

assessment

in

Issues;

National

Education;
National

Institute

of

reports,

the

Education).
Stimulated

by

the

release

of

the

above

National Governors' Association formed a Task Force on College
Quality which
demonstrate

focused

that

on how colleges

student

learning

is

an universities
occurring

can

(National

Governors Association, 1986, p. 20) . Concerned primarily with
continued economic development, cultural vitality, and general
prosperity,

the

Task

Force

made
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six

recommendations

to

governors

on

establishing

assessment

programs

(National

Governors Association pp. 160-163).
Businesses

also

voiced

frustrations

about

education's graduates’ readiness for employment.

higher

More than

10 percent of companies surveyed in 1977 provided remedial
education, even for college graduates, who tended to be weak
in

communication

and

interpersonal

skills

(National

Governors’ Association, 1986).
Inputs

into

Virginia's

Student

Assessment

Political

System. Inputs into a political system can be through demands
or

support.

Demands

occur when

individuals

or groups

in

response to real or perceived environmental conditions act to
affect public policy.

In Virginia's political system, demands

were generated by both supporters and opponents of Virginia's
student assessment legislation.
which

included,

F.

Russell and Lambert,

Dana

On one hand the supporters

Payne,

the

Legislators— Senators

SCHEV officials, and Governor Baliles,

pushed for greater accountability for public funds that were
allocated to public colleges and universities by the General
Assembly.

In

addition

to

accountability

for

funds,

the

supporters pushed the student assessment issue because it was
seen as a way to ensure and possibly increase the present
quality of Virginia's institutions.

Within this framework the

supporters of Virginia's student assessment policy also wanted
to

ensure

that

the

diversity

of

universities would be maintained.
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Virginia's

colleges

and

On

the

other

hand,

opponents— representatives

from

colleges and universities— of Virginia's student assessment
policy argued that historically, Virginia's political system
had allowed the institutions of higher education to set their
own

standards

maintained.

for

accountability

and

this

should

be

Faculty and administrators also feared unintended

side effects of student assessment such as teaching to the
test,
a

limiting access of the educationally disadvantaged to

college

education,

narrowing

curriculum,

and

adversely

affecting research activities.
Support is rendered when individuals conform to policy
decisions.

Support of Virginia's student assessment policy

was displayed primarily through the development of individual
student assessment plans at Virginia's public institutions of
higher education.

Outputs
System.
system

of

Virginia's

Student

Assessment

Political

Outputs of Virginia's student assessment political
were

three

pieces

of

legislation:

1)

Senate

Joint

Resolution 125 which called on the State Council of Higher
Education

to

conduct

a

study

on

the

quality

of

higher

education in the Commonwealth; 2) Senate Joint Resolution 83
which

accepted the

recommendation

of the

State

Council

of

Higher Education regarding measurements of student assessment
and

requested

that

assessment

programs

to measure

student

achievement be established at Virginia's public colleges and
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universities;

and 3) Senate Bill 534 which amended the Code

of Virginia giving the State Council of Higher Education the
authority
student

to

oversee

assessment

public

institution's

legislation.

The

compliance

student

with

assessment

Guidelines and other documents that were generated as a result
of the above legislation are also outputs of the political
system.

Conclusion
Dye's warning that the models are not competitive in that
one of

them could be

appears

to be

Elements

true

judged best

in Virginia's

of each model

surfaced

(page

34

student

of

this

study)

assessment

in the case

case.

study thereby

making it difficulty to judge which of the six models provided
the best clarification for the case. For this study it appears
that Dye's models

tend to confuse more

than they clarify.

Therefore the researcher of this study proposes the following
revised systems model as the best fit for Virginia's student
assessment case

(see Figure 4.10).

Since the systems theory appears to represent the general
framework of Virginia's student assessment policy within which
other theories operated, logically, the systems theory should
not be placed on the same level with Dye's five other theories
for policy development.

Each of the other five theories can

be included within the political system box of the Systems
theory

feedback

loop

which

would
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then

represent

a

more

accurate picture of what happens

in the policy formulation

process.

FIGURE 4.10
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CHAPTER V.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,

IM P L IC A T IO N S,

AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY

S u m m a ry

The purpose of this study was to trace the origins and
development

of

a higher

education

policy

in the

state

of

Virginia with the hopes of providing a better understanding
of one aspect of the multi-dimensional relationship between
state government and higher education in the Commonwealth of
Virginia.

The development and passage of Virginia's student

assessment

legislation was one modification to the states'

traditional position of "autonomy for institutions of higher
education."
origins

and

By reconstructing and documenting the historical
development

legislation,

it was

makers

other

and

of

Virginia's

student

assessment

intended that higher education policy
interest

groups

would

recognize

the

complicated interactions of people and group processes that
were involved and use this information/knowledge when future
higher education policy issues arise in the Commonwealth of
Virginia.
Logically following from the stated purpose, the problem
of this research was to describe the historical origins and
development of Virginia's student assessment legislation.
order to address the problem,

In

three major areas of inquiry
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were investigated:

1) the historical context for Virginia's

higher education student assessment movement, 2) major events
and

characters

education

in

student

Virginia's

the

formulation

of

Virginia's

assessment policy,

and 3)

education

assessment

higher

student

higher

conformity
policy

of
to

Thomas Dye's policy formulation models.
The data for this study was obtained through the use of
two procedures:
conducting

1)

reviewing historical documents,

intensive interviews.

The

and 2)

investigation of the

problem was guided by the procedure and design developed by
Stephen Bailey in his documentation of the Employment Act of
1946.

The investigation of the problem was conducted in five

phases.

The

first

phase

involved

literature on student assessment.

reviewing

the

national

The second phase involved

reviewing specific legal and historical documents related to
Virginia's student assessment policy.
Virginia's

legal

and

historical

Through references in
documents,

participants (interviewees) were identified.
of

the

investigation

participants
intensive

to be

centered

on

interviewed.

interviews

were

the

the

The third phase

selection

During

major

the

of

major

fourth

phase

conducted with persons

considered major participants in the creation,

who

development,

and passage of Virginia's student assessment legislation.
interviewees,

as described above,

were

The

were asked to name other

persons who they felt were instrumental in the development and
passage

of

Virginia's

higher

education
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student

assessment

policy.

Interview questions were developed by the researcher

according

to

the

three

major

research

questions.

The

questions asked of the specific interviewee were tailored to
their areas of involvement in Virginia's student assessment
policy formulation chronology.
and

verbatim

transcripts

Interviews were tape recorded,

were

prepared

for

later

use

in

analyzing the data.
The fifth and final stage of the investigation involved
summarizing and analyzing the data.

The data gathered from

both the documents and interviews supported each other.
data was
major

organized

research

and categorized according to

questions.

That

arrangement

the

The
three

provided

a

systematic outline for organizing the details of information
obtained from both sources.
As a part of the historical context of Virginia's higher
education
history

student

of

presented.
move

for

assessment

student

legislation,

assessment

on

the

a review

national

of

the

level

was

Student assessment had its origins in the national
accountability

development

of

which

accrediting

was

manifested

agencies

as

through

early

as

the

1787.

Historically both the state and federal government had left
the process of reviewing the quality of college programs to
the

accrediting

associations.

Most

states

accepted

accreditation as evidence of sufficient quality to qualify an
institution
government

for

state

recognized

licensure.

In

turn,

the

federal

state licensure and accreditation as
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preconditions for eligibility for federal funds.
fact

of

its

historical

institutional

quality,

centrality

voluntary

to

perceptions

accreditation

strong fire in the mid-1970's and 1980's.

Despite the

came

of

under

The states came to

believe that voluntary accreditation, as it historically had
been

carried

out,

accountability

could

process.

following reasons:
of the process

not

be

States

a

major

held

element

this

in

belief

their

for

the

l) lack of public reporting and control

by

the accredited

institutions,

rigor and standards in the review process; 3)

2)

lack of

lack of self-

criticism on the part of the institutional participants? and
4) a back scratching ethos.
The push for accountability was spurred by the release
of several reports:
and

more

young

participate
education

people

emerge

effectively

because

Involvement

A Nation at Risk (1983), stated that more

in

of

the

Learning

in

from

the

low

high

work

quality

(1984)

school

force
of

or

their

asserted

unable
in

to

higher

education.

that

despite

significant success in adapting to growth and change in recent
years, higher education needed some improvement.

This report

offered 27 recommendations to institutions of higher education
that would improve the college experience one of which was to
require

proficiency

student's major.

assessments

in

liberal

arts

and

the

Integrity in the College Curriculum (1985)

suggested that institutions develop assessment programs that
fosters institutional autonomy and diversity while maintaining
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excellence

in education.

instituted

some

form

Thus

of

far two-thirds

accountability

states have

through

student

assessment.
The Commonwealth of Virginia became involved with state
mandated student assessment in 1985.
General
which

Assembly

requested

passed
the

Senate

State

The 1985 session of the

Joint

Council

Resolution

of

Higher

conduct a study of the quality of higher
Commonwealth.

were

Education

education

125
to

in the

The study was conducted and reported back to

the Senate as Senate Document No.
study

(SJR)

six

14.

recommendations

Included within this

for

measuring

student

achievement at Virginia's public colleges and universities.
These recommendations ranged from strengthening the academic
relationship

between

secondary

and

higher

education

to

establishing an advisory committee to develop guidelines for
designing good

assessment

programs.

These

recommendations

were accepted in SJR 83 which was passed by the 1986 session
of

the

Higher

General

Assembly.

Education

was

In

given

1989,
formal

the

State

authority

Council
to

for

oversee

institution's compliance with Virginia's student assessment
policy.

This was done through an amendment to the Code of

Virginia, Senate Bill (SB) 534, which was signed into law by
Governor Gerald Baliles during the 1989 session of the General
Assembly.
From the constructed cases study, it was concluded that
none

of Thomas

Dye's

six policy
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formulation model

(elite,

incremental,

rational,

institutional,

group,

or systems)

as

proposed in his 1972 book, Understanding Public Policy, could
be

judged

as

"best

fit"

for Virginia's

case. Vestiges of each model existed.
researcher

proposed

a revised

student

assessment

With this in mind the

systems

model

that

included

interactions between all of Dye's models as a better model for
Virginia's student assessment policy

Conclusions
From the case study the following conclusions were drawn:
1.

What is the historical context for Virginia's higher

education student assessment movement?
The historical context for Virginia's higher education
student assessment movement for accountability has it roots
in

the

national

movement

accrediting agencies.
mid-1970's

and

for

accountability

This tie was gradually broken in the

19 8 0 's

as

individual

realized that accrediting agencies'
and

serious

self-criticism

participants.

through

on

the

colleges

and

states

standards lacked rigor,
part

of

institutional

Fueled by Secretary of Education William J.

Bennett's call for greater accountability, and the release of
several

national

reports

colleges and universities,
initial

student

Resolution

125,

on

the

1985.

of

the

nation's

the state of Virginia passed its

assessment
in

quality

This

legislation,
piece

of

Senate

Joint

legislation

was

followed by Senate Joint Resolution 83 in the 1986 session of
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the General assembly and Senate Bill 534 which was passed in
the 1989 session.

2.

What were the manor events and characters

in the

formulation of Virginia's student assessment policy?
Three

major

events

stirred

Virginia's

move

towards

student assessment:

* the national movement for student -assessment;
* the Virginia's State Council of Higher Education's push
for student assessment;
*

an

increase

in

funds

to

institutions

of

higher

education by the General Assembly.

Major characters in the formulation of Virginia's student
assessment policy:

*Frances

Dana

Payne

-

primary

lobbyist

for

assessment in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
employed

by

written

several

assessment.

Virginia

Commonwealth

articles

on

Payne was

University

the

topic

student

of

and

had

student

Payne contacted Senator Robert Russell in

an attempt to push student assessment.
^Senator

Robert

Russell

-

District

11 which includes all of Chesterfield County
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State

Senator

from

Senate

except for Matoaka and Ettrick in the southern area of
the county was the initial sponsored of SJR 125.
♦Representative/Senator
Lambert

Benjamin

Lambert

-

Senator

from Senate District 9 which includes eastern

Richmond both north and south of the James River,

and

five

the

Henrico

precincts

adjacent

to

the

city

was

sponsor of SJR 83 and Senate Bill 534.
*Dr. Gordon Davies - Director of the State Council of
Higher Education.
♦Governor

Gerald

J.

Baliles

Commonwealth of Virginia.

-

Governor

of

Baliles was instrumental

the
in

pushing assessment by tying incentive funding into the
system.

3.

On

the

basis

narrative gathered

of

the

for this

historical

study,

does

description

the case

study

and
of

assessment policy formulation in Virginia conform clearly to
one of the six policy formulation models (system theory, elite
theory.

group

incrementalism.

theory.

rational

decision-making

and institutionalism)

theory,

as proposed by Thomas

R. Dve in his book. Understanding Public Policy?
Of the

six policy

Thomas

Dye

in his

tested

for

fit

1972

with

formulation models
book,

Understanding

Virginia's

student

(as

proposed

Public

assessment

by

Policy)
policy

formulation study, it was found that elements of four (elite,
group,

incremental,

and

systems theory)
167

applied moderately

well

to

Virginia's

case.

However,

it

was

impossible

to

determine which of the six was "best."
Elite theory assumes that the general public or masses
are

apathetic

and

ill-informed about public

policy.

Also

associated with elite theory is the premise that public policy
flows downward from the elites of society to the masses.
The

group

theory

begins

with

the

proposition

that

interaction among groups is the central basis of politics and
that

politics

is

essentially the

struggle

among

groups

to

influence public policy. Four primary groups were identified
by

the

researcher

development

of

as

having

Virginia's

significant

student

affects

assessment

on

the

legislation.

They were the staff of the State Council of Higher Education
(SCHEV), the state Legislature, the representatives of public
colleges

an

interested

universities,

and

in student assessment.

the

general

constituents

These groups

interacted

both positively and negatively to shape Virginia's

student

assessment policy.
Incrementalism argues that current policies exist as a
base upon which increments or modifications are added.

The

state's commitment to accountability served as the base for
Virginia's
selected
Tennessee,

student assessment policy.

from

other

states'

policies.

The

increments were

Florida,

Georgia,

and New Jersey were used in the construction of

the increments for Virginia's policy.

The increments taken

from other state's policies were: 1) the initiators were state
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legislators
incentive

as

opposed

funding

to

was

undergraduate quality.

a

coordinating

used

as

a

board;

mechanism

to

and

2)

improve

The identified unique "increment" for

Virginia's policy was its emphasis on maintaining diversity
among its public institutions of higher education.
Systems Theory views public policy as an output of the
political system which consists of interrelated structures and
processes which function authoritatively to allocate values
for society. It was found by the researcher that evidence of
elite, group, incrementalism, and systems theories existed in
Virginia

student

researcher

assessment

concluded

that

case

the

study;

systems

however,

theory

was

the
more

comprehensive than the elite, group, and incremental theories
and therefore should not be on the same level as the other
models.

An alternative to Dye's system theory was proposed

by the researcher to

include

interactions

of all

of Dye's

theories as a better fit for Virginia's student assessment
case.

Implications
1.

By giving

the

State

Council

of

Higher

Education

additional responsibilities for monitoring student assessment
through

the

passage

of

Senate

Bill

534,

the

relationship

between institutions of higher education and the state will
be furthered strained.

SCHEV's role should continue to be one

of "server to the government" but it must also play the dual
169

role of "spokesman and protector of colleges and universities"
otherwise

it will

become simply another state agency that

encroaches upon the autonomy of Virginia's public colleges and
universities.
2.

The State Council of Higher Education and other state

officials should continue to stress that student assessment
at the state colleges and universities will not be used as a
mechanism

for

institutions
maintained.
of

the

making

with

across

diverse

the

missions.

Any changes in the

legislation

board

should

be

comparisons

Diversity

must

of
be

original intent or language
immediately

reported

to

interested parties at the colleges and universities.
3.

There are three main areas where the effectiveness

of colleges
programs,

and universities

and faculty.

can be evaluated:

If institutions continue to display

a "passive" voice in state intrusion,
legislation

for the

students,

then it follows that

remaining two areas

could very

easily

follow Virginia's student assessment legislation.

Recommendations for Further Study
This

research used

primary methodology.

an exploratory

field

study

as

its

Since an exploratory field study seeks

only to discover what exists in order to lay the groundwork
for further studies, the following recommendations for further
study are offered:
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1.
colleges

Given the importance of student assessment in public
and

universities,

a

study

should be

conducted

to

determine the influence of the student assessment movement on
private colleges and universities.
2.

The limitations of this study excluded the chronology

of Virginia's

student

assessment

policy past

its passage,

however one might wonder about problems associated with its
implementation within the colleges and universities.
3.

As a matter of maintaining diversity among Virginia's

institution of higher education, Virginia's student assessment
policy

required

that

institution's

Plans

for

Student

Assessment take into consideration their specific missions.
With

this

in

mind,

how

has

the

traditionally

black

institutions, community colleges, flagship institutions, etc.
developed their plans?
4.

In

more

Understanding
formulation

recent

Public

have

editions

Policy, two

been

proposed;

of

Thomas

other
the

models

Process

Dye's

book,

of

policy

(policy

as

political activity), and the Game (policy as rational choice
in competitive situations) Models.
of

these

models

to

student

Research to test the fit

assessment

should be conducted.
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policy

formulation
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APPENDIX

A:

INTERVIEW GUIDE

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Questions Regarding the Role of The State in Higher
Governance (Everyone will be asked these questions):

Education

1) .

In your opinion what do you feel the proper role of the state
should be in the governance of higher education?

2) .

For what reasons do you favor either increasing or reducing
either the state role or SCHEV's role in higher education
governance? (Depends on who is being interviewed)

Questions for Peter Ewell:
1). What were the intended goals of student assessment? And what has
been some of the unintended consequences of student assessment?
2) . What forces or perceived forces affected the development of the
student assessment movement in the United States?
3) . Why has student assessment been instituted at the state level
when other review and accrediting agencies already exist to monitor
the quality of colleges and universities?
4) . Who were the major participants and what were their roles in the
development of the student assessment movement in the United States?
Policy Development Questions (for legislators):
1).

Who were the major paraticipants and what were their roles in the
development and passage of Virginia's student assessment
legislation?
A. Who first initiated the possiblilty of instituting a student
assessment policy?
B. Who or what groups supported or resisted the passage of
Virginia's student assessment legislation?
And what were their
reasons for taking a stand one way or another?
c. From whom did the legislators receive advice for
development of Virginia's student assessment legislation?

the

2).

What are some of the perceived reasons (stimulants) of Virginia's
student assessment policy?

3).

What are some of
the intended results of Virginia's student
assessment policy according to the house and senate committees
that passed the legislation?

4).

What are some ’of

the characteristics of Virginia's political
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system that aided the passage of
legislation?

Virginia's student assessment

A.
Why was Virginia's student assessment policy initially
instituted in the form of a resolution which has no force of
law as opposed to a bill which requires the governor's
signature and also has force of law?
B. Were you contacted directly by those who mounted a
campaign for or against SJR's 125 and 83? Did they contact
you directly?
C. Which of their arquments did you find most influential
(convincing) and why?
D. To what extent did you feel it was necessary to be
responsive to their suggestions or points of view?
E.
Who were other individuals (within or outside of the
legislature), interest groups, or agencies who have been
influential in shaping your attitudes towards a student
assessment policy?
Do their oponions typically influence
your views on education issues?
F.
What role has your constituency played in shaping your
attitudes on the student assessment issue?
6.
Has party affiliation been an important determinant of
your position on student assessment? Does party affiliation
typically play an important role in higher education policy
issues?
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APPENDIX

B:

DANA PAYNE'
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DOCUMENTS
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UPAO, Public S e n tim e n t, The Federal
Bureaucracy, a n d th e Social Science
E stab lishm ent
b y Ralph Scott, U niversity o f N orth ern Iow a

Shortly a f t e r P re sid e n t R e a g a n w a s s w e p t into office, it
b e c a m e q u it e a p p a r e n t t h a t UPAO w a s re g iste rin g a significant
im pact on various c o m p o n e n ts o f th e f e d e r a l b u r e a u c r a c y , a n d
particularly th ose c o m p o n e n ts which directly d e a l t with sacral
issues. This should n o t h a v e b e e n surprising. The p re s id e n t's
election re s te d , in l a r g e m e a s u r e , on o verw he lm in g v o te r r e p u 
diatio n o f g o v e rn m e n t- s p o n s o re d interven tion p r o g r a m s which
h a d b e e n c r a f t e d b y social e n g in e e r s o v e r t h e prior sev eral
decades.
G e n e ra lly , th e professional work of UPAO m e m b e rs p r o 
v id e d a n a d d e d m e a s u r e of stru cture a n d credibility to th e
R e a g a n so c ia l-e d u c a tio n a l ph ilosophy, a n d so t h e ne w a d m i n is 
tra tio n t a p p e d a n u m b e r of UPAO m e m b e r s fo r g o v e r n m e n t
service. This h a s n 't s e t well with th o s e w ho w e r e a p p o i n t e d by
previous a d m in is tra tio n s , or th o s e w ho se f e d e r a l g r a n t p r o p o s 
als h a v e , in th e p a s t , b e e n uncritically f u n d e d with t a x d ollars,
larg e ly b e c a u s e th e y m irrored a n id e o lo g y lo ng f a v o r e d within
th e b u r e a u c r a c y , a lb e i t d is a v o w e d b y most Americans.
The N ation al Institute of E ducation (NIE), re s e a rc h a r m of
th e D e p a r tm e n t of E ducation, h a s recently b e c o m e t h e flash
point of conflict b e t w e e n the Social Science Establishment a n d
g o v e r n m e n t a p p o i n t e e s w ho strive to fulfill t h e R e a g a n m a n 
d a t e . For y e a rs , NIE d o l e d o u t m o n e y to s u p p o r t re s e a rc h p r o 
jects which, in re tro sp e c t, c a n only b e c o n s i d e r e d slipshod. 5 o m e
illustrations of NIE's p a s t b ia s a r e re c o r d e d in projects which
h a v e b e e n f u n d e d a n d r e f u n d e d to r e p o r t r a t h e r a m a z i n g
a c h ie v e m e n t b e n e fits fo r black children w h o w e r e forcibly
b u s e d , o ft e n o v e r stron g p a r e n t a l objection. An a p p r a i s a l of th e
prim ary statistics u p o n which t h o s e stud ies a r e b a s e d fai|s to
affirm c o n tention s of t h e NIE-funded r e s e a r c h e r s on th e im p o r
ta n t b u t sensitive q u e stio n of busin g . In fact, a re v ie w of so m e of
tho se p ro jec ts b a f f le s in fo rm e d o b se rv e rs: This tr a s h h a s b e o n
r e p e a t e d l y s u p p o r t e d with t a x d o lla rs b y t h e n atio n 's most
prestigious f e d e r a l r e s e a r c h a g e n c y ? Similarly, th e NIE h a s
historically f u n d e d d u b io u s r e s e a r c h in a v a rie ty o f soeial-activist
a r e a s . And (misused) NIE credibility h a s e r o d e d public s u p p o r t
for re s e a rc h within th e so cial-ed ucation al s p h e r e .
T h ro u g h o u t Ihe y e a r s which witnessed NIE a d o p ti o n o f a
careless, i d e o l o g y - b a s e d a p p r o a c h t o w a r d r e s e a r c h — d e s p i te
t h e p r e s e n c e of a s u b s ta n tia l n u m b e r o f highly c o m p e t e n t NIE
p ers o n n e l w ho, a s individuals, w e r e u n a b l e to objectify ov erall
a g e n c y activities — th e Social Science E stablishment h a s n ev er,
to my k n o w le d g e , e x p r e s s e d e it h e r a n y co n c ern o v e r th e a g e n 
cy's g e n e r a l ly p oo r r e s e a r c h qu ality , o r reservation s concerning
"Old Left" b ia s within th e a g e n c y . But now th e shoo is on t h e . .
(C o n tin u e d on p a g e 4)
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Accountability in Collegesb y F. D a n a Payne , V irg in ia C o m m onw ealth University

T h e P ro b le m
The s t u d e n t who tra n sfers from o n e college to a n o t h e r tells
a n a m a z i n g story. The story is t h a t th e levels of co fleg e ed u c a tio n
d i f f e r in kind a s well a s quality. S tu d e n ts w ho p a s s calculus in
o n e c o lle g e , p l a c e in re m e d ia l
m a th e m a tic s in a sec o n d ; stu
d en ts w h o successfully c o m p le te
t h i r d - y e a r F r e n c h in o n e a r e
p l a c e d in b e g in n i n g in a secon d.
It a p p e a r s t h a t so m e colleges, in
their com petition f o r students, a r e
w ill in g t o s a c r i f i c e s t a n d a r d s ,
while stu d en ts p r e f e r a t t e n d in g
co llege to working in t h e business
w orld. C ould this b e calle d a
symbiotic relationship in which
both p ro fit from lack of d e m a n d s
a n d rig o r?
C o rp o ra tio n s h a v e internal
au d ito rs. These in dividuals check
DANA PAYNE
on d a y by d a y fin ancial o p e r a 
tions of t h e c o m p a n y . C o lle g e s h a v e instructors a n d d e a n s . They
also check o n d a y b y d a y , te rm by te r m o p e r a t io n s a n d le a r n in g
of stu d e n ts. 8 ut in a d d it io n , c o rp o ra tio n s h a v e e x t e r n a l au d ito rs
who o v e r s e e t h e g e n e r a l c o r p o r a te financial o p e r a t io n s to a s 
sure t h a t internal a u d ito rs live u p to th eir responsibilities.
W h a t check is t h e r e on co lle g es? There a r e a c c re d itin g
g r o u p s , b u t d o th e y really check t h e e d u c a t io n a l p ro d u c t t h a t
comes ou t of th e c olle ges? A few, b u t not the majority, do.
T h e S o lu tio n
The s t a t e should s e t u p a n e x am in in g a n d testing b o a r d .
This b o a r d w ou ld d e l e g a t e to individual disciplines a series of
e x a m in a tio n s to spot-check a n d a d m in is ter ex a m in a tio n s t o
classes within colleges which receive f e d e r a l or s late a i d , or w hose
stud ents receive fe d e r a l o r s t a te a id . The e x a m in atio n s would b e
s e cu re d , a d m in is te re d , a n d g r a d e d b y persons e x te rn a l to th e
college. In no w a y could t h e colleges control t h e marking o r
public publishing of th e results. To p re v e n t th e relax atio n of
e x a m in a tio n rigor, e x a m in a tio n s w ould b e p u b lish e d following
their ad m in istration .
W ou ld c o lle g e s t e a c h to im p ro v e e x a m in a tio n scores?
P ro b a b ly , yes. But w ou ld this not b o a b e t t e r m e th o d of teoehirtg
th a n is g e n e r a l l y se e n t o d a y w hen so m e students d o not know
tho d i f fe re n c e b e t w e e n t h e spelling of " d ie " a n d " d y e , " t h a t
World W a r II w a s p re v io u s to t h e Korean W ar, or t h a t a n orbit is
th e p a t h a n electron tr a v e ls a r o u n d t h e nucleus?
Let us re c o g n iz e t h e t all colleges a r e not i n t e n d e d to b e
e q u a l a c a d e m ic a ll y . C o u ld w e not p l a c e co lleges in se v e ra l
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c a t e g o r ie s , p e r h a p s f o u r ? For e x a m p l e , G r o u p "A " would b e
e x p e c t e d to h a v e a n a v e r a g e g r a d e o f ” 8 0 " p e r discipline on
t h e in ter-c o lleg e ex am in a tio n s; G r o u p "B " 70, G r o u p "C " 60,
G r o u p “ D " 5 0 p e r discipline. G r o u p " A " w ou ld b e p e rm itte d to
h a v e s o m e disciplines b e lo w 80, b u t t h e a v e r a g e sc o re should b e
8 0 o r a b o v e . The s a m e s t a n d a r d w o u ld a p p l y to th e o t h e r
g ro u p s in a similar m a n n e r .
O u r n a tio n s p e n d s a n e n o rm o u s su m a n h i g h e r e d u c a t io n .
C itiz e n s / ta x p a y e r s n e e d a resp on sible o v ersig ht o f w h a t th e y
a r e b u y in g . The s t a te n e e d s to sh o w g r e a t e r ste w a r d s h ip of t h e
t a x p a y e r s ' dollars g o i n g into h ig h e r e d u c a t i o n .
F. O a n a P a y n e is d irecto r o f g e n e r a l stu d ie s a t Virginia
C o m m o n w e a lth U niversity, a n d h a s a lso s e r v e d a s d e p u ty d ir e c 
tor for W h ite H ouse F ellow s, a ss o c ia te d e a n o f th e C o lleg e o f
Arts a n d S ciences a t C o rn ell U niversity, a n d a ssista n t d irector o f
fin a n cia l a id a t P rinceton U niversity. M r. P a y n e r e c e i v e d a fl.A.
d e g r e e a t Princeton a n d is a U PAO m e m b e r .

Decline of " P o w e r "
M ich ael Korda, editor-in-chief o f Sim on & Schuster, writing
in Family W e e k ly for A u g u st 29 reca lls h o w in tw o g e n e r a t i o n s
th e A m erican p e o p l e h a v e " t u r n e d a g a i n s t th e v e ry id e a o f
p o w e r . " W h e r e a s fo rm erly " t e a c h e r s r a n th eir classes ( a n d )
America w a s ru led, in e ff e c t, by a u t h o r i t y fig u re s," n ow h e cites
m a n y in sta n c e s o f p o w e r va cu u m , a n d w e h a v e " tr a n s fo r m e d
o u r . . . g o v e r n m e n t in to a town m e e t i n g of 2 5 0 million . . . . in
which e v e r y o n e h a s a n e q u a l right to p r e v e n t . . . b u t . . . . no o n e
person c a n effectively control o r b e g i n a n y t h i n g ," He asks,
“ W h a t is w ro n g with ch ild re n b ein g t a u g h t to r e s p e c t t e a c h e r s ? "
U niversitas invites c o m m e n t'o n this a n d r e l a t e d q u e s tio n s p e r t i
nen t to t h e cam pu s.

O ctober 1 9 8 2

The P re sid e n t's Corner
b y C harles A . M oser, UPAO P resid ent
UPAO w a s f o u n d e d o v e r 12 y e a r s a g o , a t a time of g r e a t
instability on A m e ric a n c a m p u s e s , a t a tim e w h e n m a n y w e r e
w o rrie d a b o u t t h e v e ry survival of t h e university a s a n institution
of o u r society. The situation is very
d i f f e r e n t now , a n d t h e m o r e e x 
t r e m e f e a r s o f 12 y e a r s a g o h a v e
p r o v e n to b e u n f o u n d e d . The
university is still very much a p a r t
of o u r society, a n d still a d h e r e s to
th e s a m e g e n e r a l s t a n d a r d s it
a lw a y s has.
A n d yet, b e n e a t h th e su r
f a c e , all is no t well in A m erican
h ig h e r e d u c a tio n . The storms of
y e s t e ry e a r h a v e p a s s e d , b u t m a n y
of t h e d e m a n d s s t u d e n t r a d ic a ls
m a d e in t h e 1960s h a v e n o w
CHARLES MOSER
b e e n in stitu tio n alized within th e
university, o f t e n with t h e assista nc e a n d e n c o u r a g e m e n t o f th e
f e d e r a l g o v e r n m e n t. The ra d ic a l d e m a n d t h a t th e u niversity
a l l o c a t e som e of its sources to social b e t t e r m e n t h a s la r g e ly b e e n
met; v a rio u s sorts of "stu d ie s" p r o g r a m s a d v a n c e aim s which
a r e m o r e n e a r l y political t h a n scholarly. The political c o n c e p t of
" f a irn e s s " d erivin g from m e m b e rs h ip in a collectivity h a s b e e n
vigorously f o r c e d u p o n t h e university, a n d t h e conflict b e t w e e n
t h a t c o n c e p t a n d t h e id e a l o f excellence is u n d e rm in in g the
o rig in a l c o n c e p t of t h e university: r e p o r te d l y e v e n t h e H a rv a rd
Law R e v ie w is r e s e rv in g a c e rta in n u m b e r o f p la c e s fo r w o m e n
a n d m inorities r e g a r d l e s s of w h e t h e r th e y c a n m e e t its s t a n d 
a r d s or not.
M arxism h a s a c q u i r e d a c e rt a in fa s h io n on university c a m 
p u ses e v e n a s it is d is c re d ite d in countries w h e r e it holds sway,
a n d te x tb o o k s a r e b e i n g bo ld ly rew ritte n to a c h ie v e r a d i c a l
p u r p o s e s of social e n g i n e e r i n g . Societies a r e o ften res istan t to
such m a n i p u la t io n , b u t if w e believ e t h a t i d e a s h a v e c o n s e q u e n 
ces, a s w e surely d o — th e n w e must w o rry w h e th e r th e s e
intellectual currents m a y not in t h e long run h a v e a very d e l e t e 
rious e f f e c t u p o n th e intellectual tradition s in which w e b e lie v e .

To th e Editor
I r e a d with in t e re s t your a rtic le , "A n o n y m o u s S tu d e n t
Evaluation of T e a c h in g ," in th e M a y 19 82 issue o f U niversitas.
W h e n I w a s re c e n tly p ro m o te d to full p ro f e sso r h e r e , I h a d
to subm it my fall t e a c h i n g e v a lu a tio n sco res fo r t h e last five
y ea rs to " p r o v e " t h a t I a m a g o o d t e a c h e r .
F o rtu n a te ly my enro llm en ts a ls o a r e q u it e g o o d . I know of
o n e instructor in f o r e i g n l a n g u a g e s w h o h a d h e r s a l a r y fro z e n
last y e a r b e c a u s e of a h ig h d r o p o u t r a t e .

The w a y to figh t id e a s is with b e tt e r id e a s , a n d it is in th e
intellectual s p h e r e t h a t th e b a t t l e is r a g i n g . It is a b a tt le which
r e q u i r e s m o re s u b tlety a n d p r o b a b l y m o r e co m m itm en t —
t h r o u g h p e r h a p s less physical c o u r a g e — t h a n th e s tru g g le
which w a s f o u g h t o u t o n th e c a m p u s e s a d e c a d e or m o r e a g o .
But t h e b a t t l e will h a v e g r e a t c o n s e q u e n c e s fo r the futu re, a n d it
is,up to UPAO to p la y a le a d i n g role in directing it.

M a n y y e a rs a g o t h e r e w as a c e r t a i n ty p e o f instructor, t h e
h a r d d e m a n d i n g kind, w h o w as lo o k e d u p o n a s a g o o d t e a c h e r .
T oday such a style o f t e a c h i n g w o u ld on ly l e a d to p o o r s tu d e n t
e v a l u a t i o n scores, low e nrollm ents, a n d h igh d r o p o u t ra te s. If
such a n instructor d o e s n o t h a v e t e n u r e , his o r h e r d a y s a t t h e
university wilt p r o b a b l y b e limited.

An Editorial Q u e stio n —
" W h a t is Secular H u m a n is m ? "

T he French h a v e a saying, t h e m o r e th in g s c h a n g e , t h e
m ore t h e y re m a in t h e s a m e . This, h o w e v e r , d o e s n o t h o l d l r u e
with re s p e c t to university te a c h in g . W e h a v e e n t e r e d th e e r a of
s tu d e n t lib e ra tio n , a n d G od h e l p t h e p r o f e s s o r with hig h
standards.

by Karl F. Drlica, Editor
U PAO Presid en t C h a rle s M oser in "T he President's C o r n e r "
b r o a c h e s o n e o f t h e most im p o r t a n t q u e stio n s o f o ur tim e, t h a t of
m a i n ta i n in g th e stability of t h e university, a n d I will a d d th e
stability of o u r A m erican culture. An artic le entitled "Clinton
Roosevelt's Com m unist M a n ife s to " a p p e a r s o n p a g e 3 of this
issue; Roosevelt's b o o k p r e d a te s M arx b y s e v e n yea rs a n d w as
p u b li s h e d in th e U nited S tates. C om m unism a n d h u m an ism a r e
a n a lo g o u s.
(continued)

With b e s t wishes,
Dr. E d w a r d W. C h e s te r
University o f Texos-Arlington
Box 1 9 2 7 7 , UTA S tation
Arlington, TX 7 6 0 1 9
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P r o f e s s i o n s for some y e a r s ha ve d e m a n d e d e n t r a n c e
examinations.
T o be q u a l i f i e d as an a r c o u n t a n t , p h y s i c i a n or a
l a w y e r a c a n d i d a t e m u s t p a s s an e x a m i n a t i o n a f t e r g r a d u a t i o n f r o m
professional school.
R e c e n t l y , b e c a u s e man y c o l l e g e s and
u n i v e r s i t i e s fail to e d u c a t e s t u d e n t s s u f f i c i e n t l y , b a n k s ,
b r o k e r a g e firms and c o r p o r a t i o n s r e q u i r e speci al e x a m i n a t i o n s
e v e n t h o u g h the c a n d i d a t e has g r a d u a t e d from c o l l e g e
Why?
C o l l e g e s and U n i v e r s i t i e s h a v e l o w e r e d t h e ir r e q u i r e m e n t s for a
d e e r ® 0 a n d e x t e r n a l e m p l o y e r s d o not t r u s t t h e d i p l o m a .
G o v e r n m e n t — n a t i o n a l , s t a t e a-nd l o c a l h a v e p e r m i t t e d
to be u n p r e d i c t a b l e in the v a r i o u s h i g h e r e d u c a t i o n a l
institutions.
A s t u d e n t m a y be s o p h o m o r e l e v e l in m a t h at o n e
u n i . v e r s i t v . t r a n s f e r to a n o t h e r u n i v e r s i t y a n d f i n d h i m s e l f in
remedi al math.
T h e e x a m p l e s a r e t r u e in F o r e i g n l a n g u a g e s ,
p h v s i c s and c h e m i s t r y .
L e s s m e a s u r a b l e is t h e t r a n s f e r r i n g
E n g l i s h a n d H i s t o r y m a j o r s f r o m o n e u n i v e r s i t y to a n o t h e r
university.
E n gl i s h and H i s t o r y i n s t r u c t o r s tell ho rr or stories
of u n e v e n e d u c a t i o n b e t w e e n v a r i o u s u n i v e r s i t i e s .
standards

H o w do o t h e r c o u n t r i e s k e e p the i n t e g r i t y of t h e u n i v e r s i t y
diploma?
In F r a n c e a n d G e r m a n y t h e r e a r e n a t i o n a l e x a m s .
The
s t u d e n t at t h e U n i v e r s i t y of C a e n t a k e s t h e s a m e b i o l o g y ,
p h y s i c s , e t c . p v a m a s '"he o n ® at t h e U n i v e r s i t y of S t r a s b o u r g .
T m c s y s t e m r e t a i n s d i p l o m a i n t e g r i t y h ue is r i g i d in uniform^-k^In G r e a t B r i t a i n t h e r e is a c o m p r o m i s e b e t w e e n t h e
u n s u p e r v i s e d A m e r i c a n q u a l i t y c o n t r o l and rhe r i g i d C o n t i n e n t a l
quality d e m a n H .
T h e M i n i s t r y of E d u c a t i o n in G r e a t B r i t a i n
a s s i g n s a s s e s s o r s to e a c h of the B r i t i s h U n i v e r s i t i e s .
The
a s s e s s o r s ' r e s p o n s i b i l i t y is to m a k e c e r t a i n e a c h B r i t i s h
U n i v e r s i t y a t r a i n s a c e r t a i n s t a n d a r d , a f l o o r so to s p e a k , bur
n o t u n i f o r m i t y in B r i t i s h e d u c a t i o n .
How does this w o r k ?
F i r s t an a s s e s s o r s p o t c h e c k s a c o u r s e
examination.
T h e r e th e a s s e s s o r r e a d s a f e w A a n d 3 p a p e r s a n d a
few D and E p a p e r s .
( T h e g r a d e s h a v e b e e n t r a n s l a t e d to the
A m e r i c a n S y s t e m of m a r k i n g . )
F i n a l l y , if t h e a s s e s s o r f e e l s
it
n e c ® s s a r v he i n t e r v i e w s o r a l l y s o m e s t r o n g e r a n d w e a k e r s t u d e n t s
in the t o u r s p .
F o l l o w i n g t h e s e p r o c e d u r e s t h e a s s e s s o r s e n d s an
e v a l u a t i o n to t h e B r i t i s h M i n i s t r y of F.ducn 1 1
.
T h e Unrated .States c o u l d proi i l * ? ■ om the iirLLiuh assessorsystem.
I p r o p o s e to f o l l o w up w i t h an on the s p o t i n v e s t i g a t i o n
of the B r i t i s h a s s e s s o r p e r for mi ng
.]•■; i.es.
f n t u r n Iw o u l d
m a k e a r e p o r t on h o w a n d
f to* r u i
o 1 ti.
Po Lti.sli us
s y s t e m c o u l d be a d o p t e d in t h<- Un i » oil 3 ■ a •.«.»s .
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ACCOUNTABILITY IN COLLEGES

•*
Francis Dana Payne
Virginia Commonwealth University

August 12, 3 982

The Problem
The student who transfers from one college to another tells an amazing
story.

The story is that the levels of college education differ in kind

as well as quality.

Students who pass calculus in one college'place in

remedial mathematics in a second; students who successfully complete third
year French in one are placed in beginning In a second.

It appears that

some colleges, in their competition for studetns, are willing to
sacrifice standards, while students prefer attending college to working
in the business world.

Could- this be called a symbiotic .relationship

in which both profit from lack of demands and rigor?
Corporations have internal auditors.

These individuals check on day

by day financial operations of'the company. Colleges have instructors
and deans.

They also check on day by day, term by term operations and

learning of students.

But in addition, corporations have external auditors

who oversee the general corporate financial operations to assure that internal
auditors live up to their responsibilities.
What check is there on colleges?

There are accrediting groups-, but

do they really check the educational product that comes out of the
colleges?

A few, but not the majority, do,.

The Solution
The state should set up an examinating and testing board.

This board

would delegate to Individual disciplines a series of examinations to sp<'t
check and administer examinations to classes within colleges who receive
federal or state aid, or whose students receive federal or state aid.

The

examinations would be secured, administered and graded by persons
external

to the college.

In no way could the colleges control the

marking or'- public publishing of the results.

To prevent the relaxation

of examination rigor, examinations would be published following their
administration.
Would colleges teach to improve examination scores?

Probably, yes.

But would this not be a better method of teaching than is generally seen
today when some students do not know the difference between the spelling
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F, Dana Payne

of "die"and "dye", that World War II was previous to the Korean War,
or that an orbit Is the path an electron travels around the nucleus?

'

Let us recognize that all colleges are not intended to be equal
academically.
four?

Could we not place colleges in several categories, perhaps

For example, Group "A" would be expected to have an average

grade of "80" per discipline on the inter~college examinations;
Group "B " 70, Group "C" 60, Group "D" 50 per discipline.

Group "A"

would be permitted to have some disciplines below 80, but the average
score should be 80 or above.

The same standard-would apply to the other

groups in a similar manner.
Our nation spends an

enormous sum on higher education.

The

citizen/taxpayer needs a responsible oversight of what they are buying.
The state needs to show greater stewardship of the taxpayers* dollars
going into higher education.
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The Assembly will not have the emo
tional and time-consuming equal rights
amendment to kick around this year.
And given the- pitfalls and paradoxes
such schemes tend to create, wise legis
lators will restrain their impulses'-to
honor historically notable Virginians, or
those who have had substantial impact
on the state.
Among other items:
— A proposal to allow private re
tailers to sell liquor has been scrubbed.
These outlets would replace perhaps 10
low-volume, low-profit ABC stores. We
hope this legislation returns for consideration in the future; we hope also it
becomes the first step in removing the
state from the liquor business — which
should be in private hands (though
under state supervision).
— Ethics legislation has become a
hardy perennial. The Assembly should
bear in mind that (a) where there is
smoke, there is often smoke, .(b) ethics
laws sometimes have the effect of
catching the unwary rather than the
crooked, and (c) strict laws about disclosure can keep out o f politics men and
women who have been successful in
other fields, especially in a state such as
Virginia, whose lawmakers remain citizen-legislators.
— The drinking age. The Assembly
should stop wasting time and raise it to
21 .
— Bills requiring returnable containers for beer and soft-drinks have
been, well, bottled up by past Assem
blies. Some proponents have the quaint
notion that brewers and soft-drink mak
ers, rather than careless citizens, cause
the problem. Other forms of litter
abound in Virginia, and accepting and
storing bottles and cans would create
large headaches for grocers large and
small. A bottle bill might have merit if a
way could be devised to to make litterers* responsible for their actions, rather
than those who make or sell beverages.
— Accountability in education long
has vexed teachers and parents. VCU
administrator Dana Payne has suggest
ed the recruitment o f faculty members
from other universities who would do
what outside auditors do for businesses.
They would select classes at random,
administer tests, grade them, and publi; cize the results. Payne’s plan is not
popular at VCU; perhaps the Assembly
\ could consider such a proposal on an
experimental basis.
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Reports Faulting Higher Education
Are Likely to Cafuse Heated Debate
By An n e M ackay -Smith
S ta ff Reparser 0/ T h e W a l l S t r e e t J o u r n a l
White high schools and elementary
schools have been repeatedly criticized over
the past year and a half, higher education
has mostly escaped rebuke. Now, with a re
port sponsored by the National Institute of
Education as the opening salvo, colleges and
universities are also coming under fire.
The report cites several “warning sig
nals" that the quality of higher education
has severely deteriorated. Half the students
who start college never get their degrees,
and growing numbers are shunning more
rigorous disciplines in favor of narrow, vo
cational curricula. For example, the per
centage of degrees awarded in arts and sci
ences fell to 36% in 1982 from 49% in 1971.
“If American higher education . . . allows
the chase for academic credentials to super
sede the pursuit of learning, alt levels of ed
ucation will suffer," the report says.
In the next 18 months, several other ma
jor reports and more specialized studies are
due out that will expand on the institute's
points or move to new topics:
• In November. William J. Bennett,
chairman of the National Endowment for
the Humanities, will publish a report on the
state of the humanities in undergraduate
learning. Based on discussions with 31
higher-educatlon authorities, the report will
outline "some definite areas where improve
ments can be made." a spokesman says.
"All is not rosy for the humanities in higher
education."
•T h e Association of American Colleges
will release a report in February on the un
dergraduate curriculum. The report, which
will suggest ways to improve the quality and
coherence of studies leading to baccalaure
ate degrees, will challenge faculty to "think
about curriculum as a whole, not just a
smorgasbord of individual courses and de
partmental offerings," a spokesman says.
• Frank Newman, a presidential fellow
at the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance
ment of Teaching, will publish a report in
March on federal policy and higher educa

tion. Mr, NewrrJn, author of two reports in
the 1970s on reform in higher education,
says the repdrt Mil extensively discuss
higher education'siroie in teaching civic re
sponsibility / and' producing creative
thinkers.
/
j *'
• The Carnegie Foundation wilt publish
"College: A R epot oh the Undergraduate
Experience” in esrly 6)86, focusing on the
plight of the llleral-irts program. The
study, which will antall Visits to 30 campuses
and national surfeys o f students and fac
ulty, will be headed by the foundation's
president, Ernest Boyer, who also wrote last',
year’s widely read report, “High School.”
The National Institute of Education re
port. "Involvement In Learning: Realizing
the Potential of American Higher Educa
tion," was written by a sevenrmember study
group appointed by the institute, which is
the research branch of the Department of
Education. A study of test scores on exami
nations taken by college seniors going to
graduate school was conducted concurrently
with the institute study, and will be pub
lished in two weeks. The institute report, to
be released Monday, notes that in 11 of 15
subject areas, primarily those that empha
size verbal skills, scores on the Graduate
Record Examinations fell sharply between
1961 and 1982.
A common theme among several reports
is that while many students pile up course
credits and earn degrees, they don't learn
much of value. "Most colleges don't make
you prove that you know anything when they
give you a degree," says Chester E. Finn
Jr., director of the Center for Education and
Human Development at Vanderbilt Univer
sity. "They certainly don't know whether
you know anything more than you did when
you started."
Critics say standards have declined
sharply within the university. The institute's
study notes that "in some colleges, students
can earn the same number of credits for
taking a course in family food management
or automobile ownership as for taking a
course in the history of the American city or

*

neuropsychology.” At some Texas colleges,
foreign-language literature courses are
taught in translation and college-credlt math
courses Include "Introduction to Algebra,"
Education watchers cite several reasons
for the quality problems. The number of stu
dents entering college has quadrupled since
1950. That increase created rapid and poorly
controlled growth at many universities, re
sulting in a lack of consensus as to what
should be taught. Later, many colleges be
gan dropping specific m ajor and graduation
requirements in the face of criticism from
students and society that they represented
“outdated institutional priorities." Says the
Carnegie Foundation's Mr. Boyer, "There
wasn't real institutional confidence that the
requirements made sense."
Such problems were compounded in re
cent years when the college-age population
began to drop. Because funding in many
areas is determined by how many students
are enrolled, competition for students
caused some colleges to drop standards and
accept unprepared candidates.
To meet such problems, the institute's re
port encourages tying funding to program
quality rather than enrollment. It also sug
gests setting high standards for both how
much students learn and how well, noting,
"When we expect too little, we will seldom
be disappointed." Also central to its recom
mendations are that students be actively in
volved, full-time participants in learning,
and that testing during and at the conclusion
of programs be used to measure real pro
gress and to improve curriculum.
Most education watchers expect the qual
ity issues to be hotly debated, although they
see the situation as different from the de
bate over high schools. Colleges and univer
sities "aren’t a public utility in the same
way. but it's much more of a sacred-cow
problem," says Vanderbilt's Mr. Finn. “ No
body’s got the combination of bravery and
legitimacy to criticize it. A lot of critics of
elementary and high schools have been pro
fessors. But imagine third-grade teachers
critiquing the colleges."
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Report asks . Reportasks-J
big reforms
big reforms^
at Colleges
at colleges
From wire dispatches
’ WASHINGTON - Education Sec
retary Terrel Bell, who last year trig
gered a crusade to upgrade the na
tion's elementary • and secondary
schools, issued * report yesterday
that called for sweeping reform in the
colleges. '.The study by a panel of seven edu
cators concluded student learning
must be increased, the SO percent
dropout rate cut, deteriorating build
ings repaired and the Integrity of an
undergraduate degree restored.
It made 27 recommendations, in
cluding better pay for faculty, profi
ciency assessments of students and a
Requirement that all bachelor degree
recipients have at least two years of
liberal education —even if It extends
the normal four-year program.
- Bell said, "Some warning signs and
trouble spots Identified in the report
will require prompt attention . . . if
we are to avoid the difficulties that
have affected our elementary and
secondary schools."
Last year, Bell’s National Commis
sion on Excellence In Education is
sued a report that found "a rising tide
of mediocrity" in elementary and sec
ondary schools.
...That study, “A Nation at Risk,"
helped generate what a follow-up
study called a “tidal wave of reform”
that saw many states and localities
retuni to the basics, implement
fougher graduation requirements and
boost teacher pay.
„ The new report, "Involvement In
Learning: Realizing the Potential of
American Education,” was begun last
.year under the sponsorship of the
Education Department’s National In
stitute of Education.
Among the “warning signals and
trouble spots” identified by the Study
.Group on the Conditions of Excel
lence in American Higher Education
.were:
, • Of the* academically qualified
high school senior, one of eight de
cides against going to college.
■ • Half of the students who start
Continued on page 2, col. 6

Continued from first page
college fall to graduate.
• The buildings and equipmenioi."
colleges and universities “are rapidly:";
deteriorating.”
• Test scores of college graduates
applying to graduate and professional
schools are declining.
. ;
Recommendations included:
• Colleges must supplement the
credit system with proficiency as
sessments in liberal education and
the student’s major as a condition of awarding degrees.
.. ;*v’
• “State legislatures and boards of
trustees should reverse the decline in _
faculty purchasing power by incrcas-.*
log faculty salaries at a rate greatei5
than inflation.”
- .i- .
• "Student evaluations of acad«3Sv!
1c programs and the learning eegjg
njement should be conducted ow*,?
regular basis.”
'
The presidents of five major hig&ec- '
education groups Issued a statement";
applauding the study.
:
But they also said the report sllglltv;
ed adult learners and gave the false impression “that all of higher educa- .
tion is composed of 18- to 21-year-olds all pursuing a baccalaureate degree.* They also took issue with the re- port’s statement that only half the
students who start college aiming for.
a bachelor’s degree “actually attain
this goal.” The American Council on
Education said its statistics show that
65 percent of freshmen complete the.
degree within five years and 75 per
cent after 10 years.
*
i
The criticism came from the headr
of the council, the American Associ* ‘
tion of State Colleges and Universl-''
ties, the National Association of Inde
pendent Colleges and Universities,
the Association of American Colleger- '
and the.American Association-jfci
Community and Junior Colleges.'~"*‘
Bell faulted the report for "fllrC^
tng” with the Idea of granting crefflt£
for remedial courses. The report aaieresearch suggest*. students leirfi *
more if they get credit for remedial
courses.
Z'Z't

Beil also questioned the report,**;'
criticism of part-time faculty, wluroccupied 23 percent of the te&cllfhg;'
slots in 1966 but 41 percent by I960. "Iknow of some part-time faculty who
bring some expertise that you;*
couldn’t get” otherwise, he said. . ^
Panel members were: Chairman/
Kenneth Mortimer of Pennsylvania-.
State University, Alexander Astin df i
the University of California at Losk
Angeles; J. Herman Blake of 7ouga-~;
loo College, Tougaloo, Miss.; Howard-:
R. Bowen of Claremont Graduate '
School, Los Angeles County, Califs
Zelda F. Gamson of the University of
Michigan; Harold Hodgkinson of the
Institute for Educational Leadership, .
Washington; and Barbara Lee of
Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
NJ.
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1985 SESSION
LD9117146
1
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 125
' > '
2
Offered January 22, 1985
3 Requesting the Senate Committee on Education and Health and the House Committee on
4
Education to establish a joint subcommittee to study the quality of higher education in
5
the Commonwealth .
6
■— ;
—
7
Patrons-Russell, R. E., Gray, Schewel, and Walker
8
,
'
9
Referred to Committee on Rules
1°

-----

11
WHEREAS, Virginia’s public institutions of higher education are* a source of pride to the
12 Commonwealth and the basis for the state’s continued economic and cultural growth; and
13
WHEREAS, Virginia has an investment in excess of $1 billion in physical plant and over
14 $300 million in equipment in its institutions of higher education; and
15
WHEREAS, Virginia historically devotes over seventeen percent of its general funds in
16 the biennial budget to higher education, which amounts to over$1.3 billion in general
17 funds in the current biennium; and
18
WHEREAS, continued, broad public support for Virginia’s system of higher education is
19 essential to the system’s growth and well-being; and
20
WHEREAS, the National Institute of Education, the National Endowment for the
21 Humanities, the American Council on Education, and other respected authorities in higher
22 education are raising serious questions nationally about curriculum requirements, quality of
23 faculty, and student skills in communication and computation acquired in the nation’s
24 colleges and universities; and .
;' •
! .
25
WHEREAS, the State ^Council of Higher Education for Virginia
is reviewingthe
26 criticisms and suggestions in these reports as to how they may apply to Virginia and is
27 actively seeking, in conjunction with higher education associations such as the Southern
28 Regional Education Board, a fair and comprehensive means of measuring student
29 achievement in institutions of higher education; now, therefore, be it
30
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring. That the Senate
31 Committee on Education and Health and the House Committee on Education are requested
32
to establish a joint subcommittee to study the quality of higher education in the
33 Commonwealth.
34
The joint subcommittee shall consist of eight members, two from the membership of the
35 Senate Committee on Education and Health to be appointed by the Senate Committee on
36
Privileges and Elections, and three from the House Committee on
Education tobe
37 appointed by the Speaker of the House. The Secretary of Education, the Chancellor of the
38 Virginia Community College System, and the Director of Higher Education shall serve as ex
39 officio members. All institutions of higher education are requested to cooperate and assist
40 the joint subcommittee, in the study as it deems appropriate. The joint subcommittee shall
41 also seek the assistance of represenatives of the various professional higher education state
42associations and the views of the public
in its deliberations.
43
The joint subcommittee is requested to review each of the reports of thestudies by the
44 National Institute of Education, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the American
188

Senate Joint Resolution 125

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Council on Education and'other respected authorities in higher education, especially as to
how their findings relate to curriculum requirements, quality of., faculty, student
achievement in communications and computational skills, and how high quality higher
education may be continued in the Commonwealth. The joint subcommittee shall complete
its work by December 15, 1985.
The costs of this study, including direct and indirect costs, are estimated to be $16,410.

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Official Use By Clerks
Agreed to By The Senate
without amendment □
with amendment
□
substitute
□
substitute w/amdt □

Agreed to By
The House of Delegates
without amendment □
with- amendment ‘ □
substitute
□
substitute w/amdt □

Clerk of the House of Delegates

Clerk of the Senate
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APPENDIX D: GORDON DAVIES* EXCERPTS FROM
INVOLVEMENT IN LEARNING
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C O M M O N W E A L T H O F V IRGINIA

Excerpts from Involvement In Learning;
Realizing the Potential of American Higher Education.
(The Report of the Study Group on the
Conditions of Excellence in American Higher Education,
commissioned by the
National Institute of Education, 1984)
With comments and comparisons to Virginia higher education.

Gordon K. Davies
State Council of Higher Education for Virginia
November 19, 1984
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Text o f New Report on E xcellence
in Undergraduate Education
The Success Story and the Warning Signals
The Scope and Im pact
of H igher Education

^
Virginias

igher education in the United S tates is an enter
290,000 students (public and private)
prise o f vast scope and diversity. O ur colleges,
45,000 employees (public and private)
com m unity colleges, and universities enroll
m ore than 12 million students, em ploy nearly 2
million w orkers, and account for 3 per cent o f the Gross
Virginia:
N ational Product.
T hree in five of all American high school graduates now
59 percent in Fall 1979 went to college
enroll in college. Indeed, the United States has outdis
tanced all oth er industrialized nutions in the proportion of
its young people who participate in higher education.
Virginia:
Equally im portant is the diversity of the 12 million stu
•55.6 percent women
dents:
•one out of five is a member of a minority
► More than h alf o f all undergraduates are women.
► O ne out o f every six is a m em ber o f a m inority group.
group
► Two out o f every five are over the age of.25.
•two out of five are over 25
► Fewer than three in five arc attending college full
•57.6 percent are full-time
time.

H

Growth and Change

GROWTH
1972 - 1982

A * a result o f our expectations, attitudes, and dream s.
American higher education has undergone a dram atic peri
od o f growth and change over the past few decades. Few
institutions in o u r society could have been subjected to the
pressures o f such rapid expansion and still have contrib
uted as much to individuals and to the N ation.
T he factor o f growth has been m ost obvious. Since 1950
alone, enrollm ent in higher education has increased almost
400 perc e n t, while the num berofinstitutions has increased
by alm ost 60 per cent to nearly 3.300—including over 600
tw o-year com m unity colleges that have been created since
1960.

All Students
Men
Women
White
Minority
Full-Time
Part-Time

34.8%
15.1%
60.8%
29.5%
85.3%
18.9%
65.6%

77.4%
43.6%
113.4%
46.5%
118.1%
41.8%
167.1%

The Warning Signals
1 he strains o f rapid expansion. Idildw td by recent years
o f constricting resources and leveling enrollm ents, have
taken their toll. The realities o f student learning, curricular
coherence, the quality of facilities, faculty morale, and
academ ic standards no longer m easure up to o ur expecta
tions. T hese gups between the ideal and the actual are
serious warning signals. They point to both current and
potential problem s that must be recognized and addressed.

Student Achievement
► One out o f eight highly able high school seniors does
not choose to attend college.
► Only half o f the students who start college with the
intention o f getting a bachelor's degree actually attain
this goal.
► Student perform ance on 11 o f 15 m ajor Subject A rea
T ests of the G raduate Record Exam inations declined
betw een 1964 and 1982. The sharpest declines o c
curred in subjects requiring high verbal skills.
O ne cannot blam e these trends entirely o n th e decline in
the preparation o f entering college students. Part of the
problem is what happens to students after they m atriculate
in college. Knowledge about how to im prove retention
rates and overall student achievem ent is accessible, but
evidently higher education is not using it fully.
One of the principal purposes of our recom m endations is
to suggest ways in which existing knowledge can be u ti
lized to close the gup betw een expectation'. and perform 
ance implied by these trends.

Undergraduate Programs and Degrees
► Increasing num bers o f undergraduates are majoring
in narrow specialties. Am erican colleges, community
colleges, and universities now offer more than 1.100
different m ajors and program s, nearly half of them in
occupational fields.
► The proportion o f bachelor's degrees awarded in art**
and sciences (as opposed to professional and voca
tional program s) fell from 49 p e rc e n t in 1971 to 36 per
cent in 1982. The percentage o f arts and sciences to r
"general program ") degrees awarded by community
colleges (the degrees that are most likely to lead to
transfer to four-year institutions) declined from 57 per
cent in 1970 t o 37 p er cent in 1981. with a correspond
ing rise in occupational degrees.
► Enrollm ent patterns have changed. O ne in three o f
our freshm en have delayed entry to college after high
school, m ore than tw o in live undergraduates attend
college part-tim e, and over half of the bacheldf’s d e 
gree recipients lake m ore than the traditional four
years to com plete the degree.

Virginia:
•The source of this information is unknown
•Of a typical class, 56.5 percent either
have graduated or are still enrolled four
years later. Many who dropout return
later for degrees.
•These data are-not available by state

Virginia is convening a state conference
(January 17-18, 1985) to consider strategies
for improving higher education retention rat

Virginia:
•1400 degree programs in 350 fields
59 percent in the arts and sciences

•Bachelor's degrees in arts and sciences
1971: 53 percent
1982: 42 percent
Community college arts and science degrees
1970: 37 percent
1981: 33 percent

*42.4 percent are part-time
36.8 percent graduate within four-'years

Virginia:
► Students have abandoned some o f the traditional arts
and sciences fields in large num bers. Ju s t since 1977.
the proportion o f entering freshm en intending to ma
jo r in the physical sciences has declined by 13 per
cent—in the hum anities by 17 p er cent: in the social
sciences by 19 p e rc e n t: and in the biological sciences
by fully 21 p e rc e n t.
► A ccreditation standards for undergraduate profes
sional program s often stand as b arriers to the broad
understanding we associate with liberal learning. For
exam ple, the guidelines of one professional accredit
ing association confine one-half to two-thirds of a
stu d en t's baccalaureate program to courses in itvo
areas. A nother association prescribes approximately
70 per cen t o f a stu d e n t's total program and confines
that percentage wholly to two subject areas.

•1983 Freshman intended majors
Physical Science:

National 26 percent
Virginia 25 percent

Humanities:

National 10 percent
Virginia 11 percent

Bioligical Science:National 20 percent
Virginia 19 percent
Social Science:

National 17 percent
Virginia 19 percent

Virginia:
•72 degree-granting institutions hold
251 accreditations
•accreditation standards in some disciplines
. severely restrict liberal arts and sciences
enrollment. Music (professional degree) ,
Business , Engineering, Engineering Technolc
Nursing/ and Allied Health among most
restrictive.
•Standards appear often to be interpreted moi
rigidly than they have to be

F acu lty
► College and university faculty have lost approxim ate
ly 20 p er cent o f their purchasing pow er in the past
decade. Furtherm ore, because o f market forces, fac
ulty m em bers in som e departm ents are paid so much
m o re than those in o th er departm ents that collegiality
has becom e strained.
► The proportion of faculty w ho teach part-time in
creased from 23 p e rc e n t in 1966to 4 l percent in 1980.
The higher the proportion o f part-tim e faculty, the
more difficult it becom es to m aintain collegiality. to
assure continuity in the instructional program, and to
preserve coherence in the curriculum .
*
► The proportion of entering college freshmen intend
ing to pursue careers as college professors dropped
from I.S per cent in I'Mrfii to 0.2 p er cent in l'« 2 . This
S'» per cent decline bodes ill for the future ol higher
education.

'
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Virginia:
•1970-1980 decline in purchasing power, publ;
institution faculty only, is 15.7 percent.
1970-1982 decline is 12 percent.
/Part-time faculty: 19.9 percent (13.2 perct
doctoral; 13.8 comprehensive; 36.4 communi'
college)
•The source of the report's data are not knot

T h e C o n d itio n o f In s titu tio n s
► While enrollm ents have risen nearly -100 per cent
since 1950. the number, o f A m erica's colleges and
universities increased only 60, per cent. This means
that more and more students attend large institutions.
Since 1970. the average headcount enrollment of all of
these institutions has expanded by 25 p er cent. Unfor
tunately. the greater the size of institutions, the. more
complex and bureaucratic they tend to become, the
lower ihe opportunities fur each student to become
intensely involved with intellectual life, and the less
personal the contact betw een faculty and students.
► I he physical plant and equipm ent o f American col
leges and universities are rapidly deteriorating. Even
the most prestigious research universities carry.m il
lions of dollars in deferred maintenance on their
books, and equipment budgets for state colleges and
community colleges are inadequate for student learn
ing.
Virtually all institutions o f higher education, public
and private, are dependent on some form o f enroll
ment-driven funding and hence tend to serve the
changing whims of dem and rather than student needs.
Approximately 75 p e rc e n t of the Education and Gen
eral revenues in all public institutions, and 50 per cent
of those revenues in all private institutions, are de
pendent on enrollm ents and hence are vulnerable to
enrollment decline.
R e q u ire m e n ts a n d S ta n d a rd s
► Fourteen out of 50 state university system s have re
cently raised their requirem ents and standards— but
only for purposes of adm ission, not for-purposes of
graduation. Stiffening admission requirements in
some areas, such as years of high school study in
basic academic disciplines, may well have a beneficial
influence on the preparation o f entering college fresh
men. But imposing higher admission standards in oth
e r areas— cutoff scores on standardized tests and
grade point averages— is an inappropriate response to
recom m endations for more rigor in subject m atter
preparation.
► Most American colleges and universities award their
degrees when students have accumulated' a given
number o f credits distributed among liberal education
course.s. m ajor requirem ents, and electives and have
achieved a minimum grade point average. Credits are
m easures o f time and perform ance, but they do not
indicate the academic worth of course content. In too
many instances, quality control in (he assignment of
credits to courses is problematic. For example, in
some colleges students can earn the same num ber of
credits for taking a course in family food management
or automobile ownership as for taking a course in the
lusters o f the American city or neuropsychology.

\.

Virginia:
•Since 1970, headcount enrollment has
increased 139 percent in public institutions
and 35.8 percent in private.
•Between now and 1994, institutions have
identified $68 million in renovation needs.
Instructional equipment deficit is estimated
at $100 million, not including instructional
computing.
•Public institutions: about 65 percent of
general fund determined by size of present
enrollment

Virginia:
•range of institutions from highly selective
to open access.
•unique among states. 4 of 5 most selective
institutions are state-supported (and 7 of
10 most selective)
•7 state-supported with average SAT over 100C
William and Mary, University of Virginia,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, James Madison University,
Virginia Military Institute, Mary Washington
College, George Mason University
•8 private with average SAT over 1000

*•
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Conditions of Excellence
in Undergraduate Education
meet the requirem ents of excellence in higher education,
xcellence in higher education has traditionally
we must emphasize that the advice we offer about stan
been judged in term s o f institutional resources,
dards o f content is intentionally general. It is nut our aim to
using m easures such as endow m ents and expendictate particular and highly detailed sets of knowledge,
I ditures. the breadth and depth of curricular offer
capacities, skills, o r attitudes that students should develop
ings, the intellectual attainm ents of faculty, the test scores
in the course o f their undergraduate education. We were
o f entering students, and selectivity in admissions. Both
not charged to define the “ knowledge most worth having."
educators and the public at large have valued these institu
and it would be inappropriate for us to do so. Nowhere do
tional characteristics because they appear to facilitate edu
we mean to imply that every college graduate should have
cational growth. A nd. indeed, some o f them, such as the
read a particular book, should be able to perform a particu
depth o f the curriculum and the adequacy o f libraries and
lar experiment o r apply a particular theory to a real life
laboratories, have the potential to' influence student learn
situation, or should have taken a particular course in for
ing in very direct w ays.
eign language, com puter science, calculus. Shakespeare.
But there are tw o significant problem s with these m eas
ures: (1) they are all proxies for educational excellence, - contem porary civilization, m acroeconom ics, o r whatever.
O ur reason is simple: the responsibility for defining specif
and (2) they are all inputs. None o f them tells us what
ic standards o f content and levels o f student performance
students actually learn and how m uch they grow as a result
and college-level learning in undergraduate education must
o f higher education. N one of them tells us anything about
fall on academic institutions them selves, or those stan
educational outcom es. As* a result, we have no way of
dards will have no credibility.
knowing how academic institutions actually perform.
T hus, our recommendations are designed to assist col
H ow ever inadequate they may b e . these m easures con
lege adm inistrators and faculty members in fulfilling that
tinue to be em ployed. T hey encourage institutions to focus
responsibility—through their colleges or through learned
their energies on acquiring more resources, sometimes to
societies, higher education organizations, or accreditation
the detrim ent o f student learning and development. Excel
bodies. Their leadership is absolutely necessary in s e t t i n g
lence in higher education, we believe, requires:
standards and raising expectations.
1. T hat institutions o f higher education produce dem on
strable im provem ents in student knowledge, capaci
Much is known about the conditions under which stu
dent learning and growth can be maximized and about the
ties, skills, and attitudes betw een entrance and gradu
m ethods and benchmarks by which these changes can be
ation:
measured, even though the extent to which any one stu
2. That these dem onstrable im provem ents occur within
dent benefits from these conditions depends on many im
established, clearly expressed, and publicly an
measurable factors. But our colleges, community colleges,
nounced and m aintained standards o f performance
and universities rarely seek and apply this knowledge in
for awarding degrees based on societal and institu
shaping their educational policies and practices. We con
tional definitions o f college-level academic learning;
tend that the quality o f undergraduate education could be
and
3. T hat these im provem ents are achieved efficiently.
significantly improved if A m erica’s colleges and universi
ties would apply existing knowledge about three critical
that is. that they are cost-effective in the use o f stu
conditions o f excellence—(1) student involvement. (2)
dent and institutional resources of tim e. efTort. and
high expectations, and (3) assessm ent and feedback.
money.
A dequate m easures o f educational excellence must thus
be. couched in , term s o f student outcom es—principally »
such academic outcom es as knowledge, intellectual capac
ities, and skills. O utcom es also may include other dimen
sions of student grow th, such as self-confidence, persis
tence, leadership, em pathy, social responsibility, and un
derstanding o f cultural and intellectual differences.
Before offering specific recom m endations as means tn

E

•Virginia guidelines produce fewer faculty
•for courses offered at the lower level than
for those offered at the upper level. The
guidelines are based upon analysis.of
actual institution teaching practices.
Institutions can allocate faculty as they
choose.

College administrators should reallocate facul
ty and other institutional resources toward in
creased service to first- and second-year under
graduate students.
- States should revise funding formulas so that institu
tions receive as much money for freshman and soph.tntore students as they do for junior and senior stu
dents.

•Getting students off to a good start is
important. Freshmen and sophomores should
have the best possible teaching and advising
available-within an institution.

3

L e a rn in g technologies should be designed to

increase, and not reduce, the amount o f person
al contact between students and faculty on in
tellectual issues.
Since no factor seem s to account for student learning
and satisfaction with college more than faculty contact, we
are concerned about any technology that has the potential
of diminishing significant intellectual contact between fac
ulty and students, and o f removing the passion from learn
ing. New technologies can have a trem endously beneficial
impact on undergraduate learning, but the narrative evidence we have examined suggests (hat most o f our current
uses of com puters, o th er form s o f programmed instruc
tion. languageJaboratorics, and televised instruction iso
late the learnerfrom the teacher and the teacher from the
assessm ent process. W hen colleges race to install as many
m icrocom puters as possible, only to use them as'drill ser
geants or as the exclusive source o f instruction in problem
solving, we question w hether they are concerned more
with acquiring the m achinery than with using it well.
We are also concerned that the distribution of techno
logical resources may be uneven. Corporations seem to
have assisted in establishing "th e wired university” princi
pally at prestigious a n d /o r technologically oriented institu
tions. Students at state colleges, historically black col
leges, denominational liberal arts colleges, and community
colleges should have equal access to the potential benefits
oi this technology.
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•There is no evidence that Virginia colleges
and universities are misusing computers or
telecommunications instruction. There is
evidence to the contrary.
•This is potentially a problem. 1986-88 budget
guidelines for higher education will propose
guideline for the amount of instructional
computing needed by all institutions. This
will help to ensure equitable distribution
of resources.

7

Academic administrators should consolidate as
many part-time teaching tines into full-time po
sitions as possible.

•Virginia is below the national average for
part-time faculty, and-the report does not
provide convincing evidence that the
disadvantages outweigh the advantages of
using part-time faculty.

The motive behind this recom m endation is also environ
mental and bears on student involvem ent. Strong faculty
identification with the institution and intense faculty in
volvement with students requires a prim ary commitment.
Pan-tim e faculty have difficulty making such a commit
ment, and this is especially true o f those who teach courses
before or after they work at another full-time job and who
are not available—n jr prepared—to serve in advisory roles
to students. In o u r minds, one full-time faculty m ember is a
better investment than three part-tim ers, largely because
the full-time faculty m em ber contributes to the institution
al environment in ways that go beyond teaching courses.

•If part-time faculty are treated as members
of faculty and given some of the privileges
of faculty, they will respond accordingly.
•In some disciplines, part-time faculty are
the only realistic source of qualified facu.
Data Processing and Technologies for instam
It is foolish to ignore the highly qualifies
individuals in D.C., Richmond, and Norfolk
who can add to program content.

8

•This is an excellent proposal.

Faculties and chief academic officers in each
institution should agree upon and disseminate
a statement of the knowledge, capacities, and
skills that students must develop prior to grad
uation.

►
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A llb a c h e lo r ’s d e g r e e re c ip ie n ts s h o u ld have at
le a st tw o fu ll y ears o f lib e ra l e d u c a tio n . In m ost
p ro fe s s io n a l field s, th is w ill re q u ire e x te n d in g
u n d e rg ra d u a te p ro g ra m s b e y o n d th e u su a l fo u r
y e a rs.

•In Virginia, 62 percent of all credit hours
The great bulk
^ are in liberal education.
are at the freshmen and sophomore level.
•The recommendation misses the point. Colleg

We arc recommending what som e might regard as a
and universities generally need more cohere
radical restructuring o f undergraduate professional pro
programs of liberal education, with
grams in fields ranging from agriculture, business adminis
opportunities for advanced work regardless
tration. and engineering to music, nursing, pharm acy, and
major,
and with closer ties to the careerteacher education.
oriented
majors.
When we look carefully at the curricula prescribed for
students in such four-year professional programs, it is
clear that they offer few opportunities to develop the ca •The extension of undergraduate education
pacities and knowledge that most institutions would ex beyond four years is an option that should
pect of baccalaureate graduates. O u r objective in expand be exercised where necessary.
ing those opportunities is to strengthen undergraduate pro
fessional degree program s and the future options of
students who pursue them. Students are not likely to accu
mulate in four years both the generalized and special
knowledge necessary for first-rate perform ance as profes
sionals. This fact has long been acknowledged in baccalau
reate degrees in architecture fm ost o f which require five*
ur six-year programs) and in many undergraduate pro
grams in engineering (which offer five-year options).
A special word is necessary about teacher education
programs, since it is through them that o u r colleges and
universities exercise the most direct influence on the quali
ty of schooling in the United States. Changing the param e
ters of the undergraduate professional degree program in
teacher education is u necessary—but not a sufficient—
step toward improving the quality o f the teaching profes •There may be a proposal from a Virginia
sion. In addition, we recommend that colleges and univer university to establish an honors program
sities treat admission to the undergraduate program in in teacher education, as part of a five-yea
teacher education as they would an honors program: re
curriculum that will earn students both
quire a sustained, rigorously evaluated internship in a
bachelor's and mater's degrees. This
school at an early point in the college career o f prospective
teachers', recruit faculty from the disciplines to join in the proposal was in preparation before the NIE
instruction and supervision o f future school teachers: and study was released.
make greater use o f the research on effective teaching and
effective learning environm ents in the teacher education
curriculum. All of these steps are intended to insure that
the teacher education candidate becom es a person who is
both com petent in a subject and capable o f offering high
quality service in a variety of settings.
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Community colleges, colleges, and universities
should supplement the credit system with pro*
ficiency assessments both in liberal education
and in the student's major as a condition o f
awarding degrees.
This recom m endation is intended to provide a w arranty
for postsecondary credentials and hence increase their val
ue for students. Higher education must -take the lead in
establishing supplem ents to the almost exclusive reliance
o n ,cred its and grades that a re too often substitutes for
m easures o f learning. The practice we recom m end will
insure that students take their general education o r liberal
arts reqi’irem cnts as seriously as they take their vocational
o r professional program s. It will also drive course selec
tion and discourage the choice o f the frivolous, thus guid
ing students to allocate and use more o f their time for
academ ic learning.
Faculty may choose from a variety of available standard
ized tests for this purpose, may develop their own exam i
nations. o r may use means o th e r than puper-and-pencil
instrum ents to assess student perform ance. Needless to
say. the tests o r methods selected should be appropriate to
the know ledge, capacities, and'skills to be m easured: and
they should be widely prom ulgated so that the public will
recognize that what is being assessed is college-level learn
ing.
The most useful analogy for the way these tests might he
offered is (hat o f a professional licensing examination.
W hen one takes such an exam ination—to become an ac
countant. architect, lawyer, nurse, or teacher—one must
prepare for that exam ination independently of courses.
The exam ination itself assesses an individual's grasp of
principles, m ethods, and knowledge that should have been
acquired in formal course work and related experience.
For com m unity college students seeking transfer to fouryear institutions, the w arranty implied by this assessm ent
is very im portant.
At one lim e, the com prehensive exam in the m ajor was
far more com m on than it is now. We are recommending
that this largely abandoned- tradition be reinstiluted for
majors as well as for liberal education.
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Institutions should offer remedial courses and
programs when necessary but should set stan
dards and employ instructional techniques in
those programs that will enable students to per
form w ell su b seq u en tly in tco lIeg e-lev el
courses.

Virginia: Council of Higher Education task
force, recommendations (1982)

We intend this som ew hat generalized statement o f goals
to cover the following specific strategies and policies to
improve rates o f student persistence and success:
► Students assigned to rem edial programs should carry
limited course loads, but they should be encouraged
to include at least one course per sem ester in an area
o f academic interest to them .
► Remedial courses should be accompanied by a vari
ety o f m eans (including support groups and greater
use o f p eer tutors) to enhance students* self-esteem,
academic identity, and sense o f direction in life.
► Remedial program s should place heavy emphasis on
com m unications skills, and on .reading, writing, and
listening skills in particular.
► In no case should final standards o f performance in
remedial courses in English be norm ed at less than
twelfth grade levels.
We discussed the difficult problem o f awarding credit lor
remedial courses, and concluded that this critical decision
should be made by individual institutions. While many
institutions currently do not allow remedial courses to
count as credit toward the degree, research suggests that
students may actually learn more from such courses if they
are uttered for credit.

'

•Limited course loads; no courses which
require basic skills that student lacks

•must complete remediation before.30 hours
accumulated
•remediate at high school level, with 12th
grade competence required
•remediate in grammar, composition, reading
and math
•no degree credit for remedial work

14
In rewarding faculty through retention, promo
tion, tenure, and compensation, all college offi
cials directly responsible for personnel deci
sions should both define scholarship broadly
and demand that faculty demonstrate that
scholarship.
The true frontiers o f knowledge in any academic field arc
usually ex p lo red h y but a handful o f researchers, and most
o f their discoveries o r "b reak th ro u g h s" are found in note
books and correspondence long before being reported in
academ ic journals and subsequently cited by anyone writ
ing about the field. We expect this level o f research from
such a small percentage o f the American professoriate that
it is patently unrealistic to set similar standards for t he rest.
Most o f the “ research" activity of faculty, on the other
hand, can be called "sch o larsh ip ." and much of it will
never lead to publication in the major juried j o u r n a l - , o l a
discipline. These basic facts have been well documented
hy those who have studied the academic professions.
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•Faculty in Virginia senior institutions are
about 60 percent tenured. In all instituti
•they are about 50 percent tenured. This is
well below the national average of about 70
percent.
•The recommendation is good.

Faculty and academic deans should design and
implement a systematic program to assess the
knowledge, capacities, and skills developed in
students by academic and cocurricular pro
grams.

19

College officials directly responsible for facul
ty personnel decisions should increase the
weight given to teaching in the processes of
hiring and determining retention, tenure, pro
motion, and compensation, and should im
prove means of assessing teaching effective
ness.
This recom m endation is directed to faculty com m ittees,
departm ent chairs, deans, academic vice-presidents, pres
idents. and boards of trustees. We urge them to develop
systems for the assessm ent o f teaching effectiveness that
will be accepted by faculty and to promulgate criteria for
the relationship between teaching effectiveness and re 
wards.

21

To balance the specialization of graduate train
ing in the disciplines, graduate departments
should require applicants for admission to pre
sent evidence of a broad undergraduate liberal
arts education.
While we have emphasized the im portance of a liberal
arts education for all undergraduates, that education is
particularly important for future college teachers. Our con
cern in this recom mendation is with (he impact of faculty
preparation on student learning. Since the ability to set an
idea in a broader context is a key contribution higher edu
cation cun make to students' intellectual developm ent, we
should expect faculty to model this capacity in their inter
action with students. The broader contexts are derived
liom a liberal education.

There is a growing sense that graduate and
professional schools are shaping undergraduai
education by their requirements. Medical
schools have recently been criticized for th:
based upon evidence that the overwhelming
majority of medical school students were
fiiology (or pre-med) majors in college-
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Slate and system-level officials should mini
mize the intrusions of administrative and fiscal
agencies into the daily and routine operations of
public colleges, community colleges, and uni
versities, . '

Virginia:

•The administration, the Council of Higher
Education and the institutions will begin
this month a study to determine ways in
Our rationale for this recomm endation is that such intru
which
administrative procedures can be
sions ultim ately influence the lives—and learning—o f stu
made
more
efficient and less onerous for
dents. T he message o f these intrusions is that the State
institutions which meet certain standards
does not trust a local institution to manage its daily life ..
The irony is that faculty and adm inistrators respond by
for administrative performance.
investing an inordinate amount o f time and energy "getting
aro u n d " state regulations and practices. Their frustra
tion— and the cynicism that inevitably accom panies it—
rubs off on students. An environm ent dom inated by dis
trust and cynicism is not one in which learning flourishes.
The reports o f o th e r com missions that we examined—
along with a growing body of literature—have docum ented
the distressing extent o f this problem . There is no reason
why every purchase o rd er should have to be reviewed and
approved by several com plex layers in a process so time
consuming and com plex that som etim es the supplies and
equipm ent necessary for learning arrive after courses arc
over. T here is no reason why guest lecturers have to he
masked as "c o n su lta n ts" (or consultants as "lec tu re rs")
in order for honoraria to be approved by the State. T here is
no reason why the S tate should dictate policies concerning
which faculty can travel where to what kinds o f profession
al conferences. These are routine and daily operations that
are necessary to the m aintenance o f a productive and posi
tive environm ent for teaching and learning and for which
adm inistrative flexibility is essential. It is a legitimate re
sponsibility o f states to audit institutional practices, to
dem and evidence o f their effectiveness, and to correct
abuses. It is quite an o th er m atter for them to operate the
institution from a distance on th e assum ption that faculty
and adm inistrators are either incom petent o r corrupt.
The integrity and autonom y o f colleges are critical to the
establishm ent o f an environm ent conducive to student
learning and grow th. W hen bureaucratic practices distort
institutional values and drain energy away from teaching
and learning, not only does the learning environm ent sulTer
but costs to the taxpayer increase. We believe that it is the
responsibility of legislators and oth er state officials to min
imize practices that breed distrust and cynicism in public
colleges and universities.

.• -..

•The examples cited by the N1E report are
extreme and do not apply in general to
Virginia.
•A national study of state control over high
education did identify Virginia as the 40th
most restrictive of the 50 states
(J. Fredericks Volkwein, SONY, Albany? March
1984)
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•Since 1982/ Virginia institutions have not
been funded for enrollment growth (with the
. exception of the VCCS and three senior
institutions in 1984-86).

■

State officials should establish special and al
ternative funding for both publicand private
institutions to' encourage efforts that promote
student involvement and institutional assess
ment.

•For 1986-88, the Council will propose that
enrollment growth, if any, be identified in
budget requests and that- any funds provided
for it be appropriated to the institutions
In many w ays, this recom m endation goes to the heart of
■
in "escrow" to be released only if growth
u basic contradiction in state-supported higher education;
materializes.
it is funded on the basis o f enrollm ents, not on the grounds
o f learning. Funding driven by enrollm ents in u period
when enrollm ents are declining while fixed costs rise spells
trouble. The inevitable result is a loss o f standards, and
student learning suffers the m ost. As leng as states fund
higher education according to such'actuarial formulas, in
stitutions will devote unw arranted energy to maintaining
o r increasing enrollm ents simply to meet costs. They will
be able to exert little quality control, nor will they be able
to assure students and their families that the credentials
awarded arc meaningful.
VVc know that one cannot elim inate formula funding
completely. It is a fiscal impossibility. But program im
provem ent funding can inject an elem ent o f quality into the
system that is not currently apparent. For public institu
tions. this funding might involve a set-aside percentage of
the total state appropriations for public higher education.
For private institutions, incentive funding might irmilv c a
special state appropriation bused on any one of a number
o f variables the state might choose. A f«*w states h a w
em barked on these efforts, but only for public colleges. Wc
believe that the public benefits derived from the work of
private colleges equally w arrant this type of incentive.
We stress that these external incentives do not implv
com petition utm m u institutions but rather competition
within institutions for the best ideas and programs tu ad
vance student learning. We also em phasize that these al
ternative funding mechanisms do not imply external con
trol o f academ ic program s. In the final analysis, improving
educational quality in a college depends on the elTorts ol its
own faculty and students.

•The Virginia record during years of funding
based largely upon size is one of controlled
growth, not the choas depicted by the report
•The report appears to assume that those who
oversee, administor and teach at colleges
and universities are either incompetent or
without integrity. Quality controls can be
and are maintained.
•The first step to be taken by those who
espouse funding quality instead of growth
should be to hold harmless colleges and
universities whose enrollments begin to
decline, either permanently or temporarily.
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•The present guidelines are an allocation
tool only. It is possible to take an amount
off the top of the money for higher educatio
and set it aside for quality improvements
while distributing the rest by guidelines. I
is not possible to do this with a "level
funding" approach to individual budgets.
•Private college assistance in Virginia is
based on enrollment of Virginians. Notwith
standing the recommendation's cautions,
other approaches probably would be regarded
as interfering with institutional autonomy.

C%C
i£.0
State legislatures and boards of trustees should
thed e c l i n e i n facultypurchasing power
faculty salaries at a rate,un'atcr
than inflation.
r e v e r s e

b y

i n c r e a s i n g

t In 1983-84, average Virginia faculty salarie
increased 1.4 percent, while the national
average increased 6.1 percent.
-

1984-85, Virginia salaries increased 10 perc
while the national average is expected to
increase 6 percent.
1985-86, Virginia salaries increased 10
percent, while the national average is
projected to increase 4-6 percent.
Inflation in 1984-85 is 4.5 percent.
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APPENDIX E:

GORDON DAVIES' DRAFT RESOLUTION
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COMMONWEALTH o f VIRQINIA
C O U N C IL O F H I G H E R E D U C A T IO N

J»m*» M onro* BuUdrng
101 N orth F a u rtM n th Str**t. Richm ond, V*. 23219

WHEREAS - Virginia's public institutions of higher education are a source
of pride to the Commonwealth and the basis for the state's continued economic
and cultural growth; and
WHEREAS --Virginia has an investment in excess of $1.5 billion in physical
plant and over $600 million in equipment in her institutions of higher education,
%

and
WHEREAS - Virginia historically devotes over 17% of its general funds in the
biennial budget to higher education, amounting to over $1.3 billion in general funds
in the current biennium; and
WHEREAS - continued, broad public support for Virginia's system of higher
education is essential to the system's growth and well-being; and
WHEREAS - various studies of higher education have raised questions about
curriculum requirements, quality of instruction, and student achievement in the
nation's colleges and universities; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED - that the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring, is requested
to establish a joint study commission to be composed of four Senators and four
Delegates whose purpose it shall be to review, with the State Council of Higher
Education, Virginia public college and university officials, and interested citizens,
student achievement in Virginia's public higher education system, and to investigate
means by which student achievement may be measured so as to assure the citizens
of Virginia of the continuing high quality of higher education in the Commonwealth.
The joint subcommittee shall complete its work in time to submit a report
to the General Assembly by December 15, 1985^ and to submit any recommended
legislation to the 1986 General Assembly session.
All direct and indirect costs .of the study are estimated to be $12,000.
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APPENDIX F: SENATOR RUSSELL'S STATEMENT:
AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE
SJR 125— FEBRUARY 1, 1985
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STATEMENT TO SENATE RULES COM-HTTEE
SENATOR ROBERT E. RUSSELL
FEBRUARY 1, 1985

The Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute for Senate Joint Reso
lution #125 would establish a study carmittee to review student achievement
and to investigate means by which student achievement may be measured in
our colleges and universities.
This resolution is the result of: (1) attention being focused on
higher education nationally by severed studies currently being conducted
and/or published; and {2), most importantly, by the fact that the State
Council of Higher Education, certain state colleges and universities, and
the Southern Regional Education Board, among others, are beginning to grapple
with the task of measuring just how wall our undergraduates are being pre
pared.
Let me share with you a portion of an editorial by Dr. Gordon K,
Davies, Director of the Council of Higher Education, published Decaiber 2,
1984. In response to the report on higher education issued by the National
Institute for Education, Dr. Davies said:

..."We need to evaluate more thoroughly the achievenent of
students in our undergraduate programs."
Dr. Davies goes on to say:
"We should reinstitute comprehensive examinations in all under
graduate majors, and in general liberal education as well. If
vre do that, if we state clearly the benefits of studying the
arts and sciences, and if we insist in our actions as well as
with our words that undergraduate education is valuable in and
of itself, we shall have contributed greatly to the strength of
our colleges and universities."

The purpose of SJR #125 is to provide a forum in which we can begin to
discuss the need to institute such evaluations, to discuss the approaches
being taken by other state and other institutions of higher education address
ing this question, and how we may further public support for Virginia's
colleges and universities by undertaking the development of a consensus with
regards Jo the subject of undergraduate student achievement in the Caimonwealth.
The Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute which you are asked to con
sider has been drafted with the assistance of Dr. Davies and the State Council
of Higher Education.
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SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 12S
AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE
(Proposed by the Senate Committee on Rules on
February l t 1985)
(Patron Prior to Substitute-Senator Russell, R. E.)

f

Requesting the Senate Committee on Education and Health and the.. House Committee on

1

2

3
4

7

Education to establish a jo in t subcomm ittee to study the qua lity,of higher education in

8

the Commonwealth.
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22
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31
37
38

41
42
43

44

WHEREAS, Virginia’s public Institutions of higher education are a source of pride to the
Commonwealth and the basis for the State’s continued economic and cultural growth; and
WHEREAS, Virginia has an investment in-excess, of 81 billion in physical plant and over
$300 million in equipment in its institutions of higher education; and
WHEREAS, Virginia historically devotes over seventeen percent of its general funds In
the biennial budget to higher education, which amounts to over 31.3 billion* in general
funds in the current biennium; and
WHEREAS, continued, broad public support for Virginia’s system of higher education is
essential to the system’s growth and well-being; and
WHEREAS, various studies of higher education have raised questions aboqt curriculum
requirements, quality of instruction, and student achievement in the nation’s colleges and
universities; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring, That the Senate
Committee on Education and Health and the House Committee on Education are requested
to establish a Joint subcommittee to review, with the State Council of Higher Education,
state college and university officials, and interested citizens, student achievement in
Virginia’s public higher education system, and to investigate means by which student
achievement may be measured to assure the citizens of Virginia of the continuing high
quality of higher education in the Commonwealth.
The Joint subcommittee shall be composed of eight members, three from the
membership of the Senate Committee on Education and Health to be appointed by the
Senate Committee on Privileges and Elections, and five from the membership of the House
Committee on Education to be appointed by the Speaker of the House. The joint
subcommittee shall submit its recommendations to the 1986 Session of the General
Assembly.
The costs of this study, including direct and Indirect costs, are estimated to, be $16,410.
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SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 125
Requesting the S ta te Council o f H igher Education to stu d y the quality of higher education

in th e Com m onw ealth.

Agreed to by the Senate, February 22, 1985
Agreed to by the House of Delegates, February 20, 1985
WHEREAS, Virginia’s public institutions of higher education are a source of pride to the
Commonwealth and the basis for the State's continued economic and cultural growth; and
WHEREAS, Virginia has an investment in excess of SI billion in physical plant and over
S300 million in equipment in its institutions of higher education; and
WHEREAS, Virginia historically devotes over seventeen percent of its general funds in
the biennial budget to higher education, which amounts to over Sl.3 billion in general
funds in the current biennium; and
WHEREAS, continued, broad public support for Virginia’s system of higher education is
essential to the system's growth and well-being; and
WHEREAS, various studies of higher education have raised questions about curriculum
requirements, quality of instruction, and student achievement in the nation’s colleges and
universities; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring. That the State Council of
Higher Education conduct a study on student achievement in Virginia’s public higher
education system, arid to investigate means by which student achievement may be
measured to assure the citizens of Virginia of the continuing high quality of higher
education in the Commonwealth.
In conducting its review, the Council is requested to seek advice from Virginia's
colleges and universities.
The Council should submit its findings and recommendations to the 1986 Session of the*
General Assembly.
The costs of this study, including direct and Indirect costs, are estimated to be $16,410.
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Introduction.
Senate Joint Resolution 125, passed by the 1985 Virginia Genera!
Assembly, directed the Council of Higher Education to conduct a study "to
investigate means by which student achievement may be measured to assure the
citizens of Virginia the continuing high quality of higher education in the
Commonwealth." Appendix 1 is the text of the resolution. This report of the
study:
(1) discusses the literature which describes ways
achievement;

to measure

student

(2) describes notable assessment programs developed by institutions and
states outside Virginia;
(3) gives examples of efforts made by Virginia's public colleges and
universities to measure student achievement, with special attention to the
comprehensive pilot program being implemented by James Madison University;
and
(4) offers recommendations to establish assessment policies
and
procedures at Virginia's state-supported institutions of higher education.
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The Measurement of S tu dent Achievement in Higher Education.
Measuring student achievement is an integral part of teaching and
learning
in higher
education.
Faculty
evaluate
students
through
examinations, written and oral presentations in virtually all courses to
determine students' grades and whether or not course objectives are being met.
Recently, however, the public and educational leaders have expressed
concern about the limitations of traditional evaluation procedures and have
proposed extraordinary means to ascertain how well students are acquiring the
knowledge and skills traditionally associated with a college education. These
concerns parallel similar questions about the effectiveness of elementary and
secondary education.

i

Some critics use evidence of decline in secondary schools to conclude
that the quality of higher education is threatened. The persistent long-term
decline in the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores of students seeking
admission to college, documented by The College Board, s u g g e s t s that many
entering students are not well-prepared for college work.
A 1983 study-of
secondary education by a national commission concluded that the failure of
the nation's high schools to produce competent graduates places the country
"at risk."
The inference is that poor preparation will affect students
throughout their college careers and may erode the college curriculum.
More direct evidence of student achievement in higher education is cited
1984 National Institute of F.ducation (NIE) report, Involvement in
Learning, prepared by the Study Group on the Conditions of Excellence in
American Higher Education.
The report summarizes the results of a study of
the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE's), tests taken by students seeking
admission to graduate education.
The study documents declining GRE scores
between 1964 and 1982 for 11 of 15 subject areas tested. Preliminary analyses
of specialized professional school entrance examinations--including the
Graduate Medical Admissions Test and the Law School Admissions Test-- show
similar declines for the same time period. These results provide only general
information because the College Board, the Educational Testing Service and
other organizations that control test scores will not release institutional
or state-by-state comparisons.
in

a

The 1984 NIE study called on faculty and academic deans to design
assessment programs which evaluate students' knowledge, capacities and
skills. The Association of American Colleges, in a 1985 report Integrity in
th e College C urriculum ,
proposed
assessment programs
that nurture
institutional
autonomy
and
diversity
while
stimulating
educational
excellence.
The Southern Regional Education Board, in Access to Quality

U ndergraduate Education: A Report t o the SREB b y Its Commission for
Educational Quality, 1985, states that "the quality of undergraduate education
is unacceptably low and needs to be raised" and asks that institutions and
states continue to pursue the goal of access while ensuring that participation
in higher education will have lasting value. As with the NIE study, the SREB
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report does.not provide state date on student achievement; and neither the
SREB nor the NIE study substantiates fully the charge that declines in student
achieve'ment are widespread.
The SREB recommends comprehensive programs to upgrade preparation for
college work, sustain access through further preparation in remedial
programs, establish clear standards for progress through the entire system
of higher education, including standardized tests of minimum competence, and
provide accountability to the public for student performance. . The report
emphasizes the major role faculty must play in defining necessary skills and
standards, teaching challenging and demanding curricula which incorporate
these skills, and providing opportunities to develop and practice them.
Scholars of higher education are addressing the problem of student
learning by conducting research and publishing materials that debate the
merits of particular approaches amd propose ways to measure achievement. This
literature illustrates the importance of defining precisely what is meant by
achievement and educational quality, and clarifying the objectives of
assessment programs. Various types of assessment are proposed or conducted,
as might, be expected in a nation with a diverse array of colleges and
universities that have different missions and goals. Appendix 2 is a selected
bibliography of the relevant literature.
Within institutions assessments are used diagnostically to counsel
students and place them into appropriate courses and curricula, evaluatively
to determine the success of programs or teaching methods or to certify the
acquisition of particular skills, and reflectively to ascertain
if
institutional objectives and missions are being met. Within systems of higher
education the few assessment programs which have been established are intended
to evaluate students' basic skill levels, screen applicants for admission to
particular programs, or determine students' eligibility to progress into a
higher level in the curriculum.
The measures used reveal competing perspectives on what constitutes
achievement and how and when it should be measured.
Achievement may be
defined in terms of cognitive skills or knowledge. Most observers distinguish
between general knowledge (for example, the presumed common content
appropriate for all baccalaureate candidates) and more specialized knowledge
associated with majors or academic disciplines. Advocates of skill testing
emphasize the importance of what students can or cannot do rather than what
students know.
Again, distinctions are made between general functioning
skills such as quantitative reasoning, communication or critical thinking,
and specialized skills.
Standardized or locally designed tests can measure cognitive growth in
general or specific knowledge and skills. The tests may be administered once
or offered in a test-retest format.

»
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More pragmatic approaches relate achievement to the development of
occupational or professional skills. Assessment often focuses on certifying
that graduates have the necessary job-related skills.
Employer surveys,
student evaluations of the worth of their programs and passage rates on
licensing examinations can measure specialized skill development.
Students
also may be required to engage in actual performances in real or simulated
job situations. Some institutions track program graduates into at least their
first jobs as a follow-up measure.
Alternatively, cognition may be viewed as part of a broader college
experience which includes changes in attitudes, values or behavior patterns,
the inculcation of the attributes of good citizenship, or the development of
disciplined intellectual habits of mind. Student achievement in this context
is assessed by psychological testing instruments or by surveys of student
attitudes or satisfaction with the college experience.
These multiple perspectives on the measurement of student achievement
represent different dimensions of the many purposes and expectations
associated with higher education.
Criteria used to measure achievement
reflect this diversity.
But two broad approaches to measurement may be
identified.
The "value-added" approach --sometimes also referred to as the
"outcomes" or "talent development" approach-- focuses on net gains in student
achievement over time. Advocates of this approach attempt to measure directly
the influence of an institution or curriculum on student achievement through
pre- and post-tests.
This evaluation technique is intended to disregard
non-institutional
factors affecting achievement-for example, family
background, pre-college preparation, personal aspects of students' lives
during college-- in order to isolate the changes resulting from a student's
academic experience alone.
Students are assessed for entering competencies
and then reassessed following the completion of appropriate courses to measure
growth in achievement based on students' improvement. The focus is on change
rather than the absolute level of achievement reached.
Several dimensions
of learning can be measured, each defined in relationship to institutional
or program purposes and objectives, taking into account differences in mission
and student clienteles.
A second approach focuses on the attainment of a specified standard of
student achievement, recognizing the demand that institutions and programs
educate students with an assured level of basic or professional skills.
Advocates of the "attainment" view argue that all college students, for
example, should achieve a minimum level of competence to qualify as college
graduates; or that all program graduates should have a designated level of
competence to qualify for admission to the profession or further training.
No attempt is made to determine whether or not factors other than the college
academic experience influenced the level of learning achieved.
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Using this approach, institutions can establish standards to mark
student progress through the curriculum, including standards for admission,
remediation, general education, enrollment in advanced courses or majors, and
graduation. The student attainment approach affirms the importance of widely
shared expectations and standards for general or specialized competencies
that all students participating in higher education should achieve regardless
of differences in institutional missions or students served.

Examples of Assessment Programs in Other States.
Traditional institutional Measures of quality did not focus on student
achievement, but emphasized instead peer rankings and resources. Ranks were
based on institutional size, prestige or selectivity.
Early versions of
student-related assessment focused on general measures of professional or
academic success, for example, the proportion of an institution's graduates
listed in Who's Who, the percentage entering graduate or professional school,
or the number earning doctorates. These measures are beneficial to selective
institutions, those widely known with secure reputations, and those enjoying
historically strong financial support from public and private sources. Newer
institutions, those undergoing recent mission changes, and those with a
commitment to broad student access, feel disadvantaged by this approach and
tend to endorse a "value-added" assessment program.
Examples of assessment programs developed recently by institutions in
other states include the following:
(1) The program at Northeast Missouri State University is a widely-cited
illustration of value-added assessment.
The institution:
(a)
uses
standardized tests to evaluate students' general education, measuring
knowledge gained by comparing individual scores on tests administered during
both the freshmen and junior years; (b) determines achievement in the major
by giving students either the Graduate Record Examination for that field or
a'pre-professional certification test, comparing average scores with national
norms when possible; and (c) surveys student attitude changes through
standardized tests administered at different points in the students’ career,
including alumni.
The university administration distributes results to
departments for curriculum development and program evaluation, and to the
state legislature to compete for funds and demonstrate accountability.
(2} Miami-Dade Community College serves a large, urban, culturally
diverse student body.
Faced with the problem of advising students and
monitoring their success, the college began a program of competency testing
backed by an automated support system for advising and placement. The college
administers-'entrance examinations to evaluate students' ability to qualify
for particular programs, monitors progress to detect early signs of difficulty
and produces computerized individual advising profiles that identify courses
for which a student is eligible and those needed to complete a program. The
assessment
program promotes
individual
student success
rather
than
departmental or curriculum improvements.
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(3)
The program at Alverno College (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) emphasizes a
close relationship among the institution's mission, curriculum, and student
services.. As a small college, Alverno is committed to effective teaching,
personal student counseling and a cohesive institutional culture. Beginning
in 1973 the college identified eight basic "skills that last a lifetime" and
built its curriculum around them. Faculty identified six increasingly complex
levels of skill development and organized their courses by selecting from
among the skills and levels.
The college assesses student achievement of
these skills by evaluating student performance on assigned tasks or in
decision-making situations.
Members of the local business and professional
community assist the institution in the evaluation.
The college gives
students their test results and encourages self-improvement by involving
students in their own evaluation. Faculty and administrators offer counsel
and advice on student plans to improve performance.
An Office of Research
and Evaluation assesses the curriculum, student development and teaching.
The office is conducting a study over a period of several years using
standardized and locally developed tests to determine the influence of the
curriculum on students.
(4)
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, is a research institution
serving a diverse student body.
The state provides incentive funding to
institutions that develop assessment procedures to improve programs.
In
response to the state initiative, the university established a faculty task
force to evaluate available tests measuring general education, knowledge in
the disciplines and professions,
and student satisfaction.
On the
recommendation of the task force, the institution designed a comprehensive
testing program and established pilot assessment projects in 14 departments.
Faculty in seven of those departments selected either standardized or local
tests of student knowledge; the other seven chose measures of student and
alumni satisfaction.
The Learning Resource Center offers technical advice
and summarizes results. The administration provides financial incentives to
departments showing improvements, but gives the academic unit responsibility
to develop the assessment procedures.
Several institutions require students to pass proficiency examinations
before taking upper division course work, including the University of
Massachusetts at Boston, the University of Arizona and The City University
of New York.
These tests focus on general skills such as reading, writing
and mathematics rather than on knowledge or skills associated with specific
courses in the curriculum.
At the state level, there are several assessment programs to measure
student achievement in high school.
(1)
Florida requires students enrolling in college to take a standardized
entrance examination which evaluates basic communication and computation
skills.
Students whose test scores indicate a need for remediation are
required to enroll in "college preparatory" programs. Four-year colleges and

universities establish contracts with community colleges to conduct this
instruction, and students do not receive college degree credit for the work.
'(2) The Sew Jersey Basie Skills Placement Test evaluates students’
writing, computation, reading and grammar.
It is used for counseling and
course placement. The California State University has a similar examination
that serves as a diagnostic tool to help students select appropriate courses.
(3) The Early Testing Program supported by the Ohio Board of Regents
administers a mathematics placement examination to high school juniors. The
results are analyzed by the state’s public colleges and universities and
students are able to take appropriate courses and overcome deficiencies during
their senior year before entering college.
(4) Minnesota has an early admissions program for high school students
who demonstrate college-level skills and knowledge.
The program permits
qualified juniors and seniors to enroll in college for the remainder of their
high school years without paying tuition.
A few states have achievement tests for students already enrolled in
college.
(1) Mississippi requires a test of general education skills for students
seeking admission to teacher education programs.
(2) Florida administers the College Level Academic Skills Program
(CLASP) to all students seeking advancement to upper division courses and
programs.
(3) The University System of 'Georgia’s Regents' Testing Program,
established in 1972, is designed to ensure that students receiving degrees
from institutions possess "literacy competence," defined as minimum reading
and writing skills.
Students take the test initially during the sophomore
year. Those not passing both parts of the test by the middle of their junior
year are required to take remedial courses.
No limits are established for
the number of times a student may take remediation and retake the test.
(4) The California State University System requires that each campus
develop its own means of assessing students' writing skills and mandates that
each undergraduate and graduate student demonstrate writing proficiency
before graduation.
(5) The Tennessee Performance Funding Program relates student assessment
directly to state appropriations.
A five percent supplement to the state
appropriation for higher education is distributed among institutions based
on their ability to achieve outstanding performance on five criteria: the
percent of accreditable programs accredited, the value added to students'
general education, student performance in the major, student satisfaction and
plans to improve programs through institutional evaluation procedures. The
10
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five variables are weighted and institutions are graded on a scale of 100.
Funding supplements are awarded based on the percentage attainment of the
maximum score.
Institutions decide how to validate their performance and
select the instruments to demonstrate student achievement.

Both
institutional
and
state-wide
assessment
programs
require
expenditure of scarce resources.
The National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (NCHEMS) has developed cost estimates for four types of
institutional programs, including the costs of designing instruments or
purchasing standardized examinations, administering tests to' students,
analyzing the results and coordinating the process (Ewell and Jones, 1983).
NCHEMS estimates the annual cost to a small liberal arts college of a
value-added assessment program at slightly more than $29,000. This includes
a standardized national examination administered to incoming freshmen and
graduating seniors, a yearly consultation visit from the test design staff,
an attitude survey of all freshmen and a sample of other students, and an
alumni survey conducted every three 'years.
For a major public research
university of approximately 20,000 undergraduates, a program of standardized
tests for graduates of about ten programs per year combined with a sample
survey of college student life could cost more than $120,000 a year.
New Jersey's Basic Skills Assessment Program costs approximately
$500,000 annually for 50,000 to 60,000 test takers, plus four staff for state
level administrative support. The Florida College Level Academic Skills Test
cost the state approximately $500,000 to design and now carries annual costs
estimated at $500,000 plus state-level coordination and institutional test
administration.
A comprehensive program which includes assessment for diagnostic
purposes and surveys all students rather than a sample population will be
significantly more costly.

Assessment Activities at Virginia's Public Collages and Universities.
The Council staff requested Virginia's state-supported institutions of
higher education to submit descriptions of their current assessment
activities. Examples, based on their responses, follow.
(1)
A majority of the community colleges conduct annual or semi-annual
follow-up studies of program graduates to obtain information on students'
perception of their college experience and their current employment status.
A few institutions also conduct periodic studies of students who leave the
college before completing a program, to determine their reasons for leaving
and their current activities. Each college tests some students to determine
their need for remediation. These tests are used for placement and advising
and to assess students' readiness to take college-level programs.
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(2) Lord Fairfax and Piedmont Virginia Community Colleges have conducted
studies of former students' success after transferring to George Mason
University and the University of Virginia respectively. The Piedmont program
includes a value-added assessment to determine student progress at the
community college prior to entering the university and to relate this
improvement to the students' performance at the university.
(3) The University of Virginia uses published reputational surveys to
determine its students' achievements and concludes from this information that
the institution has national standing as one of the top ten state universities
in perceived quality of undergraduate education.
The information referred
to includes a survey analysis of college guides and profiles and articles in
periodicals and news stories reviewing reputational studies.
Institutional
analyses of entering freshmen indicate that about two-thirds had at.least an
A* grade-point average in high school, and that approximately 85 percent will
attain the baccalaurate degree within six years with an average college grade
of B.
Individual schools within the university compile information on job
placement, salaries, and subsequent degrees earned for graduates.
The
university also determines the percentage of graduates applying to and
accepted by medical and law schools and compares Graduate Record Examination
scores of graduates with national averages for verbal, quantitative and
analytical tests.
(4) Virginia Military Institute monitors each
progress i class standing and grades.
The Alumni
directory of graduates that describes employment,
community interests. The Career Development Center
survey of graduates on the VMI experience.

cadet to determine his
Association publishes a
additional degrees and
is initiating an opinion

(5) Old Dominion University annually surveys the previous year's
graduates to identify their employment status.
The university requires a
passing score on an "Exit Writing Examination" for graduation.
(6) Richard Bland College gave a random sample of graduating students
the American College Testing Program College Outcomes Measures examination
in 1985.
Scores will be compared to another random sample of students
entering as freshmen in Fall 1985, with plans to re-test this group in Spring
1987.
(7) Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University maintains
detailed records of student job placements and offers an alumni placement
service that permits further tracking of graduates. Various colleges within
the university conduct exit interviews, maintain records of post-graduate
activities, and compare VPI students' scores on standardized licensing
examinations with national norms.
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(8)
Longwood College has, since 1981, implemented a program to assess
student accomplishment of 14 goals. The goals were proposed by the president
after consultation with alumni, faculty, students and literature on higher
education and defined as competencies involving knowledge, skills and
attitudes. They include intellectual goals such as critical thinking and an
understanding and appreciation of the sciences, career goals such as effective
communication and a sense of direction, social goals such as responsible
citizenship, and personal goals such as leisure skills and a sense of
well-being.
The college provides students with "maps" to identify
opportunities on campus to help achieve the goals.
Convinced by the authors of the National Institute of Education report
on higher education that students should be active in the assessment process,
the college adopted a student self-assessment instrument to measure progress
toward each goal.
The institution also provides opportunities for group
discussion and individual counseling based on the results.
In addition to these institutional programs, individual departments and
schools at many state-supported colleges and universities have assessment
procedures more directly related to specific program goals.
The School of
Education at Virginia Commonwealth University, for example, requires students
to demonstrate minimum reading, writing and mathematical skills before
admission to student teaching.
The College of Education at VPI&SU has a
value-added assessment program and administers the Missouri English Test to
all its undergraduates. The Philosophy Department at the College of William
and Mary keeps track of graduates' careers.
Perhaps the assessment effort with the greatest potential for all of
Virginia higher education has been undertaken by James Madison University.
The 1985 General Assembly appropriated $125,000 to Madison to begin a program
called "Initiatives for Excellence and Accountability: A Five Year Plan."
The program entails a comprehensive review of the curriculum and related
activities. As a first priority, a university-wide evaluation and assessment
committee is exploring means to determine student achievement.
Faculty and
administrative committees also are examining admissions, advising and
orientation, general education, the ways in which the university challenges
students, student learning outside the classroom, programs for outstanding
students, departmental governance and faculty relations, and the development
of common objectives for all courses.
Each committee is seeking ways to
assess the program of change it designs.
During 1985-66 the assessment committee is engaged in a pilot project
^io determine what forms of evaluation are most suitable for JMU to adopt.
The university has identified four evaluation models and is testing them in
four academic departments to identify their strengths and weaknesses and to
propose a JMU model for further use. The models include: (1) a discrepancy
evaluation which allows a faculty to set its own standards by which to measure
student achievement and determine the gap between student performance and the
established
objectives;
(2)
a value-added assessment ■ based
on the
13
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Northeastern-Missouri State University program described above, which permits
external comparisons between an institution and its peers and focuses on the
influence of the institution on student learning; (3) the Alverno College
model described above, which emphasizes diagnostic use of tests to measure
student development and guide course selection and assesses student
performance on problem-solving tasks; and (4) a student outcomes program based
on the Tennessee Performance Funding Program, which employs standardized and
locally developed tests to determine students' achievement.
The goal of the pilot project is to design a comprehensive evaluation
program for the university coordinated through an office of student
assessment. The institution is proposing to implement the first stage of the
program in 1986-87, including entry level performance tests for incoming
freshmen, perhaps focused on groups of special students such as high risk or
gifted freshmen; tests of student performance in the general education program
of liberal studies and for the common course objectives; exit examinations
of performance in the major, including performance measures in appropriate
disciplines; and assessment of student and alumni attitudes about the
undergraduate experience at JMU.
The university is now deciding the extent
to which the assessment program will be used not only to measure student
achievement but also as a diagnostic tool for counseling and advising students
and as a means of program evaluation.
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Recommendations for Measuring Student Achievement
. at Virginia's Public Colleges and Universities
Citizens of the Commonwealth, parents and students have a right to hold
institutions of higher education accountable for effective teaching and
learning. Institutions can benefit from more systematic knowledge of student
achievement. The Council recommends against a system-wide minimum competency
testing program for Virginia as the best means to measure student achievement.
This approach lacks several characteristics of a good assessment program.
It promotes standardization, is insensitive to important institutional
differences in mission and curriculum, ignores broader educational objectives
which should be assessed, threatens to establish minimums as the norm, and
fails to contribute to improvement of the teaching and learning that occur
in classrooms. Virginia has worked long and carefully to nurture a diverse
sec of colleges and universities.
It is not appropriate to impose a single
statewide test upon this diversity.
The Council proposes an alternative approach to measure student
achievement that encompasses a wider range of educational objectives.
The
Council thinks this approach will preserve the diverse system of public
colleges and universities in Virginia and maintain the Commonwealth's
commitment to access and quality in higher education.
Assessment programs alone will not guarantee improvements in student
achievement.
Complementary actions are needed to strengthen education
programs at all levels of formal schooling, from elementary through graduate
education. The increased requirements for high school graduation recently
established by the Board of Education, for example, should improve students'
preparation for college. Institutions of higher education should support this
change by upgrading their admission requirements, with special emphasis on
the academic courses completed in high school.
Attention should be focused
on the elementary and middle or junior high school curricula to ensure that
students will be prepared and motivated to pursue the more stringent optional
academic diploma. Colleges and universities should examine the relationship
between the undergraduate and graduate curricula and evaluate graduate and
professional education to assess quality and identify ways to improve these
programs.
The Council recognizes that assessment can be costly.
As institutions
establish their programs, they will have to consider ways to minimize costs,
by using information already available, by employing sampling techniques, and
by adopting standardized tests of achievement where feasible.
The Council recommends the following actions as the best means to measure
student achievement at the Commonwealth's colleges and universities.
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Recommendation 1*:
Thee the academic relationship between secondary and
higher education be strengthened:
(a) By developing programs such as the Ohio Board of Regents' Early
Testing Program to help high school students prepare for college and the
Minnesota early admissions program to reward those who demonstrate an ability
to do college-level work; and
(b) By providing reports from colleges and universities that tell the
high schools how well their former students are doing in college.

Recommendation 2:
That all state-supported institutions of higher
education establish procedures and programs to measure student achievement.
These programs should:
(a) Derive from institutional initiatives, recognizing the diversity of
Virginia's public colleges and universities, the tradition of institutional
autonomy, and the capacity of faculty and administrators to identify their
own problems and solve them creatively;
(b) Be
objectives;

consistent

with

each

institution's

mission

and educational

(c) Bear a direct relationship to teaching and learning in the classroom,
enabling faculty to use the results to address student deficiencies, evaluate
and improve the curriculum, and develop better teaching techniques;
(d) Involve faculty in setting the standards of achievement, selecting
the measurement instruments and analyzing the results;
(e) Consider the relative importance of both assessment to determine
student attainment as measured by an absolute standard and assessment of
student growth in learning attributable to the influence of the institution;
(f) Follow student progress through the curriculum, as appropriate, with
consideration of achievement measures (1) at transition points to ensure
student readiness to proceed, (2) upon completion of the major, and (3) at
graduation or on leaving the institution; and
(g) Include follow-up of graduates through employer surveys, studies of
participation rates in further education and alumni reports of career
progress.
Recommendation 3: That institutions administer tests to determine the
entry-level skills of students whose past performance, as defined by high
school grades or Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, indicates they might have
difficulty doing college-level work; and that each institution identify a
minimum threshold of achievement to qualify for college degree-credit
courses.
16
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Recommendation 4: That institutions with students whose skills fall
below the threshold established for college-level work provide remedial
education to maintain access while improving the quality of students'
performance prior to full participation in degree credit courses.
Where
possible, remediation for students at four-year institutions should be
arranged through agreements with community colleges.
No credit toward a
degree should be awarded for remedial work.
Recommendation 5: That an advisory committee to the Council o£ Higher
Education be established to develop guidelines for designing good assessment
programs, to assist the institutions on request to develop the programs, and
to advise the Council on progress in this area.
Recommendation 6: That the state-supported colleges and universities
submit annual reports of progress in developing their assessment programs and
concrete, non-anecdotal and quantifiable information on student achievement
to the Council of Higher Education.
The reports should include information
about the achievement of transfer students from the community colleges
enrolled in four-year colleges and universities and about the performance of
professional program graduates on licensing and certification examinations.
The Council should publish results of the assessment programs and reports of
other actions to strengthen educational quality in its biennial revisions to
the Virginia Plan for Higher Education. - .| , i n . t
*/■> 7

<
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Text of Senate Joint Resolution 125
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SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 125

I

Requesting the

t

State Council of

H igher education to study th e quality o f higher educa.
in th e C om m onw ealth.

Agreed to by tbe Senate, February 22, 19S5
Agreed to by the House of Delegates, February 20, 1985
WHEREAS, Virginia's public institutions of higher education are a source of pride to
Commonwealth and the basis for the State's continued economic and cultural growth; anc
WHEREAS, Virginia has an investment in excess of $1 billion in physical plant and o
$300 million in equipment in its institutions of higher education; and
WHEREAS, Virginia historically devotes over seventeen percent of its general funds
the biennial budget to higher education, which amounts to over S1.3 billion in gene
funds in the current biennium; and
WHEREAS, continued, broad public support for Virginia's system of higher education
essential to the system’s growth and well-being; and
WHEREAS, various studies of higher education have raised questions about curriculi
requirements, quality of instruction, and student achievement in the nation’s colleges a
universities; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring, That the State Council
Higher Education conduct a study on student achievement inVirginia’s public high
education system, and to investigate means by which student achievement may
measured to assure the citizens of Virginia of the continuing high quality of high
education in the Commonwealth.
In conducting its review, the Council is requested to seek advice from Virginia
colleges and universities.
The Council should submit its findings and recommendations to the 1986 Session of ti
General Assembly.
The costs of this study, including direct and indirect costs, are estimated to be $16,410.

f
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the Assessment of Student Achievement
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Selected Bibliography of Literature on
the Assessment of Student Achievement

Academic Preparation for College: What Students Need to know and
Be Able to Do. New York: The College Board, 1983.
Access to Quality Undergraduate Education: A Report to the Southern
Regional Education Board by Its Commission for Educational Quality.
Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board, 1985.
Astin, A. W. Achieving Educational Excellence.
Jossey-Bass, 1985.

San Francisco, CA.:

Elman, S. E. & Lynton, E. A. "Assessment in Professional Education."
Paper presented at the 1985 National Conference on Assessment in Higher
Education, Columbia, S. C.
Ewell, P. T. & Jones, D. P. "The Institutional Costs of Assessment."
Paper presented at the 1985 National Conference on Assessment in Higher
Education, Columbia, S.C.
Ewell, P. T. "Levers for Changes: The Role of State Government in
Improving the Quality of Post Secondary Education.” Paper prepared for
the Education Commission of the States, Denver, CO., 1985.
Ewell, P. T. (Ed.) New Directions for Institutional Research: Assessing
Educational Outcomes. San Francisco, CA.: Jossey-Bass, 1985.
Ewell P. T. The Self-Regarding Institution: Information for Excellence.
Boulder, CO.:
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems,
1984.
Ewell, P. T. Information on Student Outcomes: How to Get It and How
to Use it. Boulder, CO.: National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems, 1983.
Harris, J. "Assessing Outcomes in Higher Education: Practical
Suggestions for Getting Started." Paper presented at the 1985 National
Conference on Assessment in Higher Education, Columbia, S. C.
Heyvood, J. Assessment in Higher Education. New York:
St Sons, 1977.

John Wiley

Integrity in the College Curriculum: A Report to the Academic Community
(Project on Redefining the Meaning and Purpose of Baccalaureate Degrees)
Washington: Association of American Colleges, 1985.
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Involvement in Learning: Realizing the Potential of American Hicher
Education. Washington, 0. C.: National Institute of Education, 1984.
Measuring Educational Progress in the South: Student Achievement.
Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board, 1984.
Mingle, J. R. "Measuring the Educational Achievements of
Undergraduates: State and National Developments." Paper prepared
for State Higher Education Executive Officers, Denver, CO., January, 1985.
Pace, C. R. Measuring Outcomes of College.
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1979.
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APPENDIX
s e n a t e jo in t r e s o l u t io n n o . u

Ktgardtng the racommtndationa of tha State Council of Higher Education regarding
meaeurementt of etudent « M n emmU.
Agreed to by the Senate, February II, 1988
Agreed to by tbo House of Delegatee, February 19, is u
WHEREAS, Senate Joint Resolution N a 139 of tbo 1999 c— <«» of tbo Gonenl
Assembly requested tbo Stun Couadi of Hlfbor Education for Virginia to study tbo m nnt
by which studsat achievement may bo measured to is u re tbo cltlraos of Virginia tbo
cooBnalm high quality of higher educadoo is tbo Commonwealin; and
WHEREAS, tbo Coundl study determined tbot oil public eoUetoo and ualvantUaa should
establish procedures and programs consistent w lu aoeb Institution's mimloo and educational
ohfeedvas to measure stodeat achievement and
WHEREAS, tbo Coundl toady dotonnlaod that tbo boot programs to measure student
achievement a r t m ated directly to teach tog and leaning la tbo' d u aroom, ladudo
assessments of ootry4orol skllla of students who might have difficulty doing college work,
Identify ■ minimum threshold of achievement for students to qualify for college degree
credit courses, and aotobllob standards for student program to higher laveie of tbo
-------curriculum: aad
WHEREAS, the Coundl proposes tbo astehHstiment of ea advisory committee to develop
guidelines for detogalag good asoaaomeat programs, to help the lastttuboas develop programs,
end to edvlea the Coundl baaed oe annual reports by tbo Institutions of concrete,
quantifiable Information oa student achievement now, therefore, be It
RESOLVED by the Senate, the Boose of Delegatee concurring, That the General
Aaeembty accepts the lerienmendetlwie of the Coundl study aad affirms its eoovictioa that
jp m —t achievement should, be measured as a m aaaajo assure the continuing high quality
of higher education la the Commonwealth; aad, be It.
RESOLVED FURTHER. That the lasdtuBcee aad their boards of vtstton are requested
to eetabltoh swsesmint programe to measure student achievement; end that the Coundl, la
cooperation with the stateeuppotted collegia end untvusltlae. should astahlHh guidelines for
designing good emeesminf programs aad report to tbe public results of institutional efforts
to maaaere student achievement is Us biennial revisions of n o Virginia Han far Higher

Education .
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I

Guidelines for S tu dent Assessment

Senate' Joint Resolution .125, passed by the 1985 Virginia General
Assembly, directed the Council of Higher Education "to investigate means by
which student achievement may be measured to assure the citizens of Virginia
the continuing high quality of higher education in the Commonwealth." The
study was presented to the 1986 General Assembly as Senate Document No. 14.
In Senate Joint Resolution 83, the assembly accepted the recommendations made
in the study and requested institutions of higher education in the state "to
establish assessment programs to measure student achievement." - It further
resolved that "the Council, in cooperation with the state-supported colleges
and universities, should establish guidelines for designing good assessment
programs and report to the public results of institutional efforts to measure
student achievement in its biennial revisions of The Virginia Plan for Higher
Education."
In November 1986, a meeting was convened of representatives from colleges
and universities which already were developing assessment plans. The group's
task was to establish guidelines that respected both the complexity of the
issue and the need to provide state-wide coherence to the assessment plans.
The committee was guided in its work by the recommendations contained in
Senate Document No. 14.

Guideline 1
Plans to evaluate undergraduate student outcomes should be appropriate to
the mission of each institution and allow for diversity of program goals.
As far as possible institutions should use multiple indicators o£ student
achievement. These should be appropriate to the disciplines in question;
the goals of the various programs; and the intellectual, performance,
attitudinal,
or
emotional
outcomes
being
assessed.
Individual
institutions may focus their reports either on absolute measures of student
learning and performance or on the contribution the institution has made
to the student's development ("value-added assessment").

Guideline 2
In many cases, data collected for other reasons will be suitable for
assessment purposes. Some examples might be admissions information,
retention -and completion data, alumni follow-up studies, job placement
data,
information
on
licensing
and
certification
examinations,
accreditation reports, other assessment studies, state-wide program
reviews, retention studies, and studies of community-college transfer
students.
Institutions may want to select appropriate nationally
available instruments or create campus-based measures. In deciding which
existing measures to use and in developing new ones, faculty involvement
is critical.
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Guidellha 3

PAGE 2

In developing or selecting assessment procedures, institutions should
consider the effect the procedures will have on students and ensure that
they do not take an unreasonable amount of time or cause undue hardship
on individual students.
Wherever appropriate or feasible, the results
should be shared with individual students, with, follow-up support provided
when necessary.

Guideline 4
Students should be assessed at appropriate intervals during college, and
data should be collected on alumni. The assessments'should include student
outcomes in general education and in the major.
Institutions need not
assess students who are only taking occasional courses.
Rather than
measuring the learning and performance of every student, it may be
appropriate to use sampling procedures. Every program need not be measured
every year, but each institution is responsible for developing a plan that
will measure student outcomes in all undergraduate programs on a regularschedule.

Guideline 5
As part of the institutional description published in The Virginia Plan.
each institution should identify minimal verbal and quantitative skills,
below which threshold students will need remediation at that institution.
It should describe how it identifies incoming high-risk students-- such
as by SAT scores, high-s.chool grades, or other indicators-- and its plans
for assessing their verbal and quantitative skills.
It shoujd indicate
how placement in remedial courses affects a student's admission into
degree-credit work.

Guideline 6
Each institution should describe its plans for and its means of measuring
the success of remediation, including, for instance, the retention,
progress, and graduation rates of remediated students.
Where possible,
remediation for students at senior institutions should be arranged through
agreements with community colleges.
Credits for remedial courses should
count in the student's academic load and the institution's FTE calculations
but not toward degree requirements.
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Guideline 7
Each year institutions of higher education in Virginia should provide
progress reports' on all full-time, first-year students who received
high-school diplomas in Virginia during the prior year, containing
information such as retention, grade-point average, and whether students
are .taking remedial coursework.
The report should be sent to the State
Council of Higher Education, which will work with the Department of
Education to distribute the information to the schools or the school
divisions.

Guideline 8
Similar material should be compiled by senior institutions for Virginia
community-college transfer students, along with graduation information and
the number of credits transferred.
The data should be sent to the State
Council of Higher Education, which will distribute the information to the
appropriate parties.

Guideline 9
It is each institution's responsibility to evaluate its assessment
procedures initially and regularly thereafter. It should ensure that those
procedures meet standards within the field for scholarly integrity, are
compatible with the institutional mission and program goals, and are useful
for program improvement.

Guideline 10
/

The purpose of assessment is not to compare institutions but to improve
student learning and performance.
As part of its plan, therefore, each
institution should have in place or develop student, faculty, and
curricular development programs to address identified areas of weakness.

The plans will be described in a report on student assessment to be
published in the 1987' revision to The Virginia Plan. They will therefore be
due to the State Council in June, 1987.
In accordance with the guidelines
above, they should contain identifications or descriptions of the following:
*

Assessment procedures for general education

*

Assessment procedures for the majors

*

Alumni follow-up studies

*

The skills necessary to do college-degree-credit work at the institution

*

Procedures for identifying high-risk students
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Policies regarding placement
degree-credit courses

of

students

doing

remedial

work

•

Plans for remediation

•

Methods' of assessing the success of remediation

•

The timetable for implementation of the assessment plan

•

Procedures for evaluating the assessment plan

•

Plans for faculty, student, and curricular' developmentprograms
address identified problems or deficiencies.

in

to

By 1989, institutions will begin to report the results oftheir
assessment procedures.
The published results of the assessment should be
concrete, more than anecdotal, and presented in quantified form.

April 3, 1987
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Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
1. That § 23*9.6:1 of the Code of Virginia is amended and reenacted as follows:
§ 23*9.6:1. Duties of Council generally.-In addition to such other duties as may be
prescribed elsewhere, the Council of Higher Education shall have the duty, responsibility
and authority:
4a)- l . To prepare plans under which the several state-supported institutions of higher
education of Virginia shall constitute a coordinating system. In developing such plans, the
Council shall consider the future needs for higher education in Virginia at both the
undergraduate and the graduate levels, the mission, programs, facilities and location of
each of the existing institutions of higher education, In addition to such other matters as
the Council deems appropriate. The Council shall revise such plans biennially in each
odd-numbered year and shall submit within the time prescribed by § 2.1*394 of the Code of
Virginia the plans as revised to the Governor and the General Assembly together with such
recommendations as are necessary for their implementation.
4b> 2. To review and approve or disapprove any proposed change in the statement of
mission of any presently existing public institution of higher education and to define the
mission of all public institutions of higher education created after the effective date of this
provision. The Council shall, within the time prescribed In 4*^ above subdivision i of this
section , make a report to the Governor and the General Assembly with respect to its
actions hereunder i provided, however, no . N o such actions shall become effective until
thirty days after adjournment of the session of the General Assembly next following the
filing of such a report Nothing contained In this provision shall be construed to authorize
the Council to modify any mission statement adopted by the General Assembly, nor to
empower the Council to affect either directly or Indirectly, the selection of faculty or the
standards and criteria for admission of any public institution, whether related to academic
standards, residence or other criteria, it being the intention of this section that faculty
selection and student admission policies shall remain a function of the individual
institutions.
4o) 3. To study any proposed escalation of any public Institution to a degree granting
level higher than that level to which it is presently restricted and to submit a report and
recommendation to the Governor and the General Assembly relating to the proposal. The
study shall Include the need for and benefits or detriments to be derived from the
escalation. No such Institution shall implement any such proposed escalation until the
Council's report and recommendation have been submitted to the General Assembly and
the General Assembly approves the institution’s proposal.
44) 4. To review and approve , or disapprove all enrollment projections proposed by
each public institution of higher education. The Council’s projections shall be in numerical
terms by. level of enrollment and shall be used for budgetary and fiscal planning purposes
only. The student admissions policies for the Institutions and their specific programs shall
remain the sole responsibility of the individual boards of visitors.
4e ) 5. To review and approve or disapprove all new academic programs which any
public institution of higher education proposes. As used herein, “academic programs”
Include both undergraduate and graduate programs.
4f> 6. To review and require the discontinuance of any academic program which is
presently offered by any public institution of higher education when the Council determines
2Zf5
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that such academic program is nonproductive in terms of the number of degrees granted,
the number of students served by the program and budgetary considerations. As used
herein, “academic programs” Includes both undergraduate and graduate programs. The
Council shall make a report to the Governor and the General Assembly with respect to the
discontinuance of any academic program i provided, however, ae . No such discontinuance
shall become effective until thirty days after the adjournment of the session of the General
Assembly next following the filing of such report
4g> 7- To - review and approve or disapprove the creation and establishment of any
department school, college, branch, division or extension of any public institution of higher
education which such Institution proposes to create and establish. This duty and
responsibility shall be applicable to the proposed creation and establishment of
departments, schools, colleges, branches, divisions and extensions whether located on or off
the main campus of the institution in question f provided, however, that if . if any
organl2atlonai change Is determined by the Council to be proposed solely for the purpose
of internal management and the institution’s curricular offerings remain constant, the
Council shall approve the proposed change. Nothing in this provision shall be construed to
authorize the Council to disapprove the creation and establishment of any department,
school, college, branch, division or extension of any institution which has been created and
established by the General Assembly.
{h> a. To develop a uniform comprehensive data Information system designed to gather
all Information necessary to the performance of the Council’s duties. Said The system shall
include information on admissions, enrollments, personnel, programs, financing, space
inventory, facilities and such other areas asthe Council deems appropriate.

< 7 4 9. To develop in cooperation w ith institutions o f higher education guidelines
fo r 'the
^ 23 assessment o f student achievement. An institution shall use an approved program which
24* complies w ith the guidelines o f the Council and is consistent with the institution’s mission
27 and educational objectives in the developm ent o f such assessment. The Council shaU
28 report the institutions' assessments o f student achievement in the biennial revisions to the
24 'state's m tister plan fo r higher education.
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4i> io. To develop in cooperation withthe appropriate state financial andaccounting
officials and to establish uniform standards and systems of accounting, record keeping and
statistical reporting for the public Institutions of higher education.
4 } u. To review annually and approve or disapprove all changes in the inventory of
educational and general space which any public Institution of higher education may propose
and to make a report to the Governor and the General Assembly with respect thereto }
provided, however, a e . No such change shall be made until thirty days after the
adjournment of the session of the General Assembly next following the filing of such
report
{k} 12. To visit and study the operations of each of the public institutions of higher
education at such times as the Council shall deem appropriate and to conduct such other
studies in the field of higher education as the Council deems appropriate or as may be
requested by the Governor or the General Assembly.
{1} 13. To provide advisory services to private, accredited and nonprofit Institutions of
higher education, whose primary purpose is to provide collegiate or graduate education and
not to provide religious training or theological education, on academic, administrative,
financial and space utilization matters. The Council may also review and advise on joint
activities, including contracts for services, between such private institutions and public
institutions of higher education or between such private institutions and any agency of the
Commonwealth or political subdivision thereof.
14. To adopt such rules and regulations as the Council believes necessary to
implement all of the Council’s duties and responsibilities as set forth in this Code. The
various public Institutions of higher education shall comply with such rules and regulations.
{a} is. In carrying out its duties and responsibilities, the Council, insofar as practicable,
shall preserve the Individuality, traditions and sense of responsibility of the respective
2if6
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1 Institutions. The Council, insofar as practicable, shall seek the assistance and advice of the
2 respective institutions in fulfilling all of Its duties and responsibilities.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to review the historical
origins and chronology of the student assessment movement in
the United States and to describe and analyze the development
of Virginia's higher education student assessment policy
within that movement.
"Student assessment," the process of
determining whether or not students have met educational goals
set by their programs of study, institutions of higher
education, or the state is a relatively new event in Virginia.
Major participants involved in the passage and implementation
of Virginia's policy were identified from historical documents
and interviewed based on their specific areas of knowledge.
From the interviews and document analysis it was found
that the historical origins for Virginia's student assessment
policy were synonymous with the history of accrediting
agencies. A second possible origin for student assessment was
the
response
to
periods
of
expansion
and
curriculum
development that occurred from 1918-1928 and again from 19521983.
The recent push for student assessment was spurred in
the mid-1980's by the release of several national studies on
the condition of the curriculum, instruction, and student
achievement in higher education in the United States.
These
reports caused the states to question the credibility of
'•regional
accrediting
agencies
as
a means
of ensuring
educational quality. As a result, at least two-thirds of the
states have instituted some form of student assessment
legislation since 1984.
The state of Virginia's student assessment policy began
in 1985 with the passage of Senate Joint Resolution 125 which
called on the State Council for Higher Education for Virginia
(SCHEV) to investigate means by which student achievement
could be measured to assure the citizens of Virginia of the
continuing high quality of higher education in the state. The
study was conducted and presented to the 1986 General Assembly
of Virginia as Senate Document No. 14 and was accepted in
Senate Joint Resolution 83.
This resolution requested the
state-supported institutions of higher education to establish
student assessment programs in consultation with SCHEV. In
1989, Senate Bill 534 amended The Code of Virginia giving
SCHEV
formal
authority
to
oversee
student
assessment
activities.
After completing the case study, the study was compared
for fit with six models of policy formulation (elite,
rational, incremental, group, systems, and institutional) as
proposed by Thomas Dye in his 1972 book, Understanding Public
Policy. It was found that, the systems model was the best fit
of the six models.
However, since vestiges of the other
models existed within Virginia's student assessment policy
formulation process the study proposed a revised systems model
that included each of Dye's six models.
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